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ABSTRACT 

Hummelholm, Aarne 
Cyber Security and Energy Efficiency in the Infrastructures of Smart Societies 
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2019, 175 p. 
(JYU Dissertations 
ISSN 2489-9003; 173) 
ISBN 978-951-39-8004-7  

This dissertation examines architectures in smart cities and smart societies and also 
analyses the communications systems security, cyber security and energy efficiency of 
infrastructures, digital information systems and services, and underwater optical cable 
systems. The study also develops models for calculating the probabilities of cyber 
threats to these entities. This study first examines how digitalisation affects society and 
the daily lives of its citizens, its various services, and the environment. Our societies’ 
digital services even now are available anytime and anywhere, in real time. The changes 
brought about by digitalisation of the various services available in our daily lives have 
a large impact on society and the lives of its citizens. To take full advantage of the 
services offered by digitalisation, people must be able to use secure smart devices and 
communication systems to use the services. However, there is a need to examine how 
we can improve and provide these services securely, anytime and anywhere in real 
time, and determine how the current services will work with future information systems 
and service structures. Security and cyber security threats must be taken into account 
when providing and developing these services because these services and 
infrastructures are subject to ubiquitous security and cyber security threats on a daily 
basis. Natural threats and risks also have an occasional impact on the availability and 
continuity of services, especially in the Arctic region. This dissertation introduces a 
single user device concept designed to reduce and prevent the impact of potential 
network threats and cyber-attacks in future environments and services. As the number 
of available services and the energy consumption of different systems increase 
exponentially, the volumes of harmful greenhouse gases that are often transported 
directly into the air also increase exponentially. More attention must therefore be given 
to the root causes of climate change and, in particular, to services with a high energy 
consumption. Despite discussing digitalisation and its importance in our services, the 
effects of digitalisation on the growth of energy consumption and its consequences are 
not sufficiently taken into account in our societies. Thus, we consider whether it is 
possible to reduce the energy consumption of services and thereby reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. When building new ecosystems or improving existing solutions and 
structures, cost-effectiveness needs to be considered and improved to improve 
operational efficiency across all sectors.  

Keywords: smart cities, smart society, energy consumptions, risks, threats, cyber-
attacks, climate change, greenhouse gases.  



TIIVISTELMÄ (ABSTRACT IN FINNISH) 

Hummelholm, Aarne 
Kyberturvallisuus ja energiatehokkuus äly-yhteiskunnan infrastruktuureissa 
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2019, 175 p. 
(JYU Dissertations 
ISSN 2489-9003; 173) 
ISBN 978-951-39-8004-7 

Väitöskirjassa tutkitaan älykaupunkien ja äly-yhteiskuntien sekä arktisen alueen ark-
kitehtuureja. Tutkimuksessa analysoidaan turvallisuus-, kyberturvallisuus- ja energia-
tehokkuuskysymyksiä infrastruktuureista, digitaalisista tietojärjestelmistä ja palveluista, 
sekä merenalaisista optisista kaapelijärjestelmistä. Lisäksi esitetään malleja näihin 
kokonaisuuksiin kohdistuvien kyberuhkien todennäköisyyksien laskelmista varten. 
Tutkimusten lähtökohtana on tarkastella, miten digitalisaatio vaikuttaa yhteiskunnan ja 
sen kansalaisten jokapäiväiseen elämään, sen eri palveluihin ja miten sen mukanaan 
tuomat muutokset näkyvät jokapäiväisessä elämässämme ja ympäristössämme. Yhteis-
kunnan digitaaliset palveluthan ovat saatavilla reaaliaikaisesti missä ja milloin tahansa. 
Kaikkien digitalisoinnin tarjoamien mahdollisuuksien hyödyntämiseksi on pystyttävä 
käyttämään turvallisia älylaitteita ja viestintäjärjestelmiä kaikkien meille tarjottavien pal-
veluiden kanssa. On tarkasteltava kaikkia niitä mahdollisuuksia, joilla voimme parantaa 
ihmisten päivittäisiä palveluita ja kuinka tarjota näitä palveluita reaaliajassa ja turvalli-
sesti, missä ja milloin tahansa, ja kuinka nämä palvelut toimivat yhdessä nykyisten ja 
tulevien tietojärjestelmien ja palvelurakenteiden kanssa. Mutta tähän kehitykseen liit-
tyvät samalla myös tietoturva- ja kyberturvallisuusuhkat, jotka on huomioitava palve-
luiden tarjoamisessa ja kehittämisessä. Näihin palveluihin ja infrastruktuureihin kohdis-
tuu päivittäin kaikkialle ulottuvia turvallisuus- ja kyberturvallisuusuhkia. Luonnollisilla 
uhkilla ja riskeillä on myös satunnaisia vaikutuksia palveluiden saatavuuteen ja 
jatkuvuuteen etenkin arktisella alueella. Työssä esitellään myös yhden käyttäjän 
laitekonsepti, jonka tarkoituksena on parantaa käyttöturvallisuutta uusissa toiminta-
ympäristöissä ja palveluissa. Kun saatavien palvelujen määrä kasvaa eksponentiaalisesti, 
samalla sen seurauksena eri järjestelmien tarvitsema energiankulutus kasvaa eksponen-
tiaalisesti, mikä tarkoittaa myös sitä, että haitalliset kasvihuonekaasujen määrät kasvavat 
eksponentiaalisesti ja ne kulkeutuvat usein suoraan ilmaan. Meidän on kiinnitettävä 
huomattavasti enemmän huomiota ilmastonmuutoksen perussyihin ja erityisesti 
palveluihin, joiden energiankulutus on korkea.  

Asiasanat: älykäs kaupunki, älykäs yhteiskunta, riskit, uhkat, kyber-hyökkäykset, 
ilmastomuutos, kasvihuonekaasut.  
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1.1 Outline of challenges of the smart cities and of the research areas 

This dissertation examines future societies and smart cities, and their infrastructures, 
telecommunications solutions and data centre needs. This study also discusses future 
societal changes and services provided to people and the associated cyber threats and 
security threats. Initially, the study examines the services of smart cities and their 
distribution into different service segments. Additionally, a set of smart cities in one 
region in one country, in one continent and in the Arctic region is described. The study 
then discusses how the various continents are interconnected to form one global entity 
(Figure 1; PI – PIII and PV).  

The study uses a completely new approach, presented in chapter 2, and thus 
divides the structures of society into six segments; basic infrastructures, energy, 
mobility, buildings and homes, public services, communications and IoT services. One 
review in chapter 2 (Figure 5), examines the drivers of change that will impact future 
smart cities and smart societies in one country, across continents and in the Arctic. 
Another review in chapter 2 (Figure 6), illustrates the significance of the EU directives, 
laws, regulations, standards, and national requirements and guidelines in chapter 2. 

The approach is different to, for example, the way the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) presented the structures and services of smart cities 
(IEC, 2014). The IEC divided the future urban environment into five segments: Energy, 
Mobility, Buildings and Homes, Public Services and Water. Another method of smart 
city building is described in ‘Smart Cities Readiness Guide’, but the approach is also 
different to that used herein in this dissertation as it does not provide the necessary 
principles for its overall architecture (martCitiesCouncil, 2013). 

One division is in the Beecham Research Sector Map, where the research institute 
has divided society into nine distinct research segments, with different functional 
backgrounds. This dissertation groups these segments in a new way that is more 
appropriate to the architecture work (Beecham, Beecham Research´s sector map). This 
study divides smart cities and smart societies into six segments to obtain a clear picture 
of the architectures and services of smart cities. This study applies Enterprise 
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Architecture Framework method and uses the QFD model to define the dependencies 
(QFD INSTITUDE) in different services and functions.  

One research area in this dissertation is the submarine optical cable system which 
connects the intercontinental communication systems, which have been studied and 
analysed as a whole in PII, PIII and PV. The Arctic region has also been treated as a 
whole in PIII and PV. Communications satellites and the use of satellites for the other 
purposes have been studied (PIII) in this dissertation, using them for example in mobile 
communications systems in the Arctic region. Climate change issues have also been 
raised in relation to data centres, telecommunications networks and the services they 
offer, buildings and homes in the future, energy consumption, decreased energy 
consumption and renewable energy solutions.  

This study examines the services these complex societal environments provide and 
researches the smaller functional entities and information systems they contain in terms 
of their dependencies, risks, vulnerabilities, cybersecurity threats and privacy concerns. 
The probability of potential threats or cyber-attacks has also been determined (PI -PV) 
(University of Cambridge) (Wang, Liu, 2014).   

 
 

 
 
FIGURE 1.  Smart cities, submarine optical cable systems and satellite systems of 

future smart societies in Europe, Asia and the Arctic region. 
 
Smart societies worldwide produce huge amounts of information that need to be 

stored in data centres where it can be made available to citizens. However, such storage 
leads to a huge increase in energy demand by data centres, thus leading to a rapid 
increase in CO2 and other greenhouse gas levels, which can be calculated using the 
Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator (EPA, 2007) (EPA, Greenhouse Gas 
Calculator).  
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Many estimates have been made about the growth of information worldwide; 

Figure 2 shows one of the latest estimates. The amount of information is growing 
exponentially, which means that the energy required by data centres is similarly 
increasing despite having already virtualised server and storage platforms in our data 
centres (Appendices 1 and 2). Virtualisation in this context means that many 
applications use the same processors and memory chip resources on servers and storage 
systems. Virtualization creates a simulated, or virtual, computing environment as 
opposed to a physical environment. Virtualization often includes computer-generated 
versions of hardware, operating systems and storage devices (based on the definition of 
Microsoft Azure). 

   

 

FIGURE 2.  All data created between 2011 and 2020 (Schmarzo, 2017). 

An analysis of the above described continents’ areas, countries, different 
segments and service entities in Figure 1 shows that considerable overall architectural 
work is needed to identify the environments we are working with and services being 
offered to the citizens, open EA Method (Dragon1-open) (JHS 179). State level 
organisations, government and ministerial departments, private organisations with 
big business sectors, national and international banks are the main targets of cyber 
attackers and hackers in our societies. Therefore, such organisations need to know the 
kinds of environments in which they are communicating with their customers and co-
operating with other companies. The data growth shown in Figure 2 indicates that we 
need to have a lot of smart devices in use because many different types of information 
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systems and applications are needed to enable data growth (Figure 3). However, such 
data growth gives hackers and cyber attackers more opportunities and ways to attack 
our systems and services. They can use the same types of network and application 
analytics tools used by network and service operators to locate organisations, detect 
vulnerabilities in the devices and systems, search for specific devices and systems that 
are not properly protected, identify specific protocols in which they have found 
vulnerabilities and locate backdoors.

 

FIGURE 3.  Forecast of global internet devices (Schmarzo, 2017). 

When we look at the forecasts presented in Figures 2 and 3 and relate them to the 
development of the future smart cities and smart societies, we can see that considerable 
work is required to develop a vision, scenario work, strategy work and case study 
research, and to research the development and implementation of services. Such work 
will enable us to verify that those developments can move in the right direction, taking 
into account rapidly changing and evolving environments, use cases and societal 
changes in the day-to-day operations of citizens, as well as security and cyber security 
issues (see Figures 1 - 3). 

Figures 1 - 3 show that virtualisation of all the devices used is not enough to reduce 
the energy consumption of the systems being currently used; other systems are also 
required (virtualization here means that many applications use the same processors and 
memory chip resources on servers and storage systems there). The use of our devices 
needs to be profiled according to needs and use, as well as data centre equipment, 
communication network equipment, mobile network equipment, users’ devices, IoT 
devices and sensors (Appendices 1 and 2). The reason is that even if we use virtualized 
devices to save energy, they consume energy even though there is no need to 
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communicate or send information. Profiling here means that the energy consumed by 
the devices you use will monitor their actual daily use and, if necessary. 

One quite new research area is zero-energy communications, which we can use, 
for example, in communications between IoT devices, sensors and users’ devices.  

Our living environments contain many broadcasting systems which require a lot 
of energy to work constantly. As people often watch TV programmes from their smart 
phones and devices, they do not need broadcasting systems, but rather mobile networks 
and the internet.   

Even if we create a hybrid model of energy solutions for our smart environments 
that incorporate sun panels, wind generators and ground or geothermal heat systems, 
we must also consider the security and cyber-security issues because hackers and cyber-
attackers can attack against our societies systems also through these new systems. 

When performing virtualisation for data centre devices, communication devices 
and user terminals, we can use machine learning methods to manage and monitor the 
virtualised devices and environments. Network and data centres resources can be 
shared according to the needs of different operators and users and this way we can 
optimise the systems for a huge number of managed devices. When profiling the 
functionalities of the devices we use in our networks and data centres, we can also utilise 
machine learning intelligence for optimisation. Implementation of the zero-energy 
model in the use of different devices, data centres and communications systems should 
be investigated; it is also possible to exploit the potential of machine learning in this 
area. 

When we have implemented virtualisations to all our information and 
communications systems and our smart devices, profiled their use and applied zero-
energy possibilities to all of them, we can implement a ‘Green Energy Communication 
Society’ which uses information (Pazowski, 2015) (Kaushik, 2017) (Insights Success, 
2019) (Oleg, 2011). The CO2 emissions caused by flying are often discussed, but even 
before 2010, information and communications systems CO2 emissions were higher than 
that of air traffic (Ellinger, Mikolajick, Wettwies, 2013). The Greenhouse Gas 
Equivalencies Calculator can be used to calculate the emission levels (EPA, Greenhouse 
Gas Calculator).  

However, technical solutions for all new service environments are not yet in line 
with international standards. Their connections to telecommunications and service 
networks are very diverse and technically outdated solutions and new technologies are 
used simultaneously. Future information and communication systems need to be 
designed and adapted to work in this challenging business environment where security 
threats and cybercrime are constantly present. Each function has its own service and 
communication needs depending on the user group. These user groups include design 
and maintenance staff, financial management staff in different continents, telecom 
operators, service provider staff, virtual service providers and operators, administrative 
agents, citizens, manufacturers, banks. To date, no other technology apart from 
submarine cables systems has had such a strategic impact on our society while 
remaining so poorly understood by the general population. This means that submarine 
cables systems are a very tempting target for hackers and state actors who seek access 
to the submarine optical cables and networks connecting continents to each other.  
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This dissertation examines the impact of those in chapter 2, 3, 4 and 5 presented 
rapidly changing technological and non-technological factors on future smart city and 
smart society environments, submarine optical cable systems between continents and 
the Arctic region’s infrastructures and services solutions. This study analyses cyber 
security in this rapidly changing environment to provide citizens with seamless services 
they can trust, irrespective of their time and location.  

A special research area addresses the use of e-health systems in digital 
environments, future hospitals, smart home environments and wherever citizens travel 
because this issue is critical to citizens health now and in the future. The latest challenge 
for operating environments such as hospitals and homes involves providing seamless 
interconnections between heterogeneous telecommunication networks and new devices 
and systems. These systems include the Internet of Things (IoT), Device-to-Device 
(D2D), Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) systems, which 
have expanded into homes, office buildings, building automation systems, cars, and 
various control and energy systems (Beecham Research´s, Wearable Technology) 
(Beecham Research´s, World of Connected Device). Connecting devices to the internet 
and enabling their direct interaction saves money and time and improves efficiency. The 
integration process is accelerating at all levels of communications and in each region 
both horizontally and vertically, but the risk is also growing rapidly. 

1.2 Research Questions 

The research questions addressed in Chapter 2 are as follows: 
 

RQ 1. Which tools can we develop for future communications and information 
architectures in smart cities? 

 
RQ 1.1. Which tools can we use to find dependencies between information 
systems, communications systems and different services? 
RQ 1.2. How can we implement services into a future society and its smart cities 
in such a way that citizens are able to use them safely in their everyday lives?   
RQ 1.3. How can we decrease our energy consumption in communications and 
information systems in smart cities and smart societies?   
RQ 1.4. What tools can we use for calculating the probabilities of cyber threats to 
smart cities and smart societies? 

The research questions addressed in Chapter 3 are as follows:  

RQ 2. What are the attack possibilities in submarine optical cable systems? 

RQ 2.1. How can we ensure that communication systems between continents are 
sufficiently secure to use them daily in our services 

The following research questions are addressed in Chapter 4: 
 

RQ 3. How we can provide services to the citizens of the Arctic region? 
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RQ 3.1. How can we implement a new type of energy efficient building, which 
also reduces CO2 and greenhouse gas emissions in the Arctic region?  

RQ 3.2. How can we implement new types of smart city and building 
architectures so that we can eliminate CO2 and other greenhouse gases and save 
city space?  

The research questions addressed in Chapter 5 are as follows: 

RQ 4. How can we verify that information from patient sensors and IoT devices goes to 
the appropriate data centres that are used only by authorised people? 

RQ 4.1. How can we verify e-health and other critical systems so that we can use 
them safely in the digital environment?  

RQ 4.2. How well do the EU directives, national laws and recommendations 
guide our development and work to respond to patient information security, 
privacy and critical patient information? 

The following research questions are addressed in Chapter 6:  

RQ 5. Is it possible to implement D2D communication systems, for example, in hospital 
environments without any other communication network? 

RQ 5.1. How we can implement a service network quickly and flexibly where it 
is needed without any other communication network? 

The conclusions and summary are presented at the end of each chapter and the 
dissertation concludes with a summary of the studies and final conclusions. 

1.3 Outline of thesis 

This dissertation is based on five publications and material from two patents. 
 
Chapter 1 introduces the dissertation issues, motivation and description of 

research and presents the cyber security issues and energy efficiencies in different smart 
society environments.  

 
Chapter 2 presents the future smart cities and smart society environments 

discussed in this dissertation, outlines important functions in the various segments and 
architectures of our future environments, and describes the structures of the current 
society. This chapter also showcases future smart city infrastructures, services and 
smart city energy efficiency solutions. A cyber security threats analysis is also 
conducted for those environments. 
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Chapter 3 describes a solution to the delayed communication between Europe and 
Asia and analyses the security threats and natural threats in the areas where the 
submarine optical cable will be installed. This new submarine optical cable system will 
be installed between Europe, Finland, China and Japan crossing the Arctic see area.  

 
Chapter 4 presents an overview of the Arctic region and its future communication 

service requirements for taking care of citizens’ needs based on the service needs 
described by researchers at the University of Rovaniemi. This chapter also introduces 
the future communications systems required for citizens of the Arctic region including 
access networks and different types of satellite and other communications systems. 

 
Chapter 5 presents e-health systems for use in future hospitals and home 

environments and for patients to use when performing their daily tasks.  
 
Chapter 6 present and tests smart base station systems used for forming 

communication networks, systems and devices without any other networks present.   
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This chapter is based on publication PI entitled ‘Cyber Threat Analysis in Smart City 
Environments’ and additional materials from the author’s works1. Appendices 1 and 2 
show the energy efficiency values calculated for data centres and communications 
networks and they extend and deepens the content of the chapter.  

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the methods used for assessing and analysing the cyber threats 
and risks affecting future society and smart cities and the everyday lives of people, and 
the author provides a model for risk and threat analysis (Figures 4 - 6). To detect cyber 
threats facing society and to define their impact on our everyday lives, we must first 
describe our future operating environment and highlight the key elements and 
structures (incl. solutions) affecting its functioning (Figures 4 - 6). The current societal 
structures are undergoing significant changes, in Figure 4, which affect the daily lives 
of all citizens in many ways. Figure 4 shows the structures and operating environments 
of societies which are subject to change. This future society produces huge amounts of 
information in digital form (see Figure 2), which means very high-power consumption 
by data centres (Appendix 1) to ensure every citizen has the information he or she needs 
at his or her disposal in real time, regardless of time and place (Limnell, Majewski, 
Salminen, 2014). As changes in social structures take place very quickly and affect the 
implementations and operating models, structures and people's everyday lives and 
working environments, the solutions currently in use are likely to be outdated in a few 
years’ time. According to estimates, the telecommunications networks and mobile 
networks constructed in accordance with the currently used architectures cannot meet 
the needs of data transfer and storage beyond 2020 (EU FP7 ICT -317669- METIS).  
Broadband services require faster response times in order to work and the mobile 
network capacity needs to be increased from its existing solutions (Public Private 
Partnership (5G-PPP)). New types of services are coming into use and being offered in 
                                                 
1 YETTS, The Security Strategy for Society, 
https://www.defmin.fi/en/publications/strategy_documents/the_security_strategy_for_society 

CHAPTER 2. CYBER THREAT ANALYSIS IN SMART CITY 
ENVIRONMENTS.  
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new ways. The current powerful digitalisation trend increases the range of services 
offered and facilitates their easier use. These developments also have a strong impact 
on the service chains of the provided services, including subcontractors with 
subcontracting chains, hardware solutions, service providers and operating models to 
every part of the service chain. To illustrate the complexity and future of smart city 
environments, infrastructures, and the connectivity and interoperability needs of 
different environments, this study divides the future smart city environment into 
different functional segments to identify the services offered (Figures 4 and 6). 

 

 

FIGURE 4.  Smart city services in different service entities. 

As a result of the developments described above, people and systems produce 
huge amounts of information that needs to be processed and stored. However, the 
technical solutions for new service environments such as IoT devices and their 
interfaces with telecommunication and service networks are not yet in line with 
international standards. At the same time, services based on technically outdated 
solutions and services are using new technology. Future information and 
communication systems must be designed and adapted to work in this challenging 
business environment where different types of risks, security threats and cyber threats 
are present. 
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FIGURE 5.  Variables affecting the future society. 

The research focus of this presentation is limited to examining the key elements of 
the future society, the smart city. Its activities can be divided into different service 
sectors as shown in Figure 6. Each set of operations has its own service and 
communication needs depending on the user group. Such groups include the design 
and maintenance personnel, financial staff, telecom operators, service operator 
personnel, virtual service providers and operators, administrative actors, security and 
rescue authorities and citizens. 

Each group of users operates horizontally in their service sector inside the 
segments (Figures 6 and 8). In order for the smart city to function properly as a whole 
and to provide citizens with the necessary digital services, the information systems in 
the various service sectors need to be able to work together and exchange information 
so that the services of the smart city can be implemented flexibly and efficiently. 
Information systems used by different service sectors or smaller entities within them 
are often, however, in different phases of their life cycle. Consequently, the integration 
between the data models, operating systems, management systems and application 
interfaces does not succeed for many technical reasons. Their coordination and the 
success of the data exchange through integration environments takes too long. 
Additionally, system platform solutions delivered by different vendors often have their 
own de facto standards that are incompatible with equipment and systems from other 
equipment vendors. This may result in the use of certain types of platform solutions to 
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guarantee the functionality of a particular system until renewal is worthwhile or until 
it becomes timely with the end of the lifecycle.  Systems’ and services’ security solutions 
may also be different and even partially incomplete leading to practical challenges; for 
example, it may be impossible to combine the various systems (make federations) and 
consequently to make different services compatible. Each entity may also contain 
information at different security levels, which must be properly taken care of, to protect 
and control them. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 6.  Smart city services and infrastructures. 

2.2 Objective and grouping of chapter 

The purpose of this study is to find a mathematical model to facilitate the evaluation, 
comparison and analysis of cyber threats. The results obtained through the model will 
facilitate the design and implementation of architectural solutions. The mathematical 
model can be used to assess the risk and cyber-threat scenarios of future 
telecommunication environments and their impact probabilities. The study utilises the 
smart city’s operating environment as introduced in Figure 6, where services and 
infrastructure are grouped into service sectors. The service sectors are divided into 
smaller subdivisions allowing risks and cyber threats to different services and systems 
to be more accurately defined, evaluated and analysed. An examination of threats can 
be made in the various service segments with regard to the services within them, the 
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exchange of information between the service segments, the federations required 
between different operators, the services provided to the inhabitants of the smart cities, 
the services provided by the service operators and, for example, the economic activities. 
All future services to smart cities and information societies will be implemented into the 
telecommunication networks and data centres. The above-described integration 
accelerates at all levels of functionalities, in each region, both horizontally and vertically. 
Rapidly growing volumes of information, the latest technologies, newest services, and 
applications in these intelligent environments make evaluating cyber threats even more 
difficult. These considerations are taken into account when selecting the target area for 
the final dependency analysis, cyber assessments, risk assessments and analyses. 
Section 2.3 sets out the research questions. 

Section 2.4 describes the future operating environments and presents the 
ecosystems and collaborative groups formed by active nodes. This section also presents 
the architecture model that describes the current and future operating environments of 
the telecommunication networks and data centres at the general level. The virtual 
management and control systems of the telecommunication networks and data centres 
form part of this whole.  

Section 2.5 describes the data network and measurements, which were developed 
to work as platform to the situational picture systems and national rescue information 
system. They are used in measuring Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) and Dense 
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) networks technologies and functionalities.  
Section 2.6 presents communications systems with different types of security protection 
systems. Section 2.7 presents Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP), Electromagnetic 
Compatibility (EMC) and High Power Microwave weapon (HPM) issues and 
protections. Section 2.8. describes the cyber-threat levels and the Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) models which are used to conduct a threat analysis of the smart city 
network’s infrastructures and services. A threat and risk table for cyber threats and risks 
is also presented, which provides mathematical modelling for cyber-threat using attack 
tree-based risk analysis. As the author investigated cyber threats and vulnerabilities, 
threat-driven analysis and professional knowledge were used to help investigate cyber 
threats and vulnerabilities. Sensitivity analyses can also be used in the identification of 
initial threats and basic works. Section 2.8 presents the calculation principles for the 
probability of risks and threats. Section 2.8.1 presents an analysis for cyber-attack 
profiles and countermeasures and Section 2.8.2 presents the threat analyses. The 
mathematical model provides a coherent and comparable picture of the threat, and 
these advanced definitions can be used to define any additional protection needed and 
to upgrade the communications networks and data centers architectures. The last 
chapter describes the conclusions and future work. 

2.3 The following research questions are addressed in Chapter 2 

RQ 1. Which tools can we develop for the future communications and information 
architectures in smart cities? 

 
RQ 1.1. Which tools can we use to find dependencies between information systems, 
communications systems and different services? 
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RQ 1.2. How can we implement services into a future society and its smart cities in 
such a way that citizens are able to use them safely in their everyday lives?   

 
RQ 1.3. Which way can we decrease energy consumption in communications and 
information systems in smart cities and smart societies?   

RQ 1.4. What tools can we use for calculating the probabilities of cyber threats to smart 
cities and smart societies? 

2.4 Description of the future operating environment 

The future society and smart cities will provide a wide range of services to citizens in 
real time, regardless of location or time. In this environments, the data streams between 
the active nodes will be formed. Active nodes include the user terminal devices that 
exchange data directly between themselves (D2D traffic), the wearables, the HUBs using 
wireless technology as part of active node communication, IoT devices and M2M 
devices. In the illustrated concept, almost all devices use wireless technology for mutual 
communication and for communicating with telecommunication networks and 
services. Active nodes can form groups and subgroups where the data is classified to 
different levels of protection: public, restricted, confidential, secret, and in some 
situations, top secret. This classification has to be taken into account in both wired and 
wireless networks of homes, office buildings, hospitals and apartment structures and in 
virtualised networks and data centre solutions and other virtual environments that 
share information from the user terminal to the entire service chain.  

As a technical manager of authority systems and architect at the Finnish Ministry 
of Finance, the author was involved in developing communications systems and 
technologies, different types of communications services, the data centers and related 
services, encryptions systems, organization processes and infrastructures (Figures 7 and 
8). 

The development of systems and our organizations’ processes is often based on an 
Enterprise Architecture (EA) framework (Dragon1-open) (JHS 179). Figures 4 - 6 and 8 
show how complex systems are becoming and how many things need to be considered 
in our evolving environments if we want to develop effective solutions and clear 
roadmaps for their development. Figure 7 shows one example of the research, 
development and strategy work that large organizations, such as smart societies, smart 
cities, ministries and large companies, should undertake to ensure that strategies, 
development of environments and systems developments move in the right direction 
in the future. The EA framework helps us to do perform the development work 
(Dragon1-open) (JHS 179). That kind of work must be ongoing and must form part of 
the organization’s basic processes (this is my one observation). When this kind of work 
is continuous, we are able to form a better understanding of the current situations of 
our systems, whereabouts they are in their life cycle, what parts of the systems need to 
be transformed into new systems and how best to incorporate new applications. 

 
In the Finnish Ministry of Finance, this kind of work was ongoing and helped the 

author to research and develop the architect’s pictures of the future (Figures 6 and 8). 
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When our architectures accurately describe the current state, it is easier to identify 
future needs and develop systems, and to analyse the risks and security and cyber 
security threats in our environments (QFD INSTITUDE) (University of Cambridge) 
(Wang, Liu). Those works allows us to better understand the entity as a whole when 
making analysis and evaluations. One of the most critical issues in the future smart 
societies environments are exponentially increasing security and cyber security threats, 
which must be consider in the research and development work, Figure 7. 

 

 

FIGURE 7.  An illustration of the research and development work. 
 
Based on the research and development work done by the Ministry of Finance and 

the work on architecture and security architecture in security authorities environments, 
the author has created the network architecture models shown in Figures 6 and 8. These 
figures visualise that in the future, telecommunications systems and services will work 
in a virtual operating environment where the resources of telecommunication networks 
and data centres are shared among the users of networks and services by orchestrating 
different service operators, either together or separately. These virtualised systems will 
work on wireless or wired networks (see Figure 8). For these environments, the author 
made virtualisation calculations to demonstrate how much our energy consumption is 
reduced when we virtualise our data centre systems and communications systems 
(Appendices 1 and 2). Virtualising our systems also reduces the system costs and CO2 
values (see Table 1 Appendix 1). This virtualisation work is time-consuming because 
there are hundreds of systems to virtualise. The next step in reducing the power 
consumption of data centres and communications networks is to use technologies 
provided by Software Defined Data Centres (SDDC), Network Function Virtualizations 
(NFV) and Software Defined Networks (SDN) (Figures 8 and 9). However, in the future, 
implementing virtualisation in this way is unlikely to be sufficient based on the 
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prognoses which show how rapidly the amounts of information and the energy needs 
are growing. Therefore, we also need to determine the profiles of the user equipment 
and the network and data centres equipment based on the amount of time in which 
devices are really used so we can reduce also our energy consumption in the service 
chains and services in this way (Appendices 1 and 2, Figure 3). Appendix 1 Tables 1 and 
2 show how much virtualisation can reduce the energy consumption. The same tables 
also show how much CO2 is reduced when we perform virtualisation. If we have 1000 
servers and we need only 100 servers if we use virtualisations, this means more than 
2000 tons CO2 saving per year using virtualized servers. The calculations, based on 
measured values, showed that the applications consumed only 5% - 8% of the total 
server power. Therefore, the calculations use a 1/10 virtualisation ratio, taking into 
account the requirements for rush hours. Rush hours means that there are a lot of users 
working same time and using same servers systems. 

When we consider IoT devices, sensors, actuators and other devices, we can use 
new type zero-energy communications technology to reduce the energy consumption 
further because the number of these devices is growing exceptionally fast (Figure 3). 
The new type of zero energy communication technology means that the device only 
transmits information when needed and charges its required energy from the radiation 
energy of its surroundings.  

Regarding the entire service chain from data centres to user terminals, 
virtualisation and implementation of related management structures is challenging 
because cyber-security in the networks must be managed in the service chains from the 
beginning to end with their dependencies and risks in mind (Figure 9).  

 

FIGURE 8.  Network architecture. 
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Future environments will require many different security zones, gateways, 
orchestration and integration in order for services to function in a desired and flexible 
way. Therefore, it is necessary to manage services users, user access to management 
services, managements of shared services, infrastructure services and critical services, 
and management of sliced service groups in virtualized networks (Figures 9 and 10).  

Figure 9 shows virtualised communications networks and virtualised data centres, 
management systems and operators’ responsibilities in these environments. In 
virtualised networks and service environments, all services use the same 
communications resources, servers resources and storage resources from beginning to 
the end. In the future, we should be able to communicate within these virtualised 
environments; in which the data can be classified into different security levels, and there 
may be multiple layers of encryption depending on the data, and data protection needs 
of the mobile or fixed networks. However, these virtualised environments will suffer 
from many cyber security threats because everything is connected to everything else 
and all smart devices use the same communication environments, as present in Figures 
8 - 10. In this environment, these devices will have many deficiencies and dependencies, 
but dependencies cause risks. When considering the various devices in these operating 
environments, in Figure 8, we can identify their vulnerabilities, which create risks and 
threats. These dependencies can also be viewed using the QFD model, and the threats 
and potential threats analysis can be performed based on attack tree models (PI - PV) 
(QFD INSTITUDE) (Wang, Liu).  

 

 
 

FIGURE 9.  The future virtualised communications systems managements.  
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The vertical and horizontal view of smart city services and infrastructures can be 
seen on the top level of Figure 6. The different domains like communications and public 
services, shown in Figures 6 and 8, can be shared to multiple logical networks (or 
‘network slices’), as shown in Figure 10. The future communication network 
architecture in Figure 10 includes different slices for the mobile broadband, healthcare, 
IoT, security authorities, police operations, rescue operations and the physical 
infrastructure resource.  

When regulating and preparing legislations, designers and authorities of networks 
and services must take into account the changes affecting society (Figures 5 – 6) and the 
resulting massive amounts of data they generate. Such data types include ‘Big Data’, 
‘Open Data’, ‘MyData’ and ‘Private Data’. These are further associated with real-time, 
digitalisation, aging infrastructure, the aging population, global competition 
(globalisation), urbanisation, environmental pressures, political climate, interest 
groups, refugee problems and climate change. Registry holders must demonstrate that 
the preserved data is protected under laws and regulations, and this must be verified, 
if necessary, in practice ((European Parliament of The Council, 27.5.2016).  

One important issue of all the environments, communication networks, data 
centres and information systems with services is synchronisation; all systems and 
devices must work together with the same synchronous clock time (Viestintävirasto, 
17.12.2014). This synchronisation is required because our Network Operating Centre 
(NOC) contains all the management and configuration systems and where the 
Configuration Management Database (CMDB) system and Security Operating Centre 
(SOC) work together. Network operators use intrusion detection system (IDS), Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS), Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) and other 
analysing systems so they must have a clear picture about what is happening, when it 
was happening or happened, and where it was happening in their networks, systems 
and devices so that they can start the needed protections operations against attacks. This 
is one of the most important issues in our communications and information systems 
environments. 
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FIGURE 10.  The future network architecture with slicing. 

2.5 Data network with MPLS and DWDM technology 

The MPLS network uses DWDM systems wavelengths (Figures 8 – 10); however, this 
setup also raises security challenges in networks because different types of devices are 
connected to MPLS networks via access networks (Figure 11). Additionally, connected 
devices use the same network resources, and there may be many vulnerabilities in these 
devices. MPLS network devices are updated after five to seven years because of 
technical developments and the capacity needs of network resources. By combining 
different intelligent devices through access networks and backbone networks, the 
vulnerabilities of these connected devices pose many cyber threats to future systems 
and services. Interned and inside networks use different types of security zones and 
layers so that cyber attackers could not so easily attack our systems stored inside data 
centres. GW systems developed between different security layers were used to protect 
higher level information from lower level environments and terminals because those in 
lower levels systems devices include lower level protection systems. Figure 7 presents 
the development processes used in the environments.  

All used systems and services were audited to identify potential vulnerabilities, 
risks, cyber threats and security threats. The audit process also checked the 
implementation architectures and deficiencies.  

Between 2008 and 2017, when the MPLS networks were developed, some critical 
issues arose concerning communications connection delays with variations in delay. 
This MPLS network is used to establish communications connections between the 
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various sensors and the situational picture system for different authorities´ purposes in 
national level and also to establish communications connections between national 
rescue information system operations centers and system data center for people rescue 
and first aid purposes etc. This MPLS network is also used as a platform for 
communication between different authorities in their communications systems. For 
these reasons, quality measurements of the MPLS network have been made to ensure 
that the MPLS network is suitable for use as a communication solution for these 
systems. Because this MPLS network used different authorities´ systems, security and 
cyber security issues must also be analysed. When there are installing security 
protections systems like firewalls to MPLS network it means also more delays in 
communications connections. When in user terminals are used IPsecVPN and SSLVPN 
security systems together to get better protections against hackers and cyber attackers, 
this means more delays in communication connections. Also, the quality of the 
connection used is degraded because the packet transit time is longer or the firewall 
performance may not be sufficient to this purposes. This problem occurred when ´short 
message´ messages were used in communicate in a congested situation. These delay 
values and connection quality values must be measured before taking connections into 
use.  

Many critical applications need a delay < 40 mS RTT to work correctly. 
Measurements of those delay values were performed for different service chains to 
verify that it was possible to fill the given requirements for MPLS networks and provide 
critical services. This delay values means that there cannot be too many GW 
connections, FW or routers and switchers in the service chains. Those delays values are 
one reason that the data centres need to be located near to the users (Figure 8). The 5G 
delay requirements are even tighter because the delay requirement is <1 mS there.  

 
Figure 11 is high level MPLS network architecture in which we can see the 

ACCESS network, METRO (EDGE – MEC) network and CORE network at one end and 
data centres with a data centre network at the other end. The tests and verification 
measurements were done in this kind of environment. MEC = Mobile Edge Computing 
and EDGE = EDGE Computing. 
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FIGURE 11.  Above level MPLS network architecture. 

2.5.1 Delay measurements 

An example of critical application requirements was a delay value of < 30 mS RTT time. 
Delay values were calculated in theory for routes M1 and M2, obtaining values of 13.4 
mS and 14.4 mS, respectively. When we measured the real values, we obtained 15 mS 
and 16 mS. These measurements show that this MPLS network meets the delay 
requirements, indicating that it is also possible to deploy this network for the most 
critical application environments like rescue applications. Delay measurements were 
conducted in the same way between other access network nodes and data centre servers 
(Figure 11).   

We also measured the availability of the rescue service and obtained values of a 
few mS to some seconds. We expect the access times for cellular networks base stations 
access and terminals to become much larger, indicating the challenges we expect to face 
with critical communications over cellular networks. 

2.5.2 Network capacity measurements and routing analysis 

Capacity tests use test equipment to generate and analyse traffic in order to determine 
the network throughput capacity and any limitations that may exist. The network 
throughput is tested on 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1280 and 1500-byte packets. The results 
are analysed at packet per second and bit per second levels. In addition, the delays and 
their variations during the test cycle are considered.  

Before the test, the network shall be allowed to return to steady state and no 
deviations from the state shall occur during the test. Thereafter, controlled breaks are 
made to the MPLS network for various communication connections to highlight any 
deficiencies; the way in which configurations appear in the network management and 
control systems points out the problems that need to be fixed. The protocols used in the 
tests included Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and 
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Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) protocols. Table 1 shows the measured 
values, which depend on where part of the network office building is located and which 
kind of access networks and protection systems were used. The measured access times 
varied from 0.5 mS to 5.5 mS. 

TABLE 1.  The Performance Values from Measurements of the Longest 
Communications Path Shown in Figure 11. 

 UNICAST 
PACETS THROUGHPUT  DELAY 
BYTES FPS L3 Mbps) L2 Mbps) Min (ms) Avg (ms) Max (ms) 
64 1329985 489 894 14.2 14.3 15.6 
1500 80259 963 987 14.9 15.2 16.2 

 
Even though the measurements taken show quite good performance values and 

delays, we also need to check the throughput with the FW used in those 
communications connections before using them to deliver services of the critical 
systems and where we are using encryption systems such as IPsecVPN.  

Figure 12 shows the measurements of the throughput. When we measured the 
delay values of encryptions of IPsecVPN to layer 2 and 3, we get values ~10 uS for layer 
2 encryptions and ~100 uS to 1 mS for layer 3 encryptions. 

 

 

FIGURE 12. The network throughput, theoretical and measured using IPsecVPN. 

2.6 Communication systems and protections 

Currently, our communications networks typically use DWDM and MPLS technology 
as a platform for fixed and wireless networking needs. The above measurements show 
that an MPLS network can also be used as a critical communication and service platform 
in critical information systems.  
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Using, sending and working with classified information systems in our networks 
and environments is becoming more challenging (Figure 13) as networks and service 
chains require more GW systems, FWs, encryption systems and different types of 
networks parts’ separations systems for network parts (Figure 14). As such, 
communications environments are becoming increasingly complex and, as many 
different segments and user groups use the same communications resources, 
considerable architecture work is needed to obtain a clear picture of these kinds of 
communications environments (Figures 8 – 10); such work can be performed using the 
EA framework (Dragon1-open) (JHS 179). 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 13.  Active nodes of ecosystems and information flows in smart societies. 
 

Figure 14 classifies information into different groups to prevent classified 
information from being transferred to higher or lower level information systems 
without passing security mechanisms. Figures 8 - 11 do not contain such separation 
systems. In this dissertation is used next abbreviations of the levels of protection; ST I 
Top Secret, ST II Secret, ST III Confidential, STIV Restricted and Public terms. 
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FIGURE 14.  Information classification to different classes. 

When transmitting data between different classified zones, we need to take care of 
the regulators’ recommendations (Figure 15). This distinction has to be taken care of 
wherever data is generated and used, such as in hospitals, business centres, office 
buildings, leisure areas and homes etc. Figure 15 shows that the communication links 
of the service chains go in one direction only, but as we also need to send 
communication back to the sender, we need the same type of difference between 
different classified information when we transmitted information back to sender. Figure 
15 presents a GW solution between different classified zones used currently in networks 
and service entities. 

 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 15.  A GW solution based on Finland’s regulator recommendation of a 
one-way communication direction. 

Previous research has also presented a GW recommendation for virtualised 
network concepts and connections through a virtualised environment (Traficom, 
Viestintävirasto, Yhdyskäytäväratkaisu, 20.12.2018). Figures 6, 8 and 10 show the 
different segments of future smart cities. There are many other communication needs 
between users and data centres, and between the different types of separate segments. 
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Such segregation of classified information is required on both the access terminal and 
data centre sides and in the network connecting the systems. When we are developing 
our communication systems and services, we must take into account the national 
recommendations and the European Union’s recommendations concerning security, 
privacy and cyber security issues. 

2.7 EMP-, EMC- and HPM protections 

In 1983, the Finnish government and security authorities made the decision to start 
building Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) protections in Finland, and in 1984, the designing 
and building of EMP shielded rooms commenced on the security authorities’ side. The 
requirement was to build EMP shields with sufficient attenuation to resist EMP 
explosions, which could occur in a high altitude atmosphere. These requirements came 
from component destruction values that were verified by measurements to determine 
failure probabilities. At that time, the author was developing physically protected 
rooms with sufficiently high attenuation requirements in accordance with the given 
requirements for measurements systems. The same group also developed an EMP 
shield attenuation measurement systems which could be used everywhere measuring 
shield attenuations values.  As part of a group, the author also developed an EMP 
protection guide for Finland, and from 1989 to 1993, he worked in the international 
working group IEC/ WG 77 to develop the EMP and EMC standards (LM, EMP-
suojausohje, 21.6.1989).  

The introduction of High Power Microwave (HPM) weapons in the 1990s 
presented more challenges to the EMP protections systems, meaning that the protective 
systems had to be modified, measurements had to be made at higher frequencies and 
any weapons that had a potential direct impact on the target, needed attenuation values 
had to be checked in all critical environments. These days, HPM attacks are typically 
conducted by drones which carry so-called small bag HPM weapons that are easy to 
carry near the target (Hämäläinen, Järviö, Kuja-Hakola, Silvola, Paunonen, 2009).   

Inside the shielded rooms which include all the installed devices people use such 
as network devices, data centre devices and smart devices, we must ensure EMC 
protection. Radio frequencies are the easiest way for hackers and cyber attackers to 
collect information from organisations or individuals and to attack services (Azade 
Fotouh, Ming Ding, Mahbub Hassan, 26.10.2017) (Takahashi, 1.18.2016).  

Hackers and cyber attackers usually take advantage of vulnerabilities in the 
communications connections of our networks and service systems. Attackers also 
connect directly to cables inside buildings, through manholes in the streets or at 
connection points at the sides of highways to collect critical information or attack their 
target organisations. Drones have also become effective devices used for spying on and 
attacking fake base stations (Figure 8), enabling attackers to collect information that they 
use to gain access to our networks and services and to attack our systems. EMP, EMC 
and HPM shielding can be installed and used to protect our systems everywhere 
needed.  

The author was involved in developing EMP, EMC and HPM shielding and 
protection systems for many years. 
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2.8 Cyber Threats and the QFD Model 

For work in all cyber threat and attack situations, it is essential to determine the 
dependencies and risks for security and cyber threats by carrying out risk analyses 
across service and supply chains. These network areas, network sub-areas and network 
operators´ responsibilities must be considered in a virtualized environment (Figures 8 
and 11). This evaluation provides a better understanding of the whole entity when 
conducting analyses and making evaluations.  

To assess the threat level, estimates of the cyber-threat levels, the attacker abilities, 
motivations and target areas are made (Table 2) (Finland´s Cyber Security Strategy, 
2013). Then, the QFD model is used to understand the working environment and 
examine how the entities are formed. The QFD model can be used to demonstrate the 
interdependencies between different things and systems and thus determine which 
systems and services depend on each other and what are their effects on each other. At 
the same time, threat, dependency and risk analyses can be further elaborated with 
more detailed descriptions (Figure 16).  

The increase in services that will accessible via wireless networks in the future will 
enable people to use the services offered to them while travelling from one place to 
another, for example, by car, train, tram or ship. As a result, attackers will have an 
increasing number of opportunities to penetrate systems and services by exploiting 
vulnerabilities in terminal devices or by accessing the network; it is not always possible 
to deliver services in a managed and controlled network environment where the 
security is in order. When an attacker hacks into the system, they can execute the desired 
operations without being noticed and thus before the proper response can be made to 
initiate countermeasures. In the layers of different QFD models must also take into 
account the levels of data protection. The protection levels must be taken into account 
in the physical structures and in the telecommunications and information technology 
systems.  

In Figure 16, the first layer consists of the access networks (wired and wireless) of 
the telecommunications networks, followed by the layer for the EDGE – METRO 
network and the regional and backbone networks. The third layer consists of systems 
that make up the necessary GW systems between the telecommunications networks and 
the data centre. Inside the data centres, the next layer contains the servers, storage 
systems and middleware systems. The next layer includes application servers and 
applications. The services offered by the data centre are put in their own layer because 
the use cases and requirements define their operating environment with their systems, 
where the services rotate and where the services are offered outward. The last layers in 
the model compare existing information systems and present the needs related to their 
interactions. For each layer, the required operating environment and services provided 
by the information system and service can be defined. From that information, we can 
define dependencies and analyse the risks and threats. Every service or communications 
need starting point is to make scenarios and view use cases derived from scenarios.  

From scenarios we get requirements and from the requirements we can define 
services and from which we can lead the requirements of the projects, requirements to 
operating environments and to systems, and to define system requirements and 
functional and technical requirements for them. One criterion to define requirements is 
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the criticality of the service. All requirements can be presented in a table format, which 
makes it easier to apply the requirements for each service and system, and to compare 
the requirements (Helferich, Herzwurm, Schocker). From the calculation table, it is then 
easy to determine the lifecycle costs for a service, system or device, taking into account 
its energy efficiency and ecology (QFD INSTITUDE) (University of Cambridge) 
(European Parliament and of The Council, Energy Efficiency, 25.10.2012) (ENISA, 2017), 
(Appendices 1 and 2). All this activity is guided by user organisations with defined 
cyber, technology, information and security policy, telecommunications policy, 
strategies and legislation. User organisations use also international guidelines and 
directives and international standards. The QFD tables make it easy to see where service 
is used for each information system, and what service and software upgrades should be 
made when updating the information systems (QFD INSTITUDE) (University of 
Cambridge). This is happening inside the service chains and also those in a virtualized 
environment in the entire service chain (ENISA, 2017). Since the data used by the model 
and the values derived from the sensitivity analysis can be mapped, mathematical 
analyses can be used to analyse the information presented in the tables. 

TABLE 2.  Cyber Threats 

Cyber threat 
levels 

 

Attacker’s capabilities 
 

Attacker’s 
motives 

 

Attacker’s target 
 

Cyber warfare 
(Strategic) 
(Tactical) 
 

Very sophisticated attackers; 
capable of multiple, 
coordinated, continuous 
attacks  
 

Political or 
military 
dominance 
 

Society, politics 
and military 
critical 
infrastructures 
 

Cyber 
terrorism 
 

Sophisticated attackers, 
capable of multiple, 
coordinated attacks, are able to 
establish a persistent foothold 
within the organisation’s 
infrastructure 

Bring 
uncertainty to 
society and its 
functions, 
political or 
military 
environments 

Society, politics  
and military  
infrastructures 
 

Cyber 
espionage 
 

Attackers with moderate 
expertise capable of launching 
multiple attacks, seek to gain a 
foothold in the organisation’s 
infrastructure 

To get of 
property and 
services 

Governments, 
companies, 
individuals 
 

Cyber crime Attackers with limited technical 
expertise; aim to acquire 
critical information to use 

Economic gain 
 

Companies, 
individuals, 
governments 

Cyber 
vandalism, 
hactivism, 
hacking, … 

Attacker’s personal knowledge 
is not so high; non-targeted 
attacks, primarily focused on 
obtaining an organisation’s 
data 

Political change, 
personal enemy, 
EGO. 
 

Governments, 
companies, 
individuals, 
other 
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The QFD model, shown in Figure 16, consists of ten functionally separable layers. 
In different cases, the threats can be looked at in terms of operating environments, 
systems functionality, and action queries to seek potential shortcomings, weaknesses, 
or vulnerabilities in their security mechanisms (Fitch, Muckin, 2015). Cases can be 
grouped into so-called fixed and mobile network environments on the one hand and/or 
virtual network environments on the other. Reviewing cyber threats can be done in a 
process-like manner by estimating how the hacking would proceed and with which 
mechanisms the attacker(s) would proceed toward their goal. Mechanisms may vary 
depending on the attacker’s ability and technical capabilities. The following is an 
example of a mechanism used by attackers (Heinzmann, Steffen, 2012) (ENISA, Threat 
Taxonomy, January 2016): Footprinting (to collect information of the target), 
Flickprinting (identify the topologies and systems), Sniffing (collect network traffic), 
Enumeration (collect access information), Scanning (detect systems and services), Gain 
Access (use passwords, vulnerabilities), Escalate Privileges (pilfering, vulnerabilities), 
Create Backups and backdoors (install programs), Cover Tracks (clear logs, hide tools) 
and perform Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.  

The analysis can be deepened and widened using documented descriptions of 
software vulnerabilities as an aid (MITRE, 2017). The following can be used to deepen 
the review: Injection, Improper Authentication, Management of Credentials, Permission 
and Privileges Management, Cryptographic Issues, Data Management, Improper Input 
Validation, Insufficient Verification of Data Authenticity, Improper Certificate 
Validation, Values, Resource Management Errors, Cross-Side Scripting, Race 
Conditions, Environment and Configuration. In addition, the following entities can be 
further examined: Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Authorisation and 
Traceability.  

For examination, the threats can be divided into internal and external threats. 
Threats can be caused by individuals, the technical systems or the environment. In these 
cases, we can also talk about the risks, threats and cyber threats. Sensitivity analysis can 
also be used to define the threat level. Table 3 presents an example of the threats and 
risks. 

TABLE 3.  A Threats and Risks Table 

 
L= Likelihood, C = Consequence, R = Risk 
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FIGURE 16.  QFD model for ICT infrastructures (QFD INSTITUDE). 

The operating environments described in Figure 16 must also be considered in a 
variety of disturbance situations, under exceptional circumstances and in the so-called 
extreme emergency conditions so that the overall threat situation can be identified and 
so that the necessary decisions, laws, instructions and architectures can be prepared and 
updated. When the results obtained using the QFD template are exported to their tables, 
they can also be used to build attack tree models for various services, systems and 
service chains as small parts or as a whole.  

Figure 17 presented an example of a case where we examined a wearable device 
and its service chain from the user through its communications connections to the data 
centre. This type model is used to calculate the risks and cyber-threat estimates also in 
the next section.   

The purpose is to analyse the interfaces of a single entity to identify its weak 
points, which can then be improved to reduce the likelihood of cyber threats and lower 
the risks involved. At the same time, we gain knowledge to identify which components 
have vulnerabilities and thereby improve the end-results in the entire service chain. The 
model helps to make the threats more comparable with each other to better illustrate 
the overall picture of the vulnerabilities.  

Prior to assessing the threat levels and performing the analyses, we need to 
conduct risk mapping of the organisations and operating environments of the system 
entities and smart devices we use daily. The risks and residual risks that are identified, 
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assessed and analysed will be presented to the management of the organisation and 
checked in the audit process.  

The next is an example of risk survey that the author used in his work and related 
to his previous work. This risk mapping was done for all levels of the organisation and 
included the management processes of participating and affiliated organisations such 
as the design methods, material and software procurement processes, material delivery 
processes, material acceptance procedures, new systems testing and deployment 
processes, maintenance processes and the organisation’s service development 
processes.  

As can be seen in Figures 7 and 16, a delay in the R&D and deployment of a system 
and its software in a critical environment can lead to a delay in software updates, which 
can in turn lead to technical problems and vulnerabilities that can have a critical impact 
on the system performance and functionalities. Hackers and cyber-attackers typically 
seek out systems with technically outdated solutions and vulnerabilities so they can 
easily hack into the systems to exploit the systems and services.   

An unmanaged critical risk, or just a shortage in system or device protection, can 
become a threat that outsiders can exploit in one way or another. About threats in our 
systems and used devices, detected or hidden threats, we get information from Finland, 
from Traficom's online resource sources, or through its international cooperation 
organizations or country-specific research institutes.  

Online application stores present a big risk factor for companies and authorities 
because individuals can purchase different applications for their terminals which may 
have not been tested and revised by a responsible security unit. Those applications may 
already contain vulnerabilities or malware pieces that allow attackers to launch targeted 
attacks against organisations.   

Similarly, dependencies, risks and threats across telecommunications networks, 
information systems and software used therein, and data centres and services need to 
be addressed to provide overall risk and threat assessments and prepare follow-up 
actions and responsibilities.  

For the purposes of risk and threat analysis, the technical systems and solutions 
can be subdivided into telecommunication networks and related services, applications 
and application services, communication services, workstation and communications 
services, internet services, wireless networks and related services, communications’ 
platforms, servers’ platforms, critical information systems, user and access control 
(IAM). This way it is much easier to search risks and threats and make threats 
calculations and make analysis to them. 

2.9 Risks and threats probability calculations 

There are in the world developed various risk and threat analyses methods to detect 
intruders’ attacks, identify systems vulnerabilities, and develop, build and deploy 
security systems to protect information environments from cyber-attacks. Attack tree 
(AT) techniques [6] have an important role in investigating cyber-attacks for risk 
assessment. This study uses protection trees and defence trees to analyse the 
weaknesses that make the system vulnerable to network threats.  
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It is difficult to identify the attack profile of possible hackers or cyber attackers 
over the internet or via other parts of communications networks. Tree structures have 
been widely used for exploring the potential attack profile by analysing all possible 
attack paths identified in threats and risks tables.  

When we have defined the dependencies, we can put those issues into tables to 
identify the probability values of the associated risks. Those probability values are made 
based on a sensitivity analysis with different professional people in ministries in that 
ICT area. Figures 6 and 8 show that many tables need to be created to account for even 
the smallest risks in our infrastructure, systems and services, which is time-consuming. 
Figure 7 presents an example of the research and development work in different 
systems in the future environments. Every phase of those works involved a risks and 
threats analysis based on the dependencies and vulnerabilities of systems.   

Our development and research works involved assessing about 1,000 information 
systems and hundreds of applications and more than 30,000 users with different types 
of terminals. Figures 8 and 11 also show that the amount of required work is impossible 
for one organisation to perform alone. Thus, cooperation is needed between different 
organisations.  

Because there are in communications and information systems and services a lot 
of risks, vulnerabilities and threats, the author performed a risk and threat analysis only 
for access networks environment (PI) and access networks in a hospital environment in 
the patient’s room (PIV). Figure 17 is an example of an access network. This same 
analysing method can be used to make more calculations to future environments and 
their communications services and systems and devices.  

In these analysis and probability calculations, the author evaluates the competition 
between the attack and defence actions to determine the possibilities of attackers getting 
into systems and services. Therefore, the author needs to obtain a clear picture of 
dependencies and vulnerabilities of the systems and devices, the communications 
systems, the architectures, the used systems and concepts weaknesses, the protection 
systems, and people’s working methods and processes. The risks of every system and 
application should be defined, and based on those definitions (in the tables), the risks 
and threats values can be calculated.  

Attack tree technology provides estimations of the probabilities that an attacker 
will attack the systems in our environments; however, it is just a probability and there 
are residual risks and residual threats that need to be examined more closely to reduce 
their ability to influence our systems. We also review these residual risks and threats in 
our audit procedures and make recommendations to reduce them so that we have 
smaller risks and threats remaining (Puolustusministeriö, Katakri 2015). 
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FIGURE 17.  An access network with user terminals (one user). 

As can be seen Figure 17, the access network environments contain a lot of wireless 
technology which is likely to increase in the future with the introduction of 5G mobile 
base stations to many places such as hospitals. values are too high in zero-energy 
buildings, so that cell phones cannot be used or function properly inside buildings and 
communicate out and vice versa without a small cellular network at the station. This is 
already the case in some places (Sayed Fahad Yunas, 9th October 2015).  

Various threat analysis schemes such as Attack Trees (AT), Defence Trees (DT), 
Protection trees (PT) and Attack Response Trees (ART) can be used to identify the risk 
level and threats of an information asset via accumulating the system vulnerabilities, 
the corresponding impacts and estimating the attack costs and defence costs. 

2.9.1 Analysis model for attack profiles and countermeasures 

The first author modelled an attack tree based on the information in the reference model 
(Wang, Liu, 2014). The model is adapted based on the example system shown in Figure 
17. The basic idea is to describe the attack profile, estimate the probability of attacks for 
each node used and determine an appropriate solution for attack countermeasures.  

There are two types of events to consider: an attack node and a defence node. 
Because this model is too simple to use to model complex attack scenarios and the 
newest attack methods, the attack events are broken into two sub-events: detections and 
attacks. The defence event is separated into deception and countermeasures, as shown 
in Figure 18.  
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FIGURE 18.  An attack tree model. 

TABLE 4.  Notations Used 

ACTION EXAMPLES NOTATION 
ATTACK REGISTRY MODIFICATION, 

OPEN PORTS, … 
A 

DETECTION DNS QUERY, PORT SCAN, … D 
DECEPTION HONEYPOT DEPLOYMENT, … DE 
COUNTERMEASURE VULNERABILITY FIX, 

SAFEQUARDS PUT IN 
PLACE, … 

M 

   
 
As attackers can use distributed attack methods, attacks can come in many 

different ways and from many directions. An attack tree model thus consists of a 
detection event and an attack event, many detections events and attack events, and a 
deception event and many attacks and countermeasures. For probabilistic analysis and 
calculations, the defender needs to estimate the probability of a successful attack for 
each node in an attack tree.  

 
The probability of attack success at the coal, shown in Figures 18 and 19, derives 

from the following five formulas.  
 
P1(t) = pA1(t)(1 – pD1(t)) ,        (Figure 18) (1)

        
P1(t) = pA1(t)[1 – pD1(t))(1 – pM1(t)],     (Figure 19)  (2) 
         
P2(t) = pA2(t)(1 – pM1(t)),      (Figure 19) (3) 
         
P(t) = [pA1(t)(1 – pD1(t)) + pA2(t)(1 – pM1(t))],   (Figure19)      (4) 
         
P(t) = [pA1(t)(1 – pD1(t)) + pA2(t)(1 – pM1(t))]pA3(t)(1 – pM2(t)).   (Figure 19) (5) 
         
The formulas for probability calculations depend on where the detection and 

deception systems are located, IPS and IDS systems are located, other analytics systems 
are located, and where we take countermeasures etc. Consideration should also be given 
to ‘hardened’ systems and equipment in environments where we use classified 
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materials and a classified infrastructure. When we calculate the probabilities of attacks 
to real access networks with all possible systems and devices, the calculations become 
very heavy and thus calculation programs would be more efficient for performing the 
calculations. The calculations become even more challenging when considering 
classified environments, communication networks, and classified services. EA, 
Reference Architecture, Integration Architecture and Target Architecture are becoming 
increasingly important in obtaining a deeper analysis of these risks and threats.  

Target Architecture is also important because hackers and cyber-attackers use 
different types of analytics tools to gain information about our networks, systems, and 
services, so we need to know exactly what information we have. Figures 4 - 6 and 8 
show that the increasing complexity of future communications systems, especially 
when using classified information in classified environments; thus, accurate knowledge 
is extremely valuable so that we can better protect our systems against hackers and 
cyber attackers.  

Machine learning can be used to perform the calculations more quickly and 
accurately than when done manually One example of author earlier analysis involved 
going through more than 6,500 different technical and non-technical requirements to 
define the risks and threats. 

                                      

FIGURE 19.  An attack tree model in a real network (Wang, P. Liu, J.C., 2014). 
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2.9.2 Making and modelling of threat analyses 

Because it is difficult to conduct a risk and threat analysis for the whole of future society 
or just an entity comprising the service sectors of the future intelligent city, we divide 
the whole environment into smaller sections, the service sectors (Figure 6). The 
telecommunications arrangements required by the service sectors for their services are 
grouped into segments as shown in Figure 8. The entire network consists of access 
networks (Ac 1 .. n), core networks (Co 1 ... n), drone networks (Dr 1 ... n), satellite 
networks (Sa1 ... n) and data centre networks (Dc 1 ... n). The threat analysis is conducted 
for the access network as shown Figure 17; Table 4 shows the notations. Reason is that 
access networks are currently subject to major changes and because these involves large 
quantities of different sensors and IoT devices. The starting point for the analysis is a 
smartphone interface for the connected wearables, and the connection of the 
smartphone to the home HUB system and to the EDGE router. The EDGE router is 
virtualised and includes some services in their own slices in the future. In addition, the 
HUB system may include FW functions.  

The EDGE router and the HUB system may also include features of data centre 
functions such as switches, storage resources and cache structures. Section 2.8 presented 
an example of an attack mechanism, showing how aggressive attacks will be done and 
in which way attackers use vulnerabilities to analyse systems and compromise a target 
device. These calculations obtain the values for these vulnerabilities. The events must 
be independent and if they are not, we must go to small entities to reach an independent 
situation with respect to the various functions. The analysis can be deepened by 
examining the vulnerabilities of different OSI layers and by analysing the vulnerabilities 
of the protocols on the different OSI layers. For a probabilistic analysis, the defender 
needs to estimate the probability of a successful attack for each node shown in Figure 
19, in Attack-Defence Tree (ADT). For the purposes of the review, we define the used 
notations, Table 4, [6]. For deeper and larger cyber-attack estimations, we can use the 
ATT&CK matrix from MITRE for Enterprise (MITRE, 2019).   

The MITRE matrix is divided to several different parts: Initial Access, Execution, 
Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defence Evasion, Credential Access, Discovery, 
Lateral Movement, Collection, Command and Control, Exfiltration and Impact.  

 
The calculations are based on the author’s earlier works and incorporate only 

public materials. 

TABLE 5.  Meaning of Notations used in this calculations example 

ACTION EXAMPLES NOTATION 
ATTACK SNIFFING, ENUMERATION, 

SCANNING, …, 
A 

DETECTION PORT SCAN, INFORMATION 
SCAN, …, 

D 

COUNTERMEASURE ANALYSING OF 
VULNERABILITIES AND TO 
REPAIRING, SAFEGUARDS 
PUT IN PLACE, …, 

M 
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The probability of a successful attack (P(t)),  
 
P11…n (t) = p1A1..n(t)(1 – pD1…n (t)),        (1) 
       to n wearables 
 
P21(t) = P11(t)[(p2A2(t)(1 – p2D2(t)],       (2) 
      first wearables connection to smart phone 
 
P21…n(t) = [(p21(t)) + (p22(t)) + … + (p2n(t))],     (3) 

because different wearables connect to smart 
phones at different times,      

                                                                              
P3(t)= p3A(t)(1 – p3D(t(1 -p3M(t),                   (4) 
      laptop 
 
P213(t) = P21…n(t) + [(p3A(t))(1 –  p3D(t))(1 – p3M(t)]),                (5) 
      smart phones and laptops connect to HUB 
  
P41(t)= p4A(t)(1 – p4D)(t(1 -p4M(t)),       (6) 
      HUB 
 
P4s1 …n(t)= P4As1(t)(1 - P4Ds1(t)), …,       (7) 
      home connected sensors 1 … n  
    
P4s(t) = [(p4S1(t))(p4s2(t)) … (p4sn(t))][p4A(t)(1 – p4D(t))(1 -p4M(t)],   (8) 
      home sensors connect to HUB 
 
P4(t) = p4A1(t)(1 – p4D1(t))(1 – p4Mt),       (9) 

HUB with attackers, defence and 
countermeasures                  

 
P4(t) = pHUBA1(t)(1 – pHUBD1(t))(1 – pHUBM1(t)[(P213(t) + P3(t) + [p5A(t)(1 – p5D(t))(1 – 
p5M(t)]            (10) 
      all in HUB 
 
P6(t) = p4(t)(pAEDGE (t))(1 – pDEDGE(t)(1 – pMEDGE(t)),                                       (11) 

EDGE with HUB, attackers, defence and 
countermeasures              

 
p7(t) = [(p213(t) + p3(t) + p5(t)][(p7(t)(1 – p7A(t))(1 – p7D(t))(1 – p7M(t))],             (12) 

phone, laptop or tablet connect to MEC router.     
   

Tables 6 – 9 present the threats to different access network devices, which were 
defined with project specialists for each environment, segment and device. The author 
developed and made these definitions based on information from the NOC and SOC 
and on years of experience and insights into the development of these issues and the 
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safer solutions used in the auditing processes. The author was also involved in the 
development of the NOC and SOC systems. The author used information from (1) 
materials of the national cyber security centres; (2) VAHTI-instructions and Katakri 
2015. Katakri is an audit tool for authorities and the recommendations; (3) regulations 
of the Finnish Transport and Communications Agency, Traficom; and (4) EU directives 
for security, TEMPEST and energy efficiency in the definitions. 

TABLE 6. Smart Watch Threats 

D 
DESCRIPTION 
OF THE 
THREAT 

EFFECT OF THE 
THREAT 

EXISTING 
CONTROL 

THREAT 
LEVEL 

1 - 5 

CONSEQ
UENCE  

1 - 5 

PROBABI
LITY 

RECOMMENTED 
CONTROLS 

-
SW 

SOFTWARE IS 
NOT REVISED, 
PROPRIETARY 

GIVES 
POSSIBILITIES 
FOR MALWARE 
THROUGH 
SOFTWARE 

ONLY IN 
SMART 
WATCH 
CONTROLS 

3 3 0.6 USE REVISED 
SOFTWARE, 
TRUSTED 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM IS IN USE 

-
SW 

THE SUPPLY 
CHAIN IS NOT 
CLEAR 

GIVES POSSIBI-
LITIES FOR 
MALWARE 
THROUGH 
DEVICE 

ONLY IN 
SMART 
WATCH 
CONTROLS 

3 3 0.6 USE ONLY TRUSTED 
SUPPLIERS 

- 
SW 

SOFTWARE 
UPDATES 

OLD 
SOFTWARE 
GIVES 
ATTACKERS 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK  

ONLY IN 
SMART 
WATCH 
CONTROLS 

3 3 0.6 UPDATE 

-
SW 

PROTEC-
TIONS 
SYSTEMS 

GIVES 
ATTACKERS 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK 

THERE ARE 
ANY 
PROTECTION 
MECHANISMS 

4 4 0.8 NEW TYPE OF 
DEVICE 
ARCHITECTURE 

-
SW 

ACCESS TO 
SMART 
PHONE 

WIRELESS 
CONNECTION 
GIVES 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK 

WIRELESS 
CONNECTIONS 
ARE NOT 
PROTECTED 

4 4 0.8 THE ENCRYPTION 
SYSTEM MUST BE 
INSTALLED 

-
SW 

IDENTITY IDENTITY 
CHECK IS NOT 
MADE IN A 
TRUSTED WAY 
AND ATTACK 
POSSIBILITES 
ARE THERE 

THERE ARE NO 
CONTROLS 
FOR THOSE 
POSSIBILITIES 

4 4 0.8 IDENTITY MUST BE 
VERIFIED OF 
SOFTWARE BASED 
ON ACCEPTED 
PROCESS, … 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

 
Table 6 lists only the threats defined for that use case (Smart Watch Threats), but 

many other threats exist depending on the environment and the use case. A threat level 
of value 5 means the highest threat level against our systems and a consequence value 
of 5 means the highest value of what happens when this threat is realised. Other tables 
use the same values definitions. 

Based on working group information, the attack probability is pSWA = 0.7, and the 
defence probability is pSWD = 0.3 in that case.  
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Before the smart watch device is audited, we also calculate the residual risks and 
threats. When an audit organisation is audited, they check to see if the architecture 
team’s recommendations are sufficient to reduce the threats or not, and they make 
recommendations which must be done before the next audit. 

TABLE 6.  Smart Phone Threats 

D 
DESCRIPTION 
OF THE 
THREAT 

EFFECT OF THE 
THREAT 

EXISTING 
CONTROL 

THREAT 
LEVEL 

1 - 5 

CONSE-
QUENCE  

1 - 5 

PROBA-
BILITY 

RECOMMENTED 
CONTROLS 

-SP 
SOFTWARE IS 
NOT REVISED 

GIVES 
POSSIBILITIES 
FOR MALWARE 
THROUGH 
SOFTWARE 

ONLY IN 
SMART DEVICE 
CONTROLS 

3 4 0.6 USE REVISED 
SOFTWARE, 
TRUSTED 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM IN USE,  
TRUSTED SERVICE 
OPERATOR 

-SP 
THE SUPPLY 
CHAIN IS NOT 
CLEAR 

GIVES 
POSSIBILITIES 
FOR MALWARE 
THROUGH 
DEVICE 

ONLY IN 
SMART PHONE 
CONTROLS 
WITH ACCESS 
CONTROLS 

3 4 0.6 USE ONLY TRUSTED 
SUPPLIERS, 
REVISED SOFTWARE, 
TRUSTED SERVICE 
OPERATOR 

-SP 
SOFTWARE 
UPDATES 

OLD 
SOFTWARE 
GIVES ATTACK 
KERS 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK  

ONLY IN 
SMART DEVICE 
CONTROLS 

3 3 0.6 UPDATE, TRUSTED 
SERVICE OPERATOR 
SERVICE IN USE 

-SP 
PROTECTION 
SYSTEMS 

GIVES 
ATTACKERS 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK 

THERE ARE 
ANY 
PROTECTIONS 
MECHANISMS 

4 4 0.8 NEW TYPE OF 
DEVICE 
ARCHITECTURE 

-SP 
ACCESS TO 
SMART 
WATCH AND 
HOME HUB 

WIRELESS 
CONNECTION 
GIVES 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK 

WIRELESS 
CONNECTIONS 
ARE NOT 
PROTECTED 

4 4 0.8 THE ENCRYPTION 
SYSTEM MUST BE 
INSTALLED 

-SP 
IDENTITY THERE ARE 

MANY IOT 
DEVICES 
CONNECTED 
AND IT GIVES 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACKS 

THERE ARE NO 
CONTROLS FOR 
THOSE 
POSSIBILITIES 

4 4 0.8 IDENTITY MUST BE 
VERIFIED OF 
SOFTWARE BASED 
ACCEPTED PROCESS 

-SP 
SMART 
PHONE IS 
WIRELESSLY 
CONNECTED 
TO MOBILE 
NETWORKS 
AND ACCESS 
DEVICES 

IT IS OPEN FOR 
ATTACKS IN 
WIRELESS 
CONNECTIONS 

NO 
PROTECTION 
AT NETWORK 
PROTOCOL 
LEVELS 

4 4 0.8 NEW TYPE OF 
DEVICES, 
HARDENING OF 
DEVICE,  
AUTOMATIC 
CHECKING OF 
DEVICE 

 
… … … … … … … 
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Table 7 lists only the threats defined for that public use case, but there are many 
other threats depending on the environment and the use case. Based on the working 
group information, the attack probability is pSPA = 0.75, and the defence probability is 
pSPD = 0.25 in that case. 

 
Before this smart phone was audited, we also calculated the residual risks and 

threats. When an audit organisation is audited, they check whether the residual risks 
recommendations are sufficient to reduce the threats and indicate which 
recommendations must be done before the next audit. Smart phones are audited as one 
device and recommendations are given about in which environments they can be used. 

TABLE 7.   Home Hub (Room Hub) Threats 

D 
DESCRIP-
TION OF THE 
THREAT 

EFFECT OF THE 
THREAT 

EXISTING 
CONTROL 

THREAT 
LEVEL 

1 - 5 

CONSE-
QUENCE  

1 - 5 

PROBA-
BILITY 

RECOMMENTED 
CONTROLS 

-HH 
SOFTWARE IS 
NOT REVISED 

GIVES 
POSSIBILITIES 
FOR 
MALWARE 
THROUGH 
SOFTWARE 

ONLY IN USE 
HOME HUB 
CONTROLS 

4 4 0.8 USE REVISED 
SOFTWARE, 
TRUSTED 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM IN USE 

-HH 
THE SUPPLY 
CHAIN IS NOT 
CLEAR 

GIVES 
POSSIBILITIES 
FOR 
MALWARE 
THROUGH 
DEVICE 

ONLY HOME 
HUB ONTROLS 

3 4 0.6 USE ONLY TRUSTED 
SUPPLIERS 

- HH 
SOFTWARE 
UPDATINGS 

OLD 
SOFTWARE 
GIVES ATTACK 
KERS 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK 

ONLY IN 
SMART 
DEVICE 
CONTROLS 

4 3 0.8 UPDATE AND USE 
SERVICE 
OPERATOR’S 
SERVICE 

-HH 
PROTECTION 
SYSTEMS 

GIVES 
ATTACKERS 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK 

THERE ARE 
ANY 
PROTECTIONS 
MECHANISMS 

4 4 0.8 NEW TYPE OF 
DEVICE 
ARCHITECTURE OR 
SERVICE OPERATOR 
SERVICE, … 

-HH 
ACCESS TO 
SMART 
PHONE AND 
TO EDGE 
ROUTER 

WIRELESS 
CONNECTION 
GIVES 
ATTACKERS 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACK 

WIRELESS 
CONNECTIONS 
ARE NOT 
PROTECTED, 
BLUETOOTH 

4 4 0.8 THE ENCRYPTION 
SYSTEM MUST BE 
INSTALLED, … 

-HH 
IDENTITY POSSIBLE TO 

CONNECT 
OTHER DEVICE 
TO SAME 
HOME HUB 

THERE ARE NO 
CONTROLS 
FOR THOSE 
POSSIBILITIES 

4 4 0.8 CONNECTED DEVICE 
IDENTITY MUST BE 
VERIFIED, EXAMPLE 
SOFTWARE BASED 
ACCEPTANCE 
PROCESS, … 

… .. .. .. .. .. .. 
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Table 8 lists only the threats defined for that public use case, but many other 
threats exist depending on the environment and use cases. Based on working group 
information, the attack probability is pHHA = 0.8, and the defence probability is pHHD 

= 0.2 in that case. 
 
Before auditing this Home Hub (Room Hub), we also calculated the residual risks 

and threats. When an audit organisation is audited, they check to see whether residual 
risks recommendations are sufficient to reduce threats and make recommendations to 
perform before the next audit for final acceptance. 

TABLE 8.  Edge Router Threats 

D 
DESCRIPTION 
OF THE 
THREAT 

EFFECT OF THE 
THREAT 

EXISTING 
CONTROL 

THREAT 
LEVEL 

1 - 5 

CONSEQ
UENCE  

1 - 5 

PROBA-
BILITY 

RECOMMENTED 
CONTROLS 

-
ER 

SOFTWARE IS 
REVISED 

GIVES SMALL 
POSSIBILITIES 
FOR 
MALWARE 
THROUGH 
SOFTWARE 

SERVICE 
OPERATOR 
CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

1 2 0.1 USE REVISED 
SOFTWARE AND 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS AND 
UPDATE THEM 
REGULARLY 

-
ER 

THE SUPPLY 
CHAIN IS 
CLEAR 

GIVES ONLY 
SMALL 
POSSIBILITIES 
FOR 
MALWARE 
THROUGH 
SYSTEM 

SERVICE 
OPERATOR 
CONTROL 
SYSTEMS, CMDB 

1 2 0.1 IPS-, IDS-, SIEM 
SYSTEMS IN USE 

- 
ER 

USED EDGE 
ROUTER IS 
INSIDE A 
PROTECTED 
ROOM 

THIS GIVES 
SMALL 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ATTACKERS  

ONLY 
AUTHORISED 
PERSONS ARE 
ACCESSIBLE 

1 2 0.1 ACCESS CONTROL 
AND ALARM 
SYSTEMS 

-
ER 

ACCESS TO 
SMART HUB 

USE ONLY 
FIXED 
CONNECTION 
AND GIVES 
SMALL 
POSSIBILITIES 
TO ACCESS 
OUTSIDE 

CONNECTIONS 
ARE PHYSICALLY 
PROTECTED AND  

1 2 0.1 FIXED 
CONNECTIONS 
MUST NOT ALLOW 
OUTSIDE 
CONNECTIONS 

-
ER 

EDGE 
ROUTER 
IDENTITY 

ATTACKERS 
MAY USE 
ANALYSIS 
TOOLS TO 
ACCESS 
DEVICE 

OPERATORS 
CONTROL THE 
SYSTEMS WITH 
THEIR 
CONNECTED 
DEVICES 

1 2 0,1 THE SERVICE 
OPERATOR MUST 
IDENTIFY THE 
DEVICE BEFORE 
USE, CMDB 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
 
Table 9 lists only the threats defined for that public use case, but many other 

threats exist depending on the environment and use case. Based on working group 
information, the attack probability is pERA = 0.1, and the defence probability is pERD = 
0.8 in that case. 
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Before the Edge Router systems are audited, we calculate the residual risks and 
threats. When an organisation is audited, they check to see whether the residual risk 
recommendations are sufficient to reduce the threats and make recommendations about 
what must be done before the next audit and final acceptance. The Edge Router auditing 
is part of supply chain auditing process or access networks auditing process. 

 
P11 = 0.7x(1 – 0.3) = 0.49, Smart Watch 
P21 = 0.49 x 0.75 x (1 – 0.25) = 0.27, Smart Phone with Smart Watch 
P31 = 0.27 x 0.8 x (1 – 0.2) = 0.173, HUB with Smart Phone and Smart Watch 
 
We have three different devices connected to each other and to the HUB, In Figure 

17, which all may have vulnerabilities that allow attackers to attack our system in this 
case. 

The author uses the same type of tables, definitions and calculations in Chapter 5 
to conduct a threat analysis for the access networks in a hospital environment. The same 
calculations can be used for smart cities in the Arctic regions and countries in Europe, 
Russia and Asia to make cyber threat calculations and perform an analysis.  

The threats in tables 6 – 9 defined in working group which included professional 
peoples in different ministries. The tables contain the entities, descriptions of the threats 
to consider, the existing controls, the related threat/risk level and consequence level, 
probability and recommended controls. In the future, it is evaluated how the risk is 
treated, what are the recommended controls and remedies with its responsible persons 
(including organisations). Finally, the equivalent values and checkpoints after the 
remedies are estimated. Separate tables can be created for the cyber threats and risks, 
and columns can be added as needed depending on the issues being viewed and related 
contexts. Based on the QFD model, we can include the system life cycle cost calculations 
from their acquisition to rejection as well as the purchase costs, annual maintenance 
costs, software and hardware upgrade costs, and rejection costs. Systems and services 
can also be compared using the QFD model to choose the most ecological and energy-
efficient, but also the most cost-effective options. However, cost analyses and 
comparisons are not made in this example.  

2.10 Answers to research the questions, conclusions and future work  

Answer to the research questions:  
 

RQ 1: The EA framework is needed to develop architectures in service, information and 
communications system and environments. The EA framework provides a clear path 
for determining which architectures are needed in the environments of smart cities and 
smart societies for the citizens. 

 
RQ 1.1: The QFD model was used to find the dependencies between different 
information systems, applications and services and to identify the different data 
centre layers, requirements and co-operations needed between the different 
organisations, security layers and system life cycle functions.  
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RQ 1.2: Considerable work is needed to develop the required architecture in smart 
cities and smart societies: information architecture, integrations architecture, 
target architecture, security architecture, and security issues. Service chains must 
be checked against the architectures to ensure no risks are present. 
 
RQ 1.3: Appendices 1 and 2 show the calculations of the power consumption in 
data centres and communication networks devices and systems that have not been 
virtualised. Data centres, communication systems and device virtualisations are 
the most important ways to significantly reduce energy consumption while 
reducing CO2 emissions. As the next phase of virtualisation is coming to our 
information systems, with zero-energy solutions for our communications systems 
and IoT devices, more energy efficient solutions are required. 
 
RQ 1.4: The author used attack tree models and the QFD model to calculate cyber 
threat probabilities. However, the needed requirements must be defined, and 
architectures must be developed and done before we can analyse our 
environments and make threats calculations.   
 

Conclusion 
 

A threats analyses is difficult to conduct because the number of IoT and sensor devices 
connected to telecommunication networks is increasing exponentially. An analysis of 
each connected IoT device or sensor is time-consuming and the results may be 
inadequate in some respects. Technical developments are proceeding at an accelerating 
pace and the importance of analysing individual components needs to be recognised. 
Even though the dependencies, dependency analyses, and threat assessments and 
analyses could be done sufficiently comprehensively in some areas. It is essential that 
the threat assessments and analysis of future societal services are made with the support 
of computer programs and machine learning because it is faster than human to does. If 
the vulnerability of the OSI layers, and the various vulnerabilities associated with the 
various protocols in use are added to this whole the number of issues to be verified is 
increasing. The inherent defects and vulnerabilities of encryption solutions and 
cryptographic network solutions must also be analysed. In the future, the design and 
development of the systems will need to take into account the increasing amount of 
energy efficiency and ecological requirements. 
 
Future Research 
 
Future research should examine the functionality of the virtual access network services 
and the terminals that use them in various attack situations. It is important to research, 
for example, remote medical care systems, rescue authorities’ systems and security 
authorities’ systems. Figure 8 demonstrates the complex structures of the active nodes 
of ecosystems and information flows in hyper-connected environments. As we can see, 
the operations of most computer systems in critical situations is extremely challenging 
because there are many networks connections and systems which are working together. 
With the addition of cyber-attackers waiting for opportunities to enter the networks and 
services, we are faced with many challenges.  
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Another important research topic is the use of machine learning in the analyses to 
speed up the work and provide opportunities to identify vulnerabilities and fix them 
quickly. As a result, security measures could quickly target the right location to prevent 
potential penetration into multiple networks and services, thereby preventing or 
minimising the effects of attacks. 

The third research topic is the use of artificial intelligence (AI) for real-time 
tracking and analysis at different GW points to analyse the network threats and security 
and systems management. 

Another area of research involves developing a quantum encryption system that 
could be used for wireless networks and services in the future. 
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This chapter is based on publication PII entitled ‘Undersea Optical Cable Network and 
Cyber Threats’ and additional earlier materials and works by the author developing 
submarine optical cables for a Finnish cable organisation and for security authorities. As 
part of a group, the author also developed optical cables for the tactical network needs.  

The author completed her master's thesis (’DWDM Technology in Communications 
Networks’) and special work (‘WDM -Technology in N-ISDN- Subscriber Networks’) at 
the Helsinki Technical High School, Otaniemi (Hummelholm, DWDM-tekniikkaa, 
12.6.2000) (Hummelholm, WDM-tekniikkaa, 1997- 

1998). The author has also developed research submarine optical cable systems’ 
technologies, risks and threats in the Arctic region (PII, PIII and PV).  

3.1 Introduction 

Figure 20 shows how different parts of the world are currently connected to each other 
by submarine optical cables. 

 

CHAPTER 3. UNDERSEA OPTICAL CABLE NETWORK 
AND CYBER THREATS.  
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FIGURE 20.  Map of the worldwide undersea submarine cable (Reddit, 30.8.2017). 
 
These cables are concentrated in the southernmost seas of the globe, and the 

terminals for submarine optical cables are located in areas where it is relatively easy to 
build cable endpoints, including cable communication and energy systems. Each 
country has its own inside fibre network that connects the cities and countryside (see 
Figure 22).  

Currently, as the submarine optical cable route between Asia and Europe is long, 
the undersea submarine optical cable system could break down. Terrorists could 
deliberately damage the cables, cyber attackers can penetrate them and natural disasters 
also pose a risk. These and many other risk factors necessitate the design of new 
submarine optical cable routes between Asia and Europe to ensure secure 
communication links between these areas. Figure 21 is a general overview of the Arctic 
Optical Cable Systems, which combines different regions of Europe, the Western parts 
of Russia, the Siberian Russian regions, areas in the Russian Far East, smart cities in 
Japan and the border areas of China. 
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FIGURE 21.  The Arctic connect cable system (Joensuu, 13.2.2018) 

An increased communication capacity and many new contact points will be 
needed in the future to satisfy the data transfer needs of users, businesses organisations 
and governments in these north areas. These areas thus require proper and reliable 
communication links to be able to communicate and to use the services offered by the 
rest of the world. Regional development and joint operations in these northern areas 
require communication links. This new connection will give people in the area real-time 
access to existing digital services in their home country, which they can use to 
communicate with their friends, either locally or worldwide. 

3.2 Objective and organisation of the chapter 

This study aims to develop a model that can be used to conduct threat assessments, 
compare threats and facilitate a threats analysis in ocean environments, particularly in 
the Arctic region. In addition to the technical design criteria, the model should address 
different types of threats such as natural threats, accidents, terrorists and cyber-attacks. 
The results obtained through the model will facilitate the design and implementation of 
architectural solutions. The implemented model will help to improve the assessment of 
the threat scenarios for future submarine optical cables system environments and their 
impact probabilities. The study utilises the operating environment introduced in Figure 
21, which groups different parts of continental services and infrastructure together. 
Threat research can be done in different segments of submarine optical cables to assess 
the types of threats to those segments. The political and commercial aspects of the Arctic 
region have not been included in the study. The Arctic’s communication networks, 
submarine optical cable communications networks, and data centres and services are 
effectively one entity through which all future services will be implemented; in the 
future, these services will work together between the different continents. This 
integration is accelerating at all levels of activity, in each region and all segments both 
horizontally and vertically. The nature of these environments will further complicate 
the threat estimates of these kinds of ecosystems.  
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Section 3.3 presents the ecosystems and future operating environments of the 
telecommunication networks, data centres and the submarine optical cable 
communications networks on a general level. Section 3.4 describes the natural threats, 
accidental threats, cyber-threats and dependency analyses which are used to conduct a 
threats analysis for the submarine optical communications networks and network 
infrastructures, and the services it provides. Section 3.5 describes the development of 
the threats analyses, and Section 3.6 presents the conclusions, a solution model for 
security and future work. 

3.3 The following research questions are addressed in Chapter 3 

RQ 2. What are the attack possibilities in submarine optical cable systems? 

RQ 2.1. How can we ensure that communication systems between continents are 
sufficiently secure to use them daily in our services? 

3.4 Description of the future operating environment and technology 

When the Arctic Optical Cable System is installed, European and Asian Smart societies 
of the future will be connected to each other by a new route. The estimated length of the 
incoming connection of the Arctic Optical Cable’s route is about 18,000 - 20,000 km 
(Figure 21), which sets a number of requirements for the design and implementation of 
this submarine’s optical cable system. Figure 23 presents an overview of the Arctic 
connect cable system, which author was examined.    

 

FIGURE 22.  Smart cities in the future environment, top level principle. 

The Arctic optical cable route will likely be of interest to hackers, terrorists, cyber 
attackers and state actors because it will contain a lot of information being transferred 
between Europe and Asia.  
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Because of the importance and the length of the route, the technical values and 
requirements that affect the design of the system must be investigated and the result 
utilised in both the design and maintenance of the system. When we perform system 
deployment measurements, those values can be used later to detect the smallest changes 
in the system and identify any attempts to attack the system. These problems or defects 
may be caused by natural forces, construction works at sea, terrorists or cyber attackers. 
All such phenomena cause lesser or greater changes in the measured values associated 
with the operation of the system. However, not all situations can be obtained from 
identifiable numerical data that can be detected by management and control devices, 
for example, the tapping of submarine optical cable results in less than a 2% loss of 
optical signal power and it is thus not so easily correctly detected by existing 
technologies. Consequently, even the smallest deviations must be reviewed and 
analysed. For this reason, we must identify the factors affecting fibre quality that result 
from the properties of the fibres themselves. This is important to know and take into 
consideration because it affects the construction of a connection in a number of ways, 
such as the wavelength and bandwidths supported by the fibres, the distance between 
optical amplifiers (OAs) from each other and the optical signal levels to be used. As this 
is also a long-term investment and the submarine optical cable may be in use for more 
than 25 years, the evolution of technology must also be taken into consideration to 
anticipate early and timely updates and changes to the systems and equipment. In 
addition, when transmission speeds are increased in the wavelength by the fibres, there 
will still be a few boundaries that we can no longer exceed using the current technology. 
These are the physical limits of single-mode fibre (SMF) and two other limits of optical 
communications – the Fibre-launched power limit and the Non-linear Shannon limit 
(Yutaka Miyamoto, Ryutaro Kawawura, June 2017).  
            

 
 

FIGURE 23.  Overview of the Arctic connect cable system. 

3.4.1 The evolution of technology 

Regarding the life cycle of the optical cable system, we must understand at least in part 
the technical evolution that will occur in optical telecommunication technology and 
how that will affect these long connections. The optical channel capacity cannot be 
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increased indefinitely, despite the wide optical bandwidth available in the optical range. 
We can calculate the optical channel capacity that can be achieved (Chesney, 2016). We 
can use Shannon’s definition of the upper limit for transmission capacity (or spectrum 
efficiency) that can be transported in the transport channel as C = B log (1 + SNR), with 
C being the capacity in bit/s, B the bandwidth in Hz and SNR being the signal-to-noise 
ratio. We can also define the single-sided optical noise power spectral density as Sn = 
hv/2, where h = 6.63x10-34, Js is the Planck value, hv is the proton energy 10-19J, and the 
minimum average optical noise power PN = (hv/2) B0 is proportional to the bandwidth.  

 
Therefore, the optical channel capacity, treated in terms of the optical field, is 
 
C = B0Log2 (1 + 2Ps / hvB0).        (1) 
 
Since the life cycle of a fibre optic cable to be built is long, up to at least 25 years, 

we must know what will occur in the technical evolution of optical telecommunication 
technology and the way in which we must take care of those things in relation to these 
long connections. In Figure 6, we can see which directions the evolution is heading. But 
the optical channel capacity cannot be increased indefinitely, despite the wide optical 
bandwidth available in the optical range. We can calculate the possible optical channel 
capacity (Miyamoto Yutaka, Kawawura Ryutaro, NTT Technical Review, 6 June, 2017).   

We can see also in Figure 24 the physical limits of single-mode fibre (SMF). There 
are also two other limits for optical communications: the Fibre-launched power limit 
and the Non-linear Shannon limit. When designing a telecommunications system based 
on long-distance optical undersea cables, we must take very strictly into account those 
limiting factors relating to optical fibres. We must also take into account the features 
and operational models of these optical undersea cable systems parameters in practical 
networks to obtain more accurate information about the functions of the existing system 
so that we can detect possible intrusion attempts. Since more capacity is needed per 
fibre pair, a new optical signal band, the L-band, is introduced. The C and L bands, 
which form the basic band of future long-distance optical networks (ITU-T Manual, 
2009), provide a challenge to network designers to find an OA with sufficient 
bandwidth. In C-band, there are 80 optical channels and L-band has 80 optical channels 
(Figure 25). If we transmit 100 Gbit/s through one wavelength, this means, for example, 
that we would have 80 X 100 Gbit/s capacity in use in this kind of network. 
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FIGURE 24.  Evolution of a high-capacity optical transport network (OTN). 

Since fibre band attenuation in L-band is reasonable low value, it is useful to use 
for high-capacity optical transport network (OTN). Network designers thus need to find 
an OA which has enough capacity to work with C-band and L-band at the same time as 
one amplifier. 

 
FIGURE 25.  High-capacity OTN optical bands (Cheer, 2015). 
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3.4.2 Long distance submarine optical systems 

By 2015, a mature product had the capacity of 100 Gbit/s per optical wavelength. Since 
then ongoing development has continued to find new solutions aimed at increasing 
wavelength capacity per optical wavelength. As a result of this development, capacities 
of 200 Mbit/s and 400 Mbit/s are now available. To obtain transmission rates of 100 
Mbit/s or more in submarine optical cables, it would be necessary to install OAs at 
about 50 km intervals. This distribution would provide sufficient quality of service 
across continents.  

3.4.3 The primary principles of the installation 

A submarine optical cable system of 18,000 km in length will be installed in the Arctic 
region (Figure 21). There will be few branching points with connections to the continent 
(Figure 23). Each cable landing station will be built in the same way. The difference 
between them will be only how the submarine's optical cables can be brought to the 
station, which depends on the beach area.  

 

 
FIGURE 26.  Subsea optical cable system architecture with cable landing station and 

data centre. 
 
 Subsea optical cable system architecture (Tara, 2015) (Ye Yincan, Jiang Xinmin, 

Pan Guofu, Jiang Wei, 2018). 
In Figure 24, the Data Centre NMS means Network Management System, and 

TLTE means Terrestrial Line Terminal Equipment. Cable Landing Station NMS means 
Network Management System, LME means Line Monitoring Equipment, PFE means 
Power Feed Equipment, SLTE means Submarine Line Terminal Equipment.  

The main reason that the distance between OAs is only 50 km is due to the 
dispersions and non-linear properties of the optical cables, the characteristics of the 
OAs, the noise levels and the characteristics of the fibre. As the modulation techniques 
of optical data transfer become more complex, we must design systems even more 
carefully. The distance between the amplifiers is optimised based on the usability and 
quality of the services. Performance and cost optimisation are expressed in terms of cost 
efficiency, €/bitti/hz. These systems also need electrical energy. Energy input to the 
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system can be made of one or more earth points, taking the energy supply protection 
into account in case of damage to the cable systems. 

3.5 Designing submarine optical cable systems 

To achieve the required usability and quality requirements for very long optical 
undersea cable connections, the following factors in this chapter 3.5 need to be 
considered. We also need to understand the parameters and impairments of optical 
submarine cables to determine whether there are any faults in the cable connection and 
links or whether hackers or cyber attackers are connected to the cable in one way or 
another to gather information or even to spy. We must first look for factors which affect 
the fibre quality. 

3.5.1 Attenuation 

Attenuation values varies between different wavelength bands of 800, 1300 nm and 1550 
nm and is smallest in the 1550 nm band, where it is about 0.2 db/km or smaller. 

 
Several factors can cause attenuation, but it is generally categorised as either 

intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic attenuation is caused by substances inherently present in 
the fibre, and extrinsic attenuation is caused by external forces such as bending. 
Extrinsic attenuation may be caused by macro or micro bending as both raise the fibre 
attenuation values. This bending   mechanism means it can be used in cyber-attacks to 
obtain information from optical cables without anybody noticing. 

3.5.2 Dispersions 

Rayleigh Scattering 
• As light travels in the core, it interacts with the silica molecules in the core. 

Rayleigh scattering is the result of these elastic collisions between the light wave 
and the silica molecules in the fibre. Rayleigh scattering accounts for about 96% 
of attenuation in optical fibres. 

 
Chromatic dispersion 

• Chromatic dispersion is the spreading of a light pulse as it travels down a fibre. 
Light has a dual nature and can be considered from the perspective of an 
electromagnetic wave as well as a quantum perspective. This allows us to view 
it in the form of both waves and quantum particles. 

 
Polarisation Mode Dispersion (PMD)  

• PMD is caused by asymmetric distortions to the fibre from a perfect cylindrical 
geometry. The fibre is not truly a cylindrical waveguide, and it can be best 
described as an imperfect cylinder with physical dimensions that are not 
perfectly constant. The mechanical stress exerted upon the fibre due to 
extrinsically induced bends and stresses caused during cabling, deployment, 
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splicing and the imperfections resulting from the manufacturing process are the 
reasons for the variations in the cylindrical geometry. 

Optical Signal-to-Noise Ratio (OSNR) 
 

• OSNR specifies the ratio of the net signal power to the net noise power and thus 
identifies the quality of the signal. Attenuation can be compensated for 
by amplifying the optical signal. However, OAs amplify the signal and the noise. 
Over time and distance, the receivers cannot distinguish the signal from the 
noise, and the signal is completely lost.  

3.5.3 Impact of non-linearity 

Nonlinear characteristics include Self-Phase Modulation (SPM), Cross-Phase 
Modulation (XPM), Four-Wave Mixing (FWM), Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) 
and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS). 

 
FWM 

• FWM can be compared to the intermodulation distortion in standard electrical 
systems. When three wavelengths (λ1, λ 2 and λ 3) interact in a nonlinear 
medium, they give rise to a fourth wavelength (λ 4), which is formed by 
scattering of the three incident photons, producing the fourth photon. This effect, 
known as FWM, is a fibre-optic characteristic that affects WDM systems. 

 
SPM 

• SPM is primarily caused by the self-modulation of the pulses. Generally, SPM 
occurs in single-wavelength systems. At high bit rates, however, SPM tends to 
cancel dispersion. SPM increases with high signal power levels.  

 
XPM 

• XPM is a nonlinear effect that limits system performance in WDM systems. XPM 
is the phase modulation of a signal caused by an adjacent signal within the same 
fibre. XPM is related to the combination of (dispersion/effective area) and results 
from the different carrier frequencies of independent channels, including the 
associated phase shifts. 

 
SBS 

• SBS is caused by the acoustic properties of photon interaction with the medium. 
When light propagates through a medium, the photons interact with silica 
molecules during propagation. 

 
SRS 

• When light propagates through a medium, the photons interact with silica 
molecules during propagation. The photons also interact with themselves and 
cause scattering effects, such as SRS, in the forward and reverse directions of 
propagation along the fibre. This results in a sporadic distribution of energy in a 
random direction. 
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3.6 Long distance cable systems attenuation calculations 

The power budget table should compute margins to be considered as a minimum 
requirement for the system at beginning of life (BOL). These margins should be 
expressed in terms of a Q factor value. The contractors should provide, as a minimum, 
the values of the parameters used to compute the power budget and specify all 
necessary complementary relevant information, for instance, the use of any optical 
polarisation scrambling or phase modulation to minimise the polarisation effects or 
nonlinear effects. Table 10 presents an example of a possible power budget template 
(ITU-T G.977). 

TABLE 9.  ITU-T G.977 Power Budget Table of a Submarine Optical Cable 
Transmission Digital Line Sections (DLS) 

 Parameter  BOL Q in 
dB 

EOL Q in 
dB 

1 Mean Q value (from a simple SNR 
calculation) 

 9.5 9.3 

1.1 Propagation impairments due to combined 
effects of chromatic dispersion, non-linear 
effects, FWM effects, SRS effects, etc. 

- 1.8 - 1.6 

1.2 Gain flatness impairments  -  -  
1.3 Non-optimal optical pre-emphasis 

impairment 
 -  -  

1.4 Wavelength tolerance impairment  - 0.5 - 0.5 
1.5 Mean PDL penalty  -  -  
1.6 Mean PDG penalty  -  -  
1.7 Mean PMD penalty  -  -  
1.8 Supervisory impairment  - 0.2 - 0.2 
1.9 Manufacturing and environmental 

impairment 
 - 0.5 - 0.5 

2 Time-varying system penalty (5 sigma rule)  - 0.5 - 0.5 
3 Line Q value (1-1.1 to 1.9-2)  = 

6.0 
= 

6.0 
4 Specified TTE Q value (back-to-back)  17.1 17.1 
5 Segment Q value (computed from 3 and 4)  = 

5.7 
= 

5.7 
5.1 BER corresponding to segment Q without 

FEC 
 2e-2 2e-2 

5.2 BER corresponding to segment Q with FEC  < 
1e-13 

<1e-

13 

5.3 Effective segment Q value with FEC  > 
17.3 

> 
17.3 

6 Q limit compliance with [ITU-T G.826] or 
[ITU-T G.8201] after FEC 

 5.0 5.0 
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7 Repair margin, component- and fibre-ageing 
penalty, pump(s) failure penalty, non-
optimal decision threshold 

 - +0.7 

8 Segment margins  +0.7 0.0 
9 Unallocated supplier margin   0.0 
10 Commissioning limits          = 5.7  

 
Abbreviations: 

BER = Bit Error Ratio PDG = Polarisation-Dependent 
Gain 

Q = Quality factor  

BOL = Beginning of Life PDL = Polarisation-Dependent 
Loss 

TTE = Terminal 
Transmission Equipment 

EOL = End of Life PMD = Polarisation Mode 
Dispersion  

 

 
Table 8 shows a typical power budget table of a 100 X 100 G 10,000 km DLS system. 

The table is based on recommendation ITU-T G.977 and Table A.1 there.  
The table has two columns, the first dedicated to the BOL conditions and the 

second to the end of life (EOL) conditions.  

3.7 Natural threats, accidental threats and cyber threats 

In addition to the technical design criteria, we also need to take into account the various 
types of threats that will be encountered such as natural threats, accidental threats and 
cyber or malicious threats. The type of threat can contribute to prolonging the cable 
routes or partial routes and even altering the originally planned routes. 

Natural threats include threats such as shark attacks, earthquakes, landslides, 
volcanic, eruptions, tsunamis, icebergs, sea currents and storm winds. Accidental 
threats can be caused by everyday work at sea, such as fishing, dragging an anchor and 
dredging and can damage submarine optical cables, threatening their level of 
performance. We also need to consider other potential threats since the submarine 
optical cable routes are long. Many countries have the ability to join (tap) fibre optic 
cables to collect the information being transmitted therein. In every situation, we must 
always be on the lookout for opportunities to hack into or launch cyber-attacks on 
submarine optical cables – whether by ‘tapping’ the lines or other methods such as side 
channel attacks or side channel spying.  

3.7.1 Fibre optic networks and tapping 

There are three main methods to ‘TAP’ optical cable systems: the splice method, the 
splitter or coupler method, and the non-touching method. The splice method, which 
involves disconnecting the fibre and installing a Y-bridge, is the easiest way to get 
information from a fibre. Devices are also used to service network or branching 
connections. The splitter/coupler method involves using a device to bend the fibre 
slightly (Figure 27). When the fibre is bent, light escapes from the fibre. With today’s 
modern receivers 1%-2% of optical power is sufficient to receive the complete signal and 
read the data. When using this method, there is no link interruption and there are only 
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quite small attenuation changes in the link. When we get signals from fibre, we must 
use transceivers or media converter to get Ethernet or fibre optical channel signals out 
from the fibres for our analyses.  

When we receive signals from the fibres, we can use communications analysers, 
protocol analysers or other analysers to view the data transmitted in the fibres and to 
collect all relevant information. When hackers and cyber attackers tap into the optical 
fibres and use communications analysers and protocol analysers to analyse all 
information being transmitted through the fibres, they can collect all non-encrypted 
information quite easily from those fibres (Figures 28 and 29). 

The third method is the non-touching method in which sensitive photo detectors 
catch a minimal amount of light which radiates naturally from the cable. 

When the author was involved in the fibre optic cable development project, they 
tested factory splices to see how they appear in Optical Time Domain Reflectometer 
(OTDR) measurements on the actual optical fibres in use. The tapping method (Figure 
27) was also tested for the presence of excess connections in the cable. The tapping event 
was difficult to detect because in DWDM technology, the terminals automatically adjust 
their gain levels according to the fibre portion attenuation to the correct settings. 

 
 

 

FIGURE 27.  Fibre bending system in tapping. 
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The type of undersea cables chosen depends on the depth of the sea and the 
vicinity of the coast in the areas where the above-mentioned threats exist. If we consider 
the opportunities for cyber attackers to join to the optical cable, it would be easiest to 
penetrate the cable exactly where the cables’ armour layers are thinnest. This also means 
that the attacker must be able to operate deep below the sea level. In practice, only a few 
large states have the capabilities to do this. When considering this planned undersea 
optical cable system, with a length of 18,000 km, cyber attackers will be able to connect 
to undersea optical cables after each OA, which is deep underwater.  

3.7.2 Optical cable systems in use 

Next, we consider a submarine optical cable system based on the ITU-T 
Recommendation (ITU-T, G.709/Y.1331) (ITU-T, G.971) (ITU-T, G.977 (01/2015)), 
which is divided into a land section, an underwater section and a second land section. 
The underwater section has the necessary branching equipment. An 18,000-km long 
submarine optical cable system requires power feed equipment (PFE). 

We also need different types of OTDR to certify the performance of new fibre optic 
links and detect problems in existing fibre links. It is important to use a measurement 
system such as a Coherent OTDR (COTDR) for high capacity systems because in 18,000 
km submarine optical cable systems, we would use different types of fibre cables to 
compensate for the dispersion phenomena. This dispersion compensation systems also 
means that when there are considerable cable branching and continued points, make it 
difficult to find the smallest deviations in the parameters. Submarine optical cable 
systems management and control systems are most critical systems. To identify security 
challenges in long distance optical cable systems, we must consider OTN framing and 
rates (Figure 28) and the OTN and OSI layer model (Figure 29). 

Currently, few encryption technologies are in use for optical signals. Figure 29 
shows where the client signal is seen in the OTN and how the header areas of the 
different layers are placed in relation to the client signal (ITU-T, G.709/Y.1331). Figure 
29 more precisely portrays the information a cyber attacker could access and use if we 
do not encrypt these signals. For example, they can change the Reconfigurable Optical 
Add-Drop Multiplexer (ROADM) routing in whatever way they want, and either 
disrupt traffic or drive traffic to a desired connection point for analysis. 
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FIGURE 28.  ITU-T, Spectral grids for WDM applications: DWDM frequency grid. 

 

FIGURE 29.   OTN, OSI layer and encryption. 

3.7.3 Fault location, ITU-T recommendation, G.977/2015 

A cable-break point is usually located in an out-of-service condition. Generally, an 
OTDR is employed for this purpose; a COTDR is used especially in a long distance 
Optical Fiber Amplifier (OFA) system fault location because of its higher sensitivity and 
higher frequency selectivity. If optical isolators are used within each OFA, the back-
scattered optical pulse, which is indispensable for OTDR measurement, is blocked. One 
solution for solving this problem is the use of a return path (COTDR path) that should 
not disturb the in-service traffic as shown in Figures 30 - 32. The transmission penalty 
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induced by the COTDR path should be taken into account in the power budget. By using 
such a solution, COTDR facilities may be implemented in OFA systems to monitor the 
fibre span status. Moreover, if COTDR is employed in an in-service condition in the 
OFA systems via a return path, this method will have the potential to monitor the gain 
status of each OFA. 

 
Two different methods may be chosen to implement a COTDR path inside a 

repeater: 

• The first consists of connecting both outputs of one amplifier pair through optical 
couplers (refer to Figure 30). 

• The second consists of connecting the output of one OA to the input of the OA 
located in the reverse direction (refer to Figures 31 and 32).   

• Both solutions allow a bidirectional monitoring. 

The definitions and parameters for OTDR and COTDR and related test methods 
are described in ITU-T G.976. 

 

FIGURE 30.  Example of a fault location using COTDR for OFA with an output-to-
output loopback coupling (ITU-T, G.977). 

 

FIGURE 31.  Example of a fault location in the first fibre using COTDR for OFA 
systems using an output-to-input coupler. 
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FIGURE 32.  Example of a fault location in the second fibre using COTDR for OFA 
systems using an output-to-input coupler. 

We can find more information from reference technologies about the mitigation of 
transmission impairments in ultra-long band submarine networks (Chesnoy Jose, 2016). 

From Table 9, we can see the upper level conceptual submarine cable segment 
threat matrix, which needs to be taken account when designing and developing 
undersea submarine optical cable systems.  

 
TABLE 10.  Upper Level Conceptual Threat Matrix for Submarine Cable Segment (PII, 

PIII, PV). 

 
Note. Upper level conceptual threat matrix for submarine cable segment (Threats to 
Undersea Cable Communications, 2017). Threat impact level is shown as colours:  Green 
= Low; Yellow = Medium; Red = High. 
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3.8 The making and modelling of a threat analysis 

Table 11 illustrates the upper level conceptual threat matrix for submarine cable 
segments based on threats to submarine cable communications. We should also note 
that cyber attackers, hackers and terrorists can use AI to search from vulnerabilities in 
submarine optical cable systems through which they can penetrate the systems and 
services, giving them the ability to attack data centres on different continents. There are 
many ways that cyber attackers can get inside submarine optical cable systems and gain 
access to the management and control systems. 

Figure 33 presents a threat probability tree model in the Arctic connect cable 
system. Table 8 divides the depth of the submarine optical cable system into different 
segments and those segments are divided further into different types of categories of 
threats. We can calculate the probability of a threat in every segment based on 
information obtained from international research reports, from the European Space 
Agency (ESA), from the Arctic statistics from National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), from sensors and sonars, and from news concerning natural 
or animal cases, accident or injury cases, and cyber-attacks regarding how many times 
they occur, in what areas and at what time of year. This threat probability calculation 
can be done for the full length or just a part of the cable system. For the overall 
situational picture, we also need information about the status of the power supply 
station.  

 

 
 

FIGURE 33.  An example of the threat tree model for the Arctic cable systems. 
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TABLE 11.  Meaning of Notations 
 

ACTION EXAMPLES NOTATION 
THREATS OR ATTACK SUDDEN EVENT, ACCIDENT, 

TAPPING, EAVESDROPPING, 
SNIFFING, SCANNING, …,  

A 

DETECTION ALARM INFORMATION, 
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION, 
INTERNATIONAL 
INFORMATION, …, 

D 

COUNTERMEASURE ANALYSING OF THREATS 
AND VULNERABILITIES AND 
TO REPAIRING, SAFEGUARDS 
PUT IN PLACE, …, 

M 

 
Threats (P(t)), probabilistic threats or attacks happen 
 
P1S1…7 (t) = P1A1...7(t)(1 – p1D1…7(t))(1 - p1M1…7(t)),       (1) 

to seven different types of natural threats; 
 
P2S1…3 (t) = P2A1…3(t)(1 - p2D1…3(t) (1 – p2M1…7(t)),      (2) 

to three different types of accidental threats; and 
 
P3S1…7 (t) = P3A1…7(t)(1 – p3D1…7 (t)) (1 – p3M1…7(t)),      (3) 

to seven different types of malicious and undersea 
warfare.   

 
P1S1…7 (t) = [(P1S1(t)) + (P1s2(t)) + … + (P1s7(t))],     (4) 

information for the situational picture systems. 
 
P2S1…3 (t) = [(P2S1(t)) + (P2s2(t)) + (P2s3(t))],      (5) 

information for the situational picture systems.  
 
P3S1…7 (t) = [(P3S1(t)) + (P3s2(t)) + … + (P3s7(t))],     (6) 

information for the situational picture systems. 
 
Figure 33 shows the situational picture system for every threat-type own threat 

icon, which shows the situation in each segment of the Arctic connect cable system. 
Information from the situational system is also sent to the security operation centre 
(SOC), the network management centres and the data centre management systems. 
Situational picture systems should be located in different parts of the Arctic connect 
cable system for network operators and for the service provider because the response 
time must be fast enough to start, for example, rescue operations. Situational picture 
information for the whole Arctic connect cable system must also be accessible from the 
cable operator’s operation centre. 
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The land and beach areas of the submarine optical cables systems are the easiest 
for attackers to penetrate. When using large capacity systems in undersea environments 
and new types of modulation technology in those systems, the best possible cable 
tapping points for cyber attackers are after every OA in deep underwater areas. This 
offers the attackers various opportunities to obtain a large amount of information from 
different companies, organisations and governments. In this situation, cyber-attackers 
and hackers can obtain IP addresses from these companies, organisations and 
governments and make DDoS, ransomware or malware attacks. Ransomware attacks 
are typically carried out using a Trojan, entering a system through, for example, a 
vulnerability in a network service. One possible cyber-attack model is an advanced 
persistent threat (APT), which is a targeted cyberattack in which an intruder gains 
access to a network and remains there undetected for a long time. APT attacks typically 
target organisations such as the national defence, manufacturing and the financial 
industry, and companies that deal with high-value information, military plans and 
other data from governments and enterprise organisations. The intention of an APT 
attack is usually to monitor network activity and steal data rather than to cause damage 
to the network or organisation. 

 
Figures 28 and 29 illustrated that if attackers gain access to the submarine optical 

cable system that has no encryption system in use, they will also have access to the 
management system and thus have the ability to do whatever they want for their 
purpose. The power supply system also needs to be checked for vulnerabilities.  

Future communications networks between and within different smart cities 
present many challenges in terms of the operating environment and heterogeneous 
telecommunication networks, which contain new devices and systems that are 
seamlessly interconnected. These new smart devices, IoT – and sensor systems have 
expanded into homes, office buildings, building automation systems, cars and various 
control and energy systems, and people are now using their personal smart devices 
everywhere. These smart city systems also need specific applications, and their 
information is stored in data centres, as shown in Figures 22 and 23. Hackers, terrorists 
and cyber attackers thus have many opportunities to find vulnerabilities in this 
environment and to attack the applications and services of smart cities. Because the data 
centres are interconnected, hackers and cyber attackers will also be able to attack 
services and service systems on other continents. 

3.9 Answer to the research question, conclusions and future work 

Answers to the research questions: 
 
RQ 2: Submarine optical cable systems can be attacked in many ways, including tapping 
and side channel attacks because it is easy to find the locations of where cables come 
onto the coast and to thus find cable stations on the beach. It is also easy for terrorists, 
state actors, activists or other people who want harm the system to attack these stations. 
Underwater attackers are likely to be mainly state actors because accessing underwater 
cables requires special capabilities that only state level actors have. 
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RQ 2.1: From Figures 28 and 29, we can see that if attackers tap the submarine 
optical cable systems, they will be able to access all information contained inside 
the optical fibre and use it however they want. The best solution is to use end-to-
end encryption in level 2 in Figure 29. 
 

Conclusion 
 
The system to be built is technically very complicated and will need many new technical 
solutions to meet the required transmission rates and usability and quality parameters. 
This places considerable demand on the management and control of the system and on 
the organisation of its maintenance. The changes in social structures will take place very 
quickly and will affect the implementation and operating models and structures, as well 
as people's everyday lives and working environments. The current powerful 
digitalisation trend increases the range of services offered and facilitates their easier use. 
These developments also have a strong impact on the service chains of the provided 
services, including subcontractors and their subcontracting chains, hardware solutions, 
service providers and operating models for every part of the service chain on every 
continent. 

 
Currently, and in the future, modern communications systems connect data 

centres and data networks on different continents, enabling real-time communication 
throughout the world. This type of communication is made possible by undersea optical 
cable systems, which we use for daily communications. Because submarine cables 
systems have had such a large strategic impact on our society, they are also a target for 
hackers, cyber attackers, terrorists and state actors who seek to gain access to the 
information being transferred across the cable networks between continents. We 
therefore need to be aware that if cyber attackers can connect to the optical fibres, they 
could change the ROADM routes, which can lead to the disruption of communication 
traffic between continents. When considering cyber security in the systems design, we 
must take into account the upcoming technologies because changes in the cable 
technology due to dispersion phenomena make it difficult to detect intrusions into the 
cable system.  

Because this new submarine optical cable system (Figure 21) is so long and it is 
impossible to detect or identify all of the potential attacks, author recommend that an 
end-to-end encryption system be put in place on each wavelength individually at the 
lowest layer. Figure 29 illustrates why this is advisable, as we can see the optical traffic 
network, the OSI layer and the effect this encryption layer has and best solution is the 
lowest layer encryptions. When we implemented encryption on the lowest layer, we 
protect our entire communications systems against various types of attacks. Encryption 
systems of this type are currently in use, but the capacity in which they need to be used 
may present challenges to using the current systems. The quantum encryption system 
is currently in operational use; however, such an environment presents challenges to 
the renewal of encryption keys in each OA. Individual smart devices are also being 
tested with different types of VPN encryption concepts, and it is hoped that the results 
will be ready by next year.  
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Future work 
 
Because the Arctic connect cable system is a critical system that will be used by many 
countries, organisations and individuals, it is essential to examine the key issues 
affecting its functioning [59].  

• With regard to cyber security, the use of AI and its potential to protect submarine 
optical cable systems needs to be investigated to better protect against malware 
and cyber-attacks. 

• The possible use of COTDR should be investigated because it is used for 
searching for faults and can also be used to detect the tapping of cable 
connections. 

• We must investigate a variety of protection mechanisms for submarine optical 
cables systems because it is an extremely important fibre optic connection 
between different continents. 

• The effect of different encryption systems, such as quantum encryption or Layer 
1 - 2 encryption systems, should also be tested. 
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This chapter is based on the author’s research on threat characterisation for various 
layers of infrastructure in the Arctic region (PIII) and incorporates the materials and 
working group discussions for the paper presented at the Governance for Cyber 
Security and Resilience in the Arctic, 2019 NATO conference held in Rovaniemi, 
Finland. In Rovaniemi, the author presented the future smart cities and smart societies 
based on Figures 4 - 6 in Chapter 2 and Figures 20 - 23 in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. 
Figures 43 - 45 are based on those Figures 4 - 6 but there are differences in the Arctic 
region services, which are written in red in Chapter 4. There are materials of PII, PIII 
and PV. 

4.1 Introduction 

To identify and define threats and perform a threats analysis for various layers of the 
infrastructure, we must first look at the Arctic region as a whole as well as its component 
structures including where people live, how they move, what type of buildings are used 
in the region and where the cities are located. We also need to look at the natural 
resources in terms of which region they are in, which companies are working there and 
what services they need for their everyday functions. 

The Arctic region is often defined as the area where the average temperature for 
the warmest month is below 10oC. Figure 34 shows the Arctic region as defined by this 
criteria, comprising the area inside the red line. The Arctic region’s inhospitable weather 
and other environmental challenges have limited human activity and settlement to 
below 78° north latitude (ARCTIC CIRCLE). The Arctic region is one of the least 
populated areas in the world and there are only a few large cities. About half of the 
Arctic population lives in Russia. The three most numerous population centres 
above the Arctic Circle lie in Russia: Murmansk (population around 300,000), Norilsk 
(over 170,000) and Vorkuta (around 60,000). Tromsø, Norway has about 71,000 
inhabitants, and Reykjavík, Iceland has more than 100,000. 

CHAPTER 4. THREAT CHARACTERISATION FOR 
VARIOUS LAYERS OF INFRASTRUCTURE 
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Most of the roughly four million inhabitants live on lands bordering the Arctic 
Ocean. The population is a mix of Caucasians and several major groups of indigenous 
peoples, who have lived in the north polar lands for centuries. Caucasians make 
up sizable portions of Siberia’s and Greenland’s populations, and a near-majority 
in Iceland. However, there are also representatives of many different groups in the 
region such as the Inuit, Chukchi, Sami, Yupik and Inupiat people. Typically, the people 
who live in the far north are nomadic hunter/gatherers with the emphasis on hunting 
rather than gathering, though the Sami people of Scandinavia amongst others are 
reindeer herders. During the 20th century, immigrants came to the Arctic region for job 
opportunities. For the most part, they did work relating to the natural resources in the 
region. This large influx of immigrants dramatically changed the balance of non-
indigenous and indigenous people in many areas. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 34.  The Arctic region. 
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This migration has affected the infrastructure, towns and villages throughout 
whole of the Arctic region, including the available services and the ecosystem. 
Companies in the region already take advantage of the oil and gas resources. The 
employees of these companies require a variety of services, such as health care, 
children’s schools, banking services and leisure facilities. While the growing tourism in 
the regions requires its own services, better services must also be offered to indigenous 
peoples in relation to health care, children’s school and the services provided by shops. 

The Arctic region contains a large part of the world’s multi-year sea ice, which is 
3-4 m thick on average with many even thicker ridges. Greenland holds the largest 
glacier in the Arctic. When a piece of the Greenland glacier breaks off, it forms an 
iceberg. Most of the iceberg is located underwater, but since the ice is not quite as dense 
as the water, about one ninth of it remains above the surface. Figure 35 shows the Arctic 
Ocean and the bordering countries with summer sea ice cover. The Arctic region has 
some of the most extreme climatic conditions on Earth. Average winter temperatures 
vary from -40 to 0oC and there are areas where temperatures often fall below -50oC. 
These temperatures mean that all structures above the ground are covered in the winter 
by thick ice and by snow blown in by the wind. Strong storm winds contribute to the 
difficulty of planning and building permanent infrastructures in the area. The decline 
of ice cover during the summer allows for only a few weeks of work without the help 
of icebreakers.  

 

 
                      

FIGURE 35.  The Arctic Ocean with the summer sea ice cover (Arctic Ocean Map). 
 
There are also geologically active areas below sea level in the Arctic, which can 

limit the various forms of construction and development in the region. Geologists have 
found that there are even underwater volcanoes melting the Arctic Ice (Robert, 2016). 
The Gakkel Ridge is a gigantic chain of underwater volcanoes snaking 1,800 kilometres 
beneath the Arctic Ocean from the northern tip of Greenland to Siberia (Figure 36).  
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FIGURE 36.  The area of the Arctic region’s undersea volcanoes and tectonic plates 
(Robert, 2016). 

When designing infrastructures for the Arctic region, we need to take into 
consideration these underwater volcanoes and how they might impact our planned 
construction (Figure 36). 

Powerful geological heat flow forces deep in the Arctic Ocean are melting the ice. 
These underwater volcanoes may also erupt at some point in the future and cause 
considerable damage to the Arctic region and its infrastructures (Kent, 2015). However, 
the Arctic region also contains a large amount of natural resources, especially oil and 
gas (Figure 37), which are of interest to several states (Hobart, King, 2016). The 
exploitation of those resources under these conditions is a challenge because of cold 
weather and it is necessary to take these extreme conditions into account in all 
situations. 
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FIGURE 37.  Oil and natural gas resources of the Arctic. 

 
The Arctic Oil and Natural Gas Provinces Map is seen in Figure 38. The United 

States Geological Survey estimates that over 87% of the Arctic’s oil and natural gas 
resource (about 360 billion barrels oil equivalent) is located in seven Arctic basin 
provinces: the Amerasian Basin, Arctic Alaska Basin, East Barents Basin, East Greenland 
Rift Basin, West Greenland-East Canada Basin, West Siberian Basin and the Yenisey-
Khatanga Basin. The Arctic region is shared between different countries, as shown in 
Figure 38 (Hobart , King). 

 

 
 

FIGURE 38.  The division of the Arctic region between different countries.   
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The countries shown in Figure 38 exploit the natural resources in their respective 
areas (Figures 37 and 38), which means that they are also developing the infrastructures, 
communications and necessary services for those areas. When we consider the situation 
presented in Figures 34 - 38, we can see that the Arctic region has many opportunities 
for cooperation and many requirements for the people living there. To take account of 
people’s service needs and to assess the needs of the communications systems for the 
different parts of the Arctic region, we must also look at where people actually live in 
the Arctic region. The indigenous peoples who have lived in the Arctic region for 
centuries and the newer immigrants all live in areas that best suit their needs (Figure 
39). 

                            

- 

FIGURE 39.  Population centres in the north.   

Figure 39 also shows that people live in quite scattered areas throughout the Arctic 
region (THE ARCTIC, population) (Population centers in the north). Only in the regions 
of northern Europe and the European side of Russia can larger numbers of people and 
cities be found. Challenges related to mobility hamper the lives of people living in the 
Arctic regions (Figure 40). The use of onboard navigating, especially in the winter, is 
very challenging if there are no transport systems that are suitable for use under these 
conditions. 
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FIGURE 40.  Polar regions map with the Arctic Ocean sea routes (Geology.com). 

Future infrastructures and, information and communication systems need to be 
designed and adapted to work in these challenging environments. A large 
communication capacity and many new contact points will be needed in the future to 
satisfy the data transfer needs of users, businesses organisations and governments in 
these areas. These areas require proper and reliable communication connections so that 
they can communicate and use the services offered by the rest of the world. The regional 
development and joint operations of these northern areas also require reliable 
communication connections such as those provided submarine optical communications 
systems and satellite systems. These new connections provide people in the area with 
real-time access to existing digital services in their home country as well as the ability 
to communicate with their friends locally or elsewhere in the world.  

A good service option is satellite communications, which allow for the flexibility 
of services required in the Arctic. However, there are some challenges to implementing 
satellite communications in the Arctic region. One of these challenges is coverage. The 
two main regions to be covered are the Polar area above 75°N and the area between 
66°N and 75°N. These areas are outside the geostationary coverage area of the Arctic. 
These areas are further divided into a European part, a Russian part and a part of North 
America. The main challenge related to future satellite communications in the Arctic is 
securing broadband access, where the coverage of geostationary satellites is lacking. In 
certain situations, it is possible to obtain better coverage area in a particular area by 
using High Altitude Platform Services (HAPS) system (Hummelholm, S-72.4210, 
31.1.2006). 
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When developing future infrastructures and information and communication 
systems in the Arctic regions, there is also a need to examine use cases, from which we 
can define the requirements for infrastructures, services and information and 
communications. Use cases from oil and gas companies and mining companies are 
useful for the development of the Arctic regions because, based on the use cases, we can 
identify the dependencies and risks from the requirements of the system. When we have 
the use cases, we can define the different types of architectures required for each service. 
These architectures include infrastructure architectures, integrations architectures, 
security and cybersecurity architectures and smart device architectures. Once we have 
determined the defined risks to these systems, we can conduct a risk analysis, identify 
the vulnerabilities of our current systems and services, define the threats and cyber 
threats and perform a threats analysis.  

In the development of future infrastructures in the Arctic region, we must take 
care to follow EU directives and guidelines as well as international agreements and 
laws. This information guides designers and developers in the right direction for 
developments. Because the Arctic regions cover a large area that is difficult to build in, 
the question of expense is raised in terms of what is reasonable and what is not. 

4.2 Objective and grouping of the chapter 

The research question of this chapter asks whether it is possible to develop reliable 
submarine optical cable and satellite systems for communications between the various 
Arctic regions to provide citizens there with the necessary and reliable services.  

This study defines functional segments that can be used as a guide when outlining 
the infrastructures, services and architectures that are needed to form the Arctic region’s 
ecosystem. The architectural descriptions can be as accurate as needed, depending on 
the service needs of the region and the specific requirements of the service. Different 
architectures are also needed to develop the services and to assess the cyber threats. 
Once the Arctic’s ecosystem architectures are defined, the dependencies, risks, 
vulnerabilities and cyber threats can then be explored. This research will also look for 
dependencies on various activities and services that can be used to identify risks and to 
carry out risk analyses. In addition, there are several vulnerabilities in various functions 
and service systems in the Arctic region from which we can further identify risks and 
examine cyber threats. This study also seeks to define a model to facilitate threat 
assessments and the comparison of threats and to facilitate the analysis of threats in the 
Arctic region’s ecosystem. Regarding the technical design criteria, we also need to take 
into account different type of threats such as natural threats, accidents, terrorists and 
cyber-attacks. The results obtained through the model aim to facilitate the design and 
implementation of architectural solutions. The implemented model can help to better 
assess the likelihood of future attacks on the Arctic infrastructures, submarine optical 
cable systems, satellite systems, and threats to future services in this region. Chapter 4.3 
present the research questions. 

 
Chapter 4.4 present the ecosystems and future operating environments of the 

Arctic region, the submarine optical cables communications networks, mobile 
networks, satellite networks, HAPS [68] networks and data centres at a general level. 
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Technical solutions are also provided to address climate questions and opportunities to 
reduce energy consumptions in these new technical solutions for the Arctic region. 
Chapter 4.5 present new renewable energy systems to the Arctic region and chapter 4.6 
present background information used in this Arctic region chapter. Chapter 4.7 present 
technologies in the Arctic region in the future.  

Chapter 4.8 present natural threats, accidental threats and cyber threats in the 
Arctic region and chapter 4.9 describe the threats associated with the submarine optical 
cable systems in the Arctic region. In chapter 4.10 is given presentation of making and 
modelling of a threat analysis. In chapter 4.11 is given answer to the research questions, 
made conclusions and given information from future research work. 

4.3 The research questions addressed in Chapter 4 are as follows 

RQ 3. How can we provide services to the citizens of the Arctic region? 
 
RQ 3.1. How can we implement a new type of energy efficient building, which 
also reduces CO2 and greenhouse gas emissions in the Arctic region?  

RQ 3.2. How can we implement new types of smart city and building 
architectures so that we can eliminate CO2 and other greenhouse gases and save 
city space?  

4.4 Description of the future operating environment and technology 

The Arctic region’s inhospitable weather and other environmental challenges have led 
to limited human activity and settlement in the area (Figures 34 – 39). This cold 
environment also poses challenges in terms of providing services, exampled 
communications services and healthcare services, to the people living in the Arctic.  

Figure 39 shows the current population centres in the different regions. The 
existing and planned Arctic submarine optical cable systems now and in the near future 
are based on where the cities of the Arctic region are located and where people are 
living, as shown in Figures 39 and 41.   

Communications possibilities are coming better, because Cinia is planning to 
install a submarine optical cable between Kirkenes, Anadyr, Japan and China because 
those regions need good communications systems now and in the future. Cinia provides 
secure high availability networking and software solutions to the customers in those 
areas.  

Author was involved in meeting at the NATO workshop in Rovaniemi on 27-30 
January 2019, where discussed of Governance for Cyber Security and Resilience in the 
Arctic.  

Main discussion areas in that meeting was - “Defense, transportation, and business 
opportunities in the Arctic are accompanied by the danger of cyber-threats, especially 
to critical infrastructures which in the Arctic become “extra critical” because of the harsh 
environmental climatic conditions and remoteness. Critical infrastructure in the Arctic 
is also crucial for military and security since it hosts many data hubs, significant energy 
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resources, and digitized infrastructural assets dependent upon secure and reliable 
computer control. Interferences with climatic conditions, ice, and disasters requires new 
methodologies of risk and resilience assessment but also effective legal frameworks able 
to protect critical infrastructures and sustain both industrial and military activities”. 

 

 

FIGURE 41.  The Arctic region undersea optical cable systems now and in the near 
future (PII, PIII and PV). 

Many factors affect the future of the Arctic region and its ecosystem. The political 
issues of the Arctic region, climate issues and various conflicts of interest between the 
various groups are some of these factors. Figure 42 presents the rapid change factors 
affecting the Arctic structures, the lives of people there, and the culture and 
environment of the Arctic region. We need to consider these factors of change and their 
effects on various activities in detail, so that we can accurately plan the structures and 
service and development needs of the Arctic region’s ecosystem.  

To provide services to the right place and at the right time over such a large area, 
it is useful to group the Arctic regions services into the different segments in which the 
current structures and services can be located. Future Arctic regions structures can be 
divided into the different service sectors shown in Figure 43: infrastructure, energy, 
buildings and homes, mobility, telecommunications, public and private services. Each 
set of operations has its own service and communication needs depending on the user 
group. Such groups include the indigenous peoples, immigrants, peoples living in a 
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particular area, design and maintenance personnel, financial staff, telecom and service 
operator’s staff, virtual service providers and operators, state actors and administrative 
actors. 

 

 

FIGURE 42.  Variables affecting the future Arctic society (PIII, PV). 

Figure 43 is an example of the way the segments can be grouped depending on the 
situation and region. The description is not exhaustive, but the more accurate grouping 
of factors we achieve, the better we can take into account the specific needs of different 
use cases and identify the needs of various people, businesses and regions, as well as 
the co-operation needs of different states and different interest groups. Each group of 
users operates horizontally in their service sector, as shown in Figure 44. Figures 43 - 45 
seem to be more similar than Figures 4 - 6, but there are differences within the Figures 
relating to the services (marked in red). Special services in the Arctic region were taken 
into account (Figures 43 - 45). The author discussed the services needed in the Arctic 
region with researchers from the University of Rovaniemi and they are analysed these 
needed services there in different regions in the Arctic.     
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FIGURE 43.  Functional segments in the Arctic region (PIII, PV). 

For the Arctic regions to function properly as a whole and provide the citizens 
with the necessary digital services, the information systems in the various service 
sectors need to be able to work together and exchange information vertically so that the 
services of the Arctic regions can be implemented flexibly and efficiently. The 
information systems used by different service sectors or the smaller entities within 
them, however, are often in different phases of their life cycle. In the future, the Arctic 
region could be seen as one entity in which co-operative efforts between different 
countries and user groups should be made possible due to a difficult and sometimes 
critical living environment. This means that everyone should have access to the same 
services and be able to use them in a critical situation, example in a rescue situation, or 
to obtain information in some way from other countries to obtain assistance in certain 
situations like ship accidents. This in turn means that we need both horizontal and 
vertical communications opportunities between different user groups and that we must 
perform cyber analyses horizontally and vertically on those infrastructures, 
communications systems and services. Consequently, the integration between 
information systems may not succeed because data models, operating systems, 
management systems and application interfaces may not work well together. Their 
coordination and the success of the data exchange through integration environments 
are very challenging (one author remarks: a lot of cooperation is needed between 
different operators and countries). The system platform solutions in place can also be 
different, delivered by different vendors and may have their own de facto standards 
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that are incompatible with the equipment and systems from other equipment vendors. 
This may result in the use of certain types of platform solutions to guarantee the 
functionality of some particular system until renewal is worthwhile or until it becomes 
timely with the end of its lifecycle.   

The security solutions for systems and services may also be different and even 
partially incomplete leading to practical challenges: for example, it may be impossible 
to combine the various systems (make federations) and to thus make different services 
compatible. Each entity may also contain information at different security levels, which 
must be properly protected and controlled. To develop the Arctic region infrastructure, 
services and management in the future while taking care to remember green concept in 
the Arctic region, we must be sure to check the international laws and regulations, EU 
directives and regulations, national laws and regulations, use cases, requirements, 
dependencies (Figure 44). As a result of the ongoing developments in the Arctic region, 
people will produce huge amounts of information in the future that will need to be 
processed and stored. Additionally, services based on technically outdated solutions 
will be used alongside new technology. Therefore, future information and 
communication systems must be designed and adapted to work together in this 
challenging business environment where security threats and cyber threats are present 
everywhere.  

 

FIGURE 44.  Functional segments in the Arctic region (PIII, PV). 

When dealing with technology and segments in the Arctic, we divide the 
geographical area into three parts: the mainland, the sea and the coastal areas. The 
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mainland includes smart cities and the connections between them, while the coastal and 
marine areas involves the submarine optical cable systems, coastal landing stations and 
data centres.  

Before we start to design or develop the Arctic regions infrastructure and services, 
we must also review the variables affecting the future of the Arctic society, as seen in 
Figure 45. Figure 45 is divided into three parts: (1) the most rapidly changing situations, 
(2) the Arctic region and (3) digital information in the Arctic region for politicians and 
policymakers, who make decisions based on digital knowledge, and provide laws and 
guidelines to develop the Arctic region (Figure 45). 

 
                    

 
 

FIGURE 45.  Variables affecting the future of Arctic society (PIII, PV). 

Figure 45 shows that many different types of functions need to be managed and 
many different types of groups exist, including political or local groups or the 
indigenous peoples, immigrants and peoples living in the area. All those functions drive 
changes in the Arctic region to a greater or lesser degree and provide their ideas to the 
Arctic region’s developments and deciding in which directions it must be developed. 

4.4.1 The Arctic region and energy 

The most important segment in the society is energy (Figure 44). All forms of 
functionality in the Arctic region and in any smart society and smart city depend heavily 
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on a supply of electricity. While it is possible that a smart grid and heating, cooling and 
energy distribution systems may collapse due to internal faults, such failures could also 
be caused by cyber-attacks. Cyber-attacks have also been made against power stations 
to its managements systems, which means that electricity-based systems in the 
distribution area of the power station are not working any layer, seen in Figure 44. We 
use different fuels for homes, cars, ships and planes; however, it is not possible to pump 
fuel into a fuel tank without electricity in many cases. Many systems use diesel 
generators to cope with such incidents, but the operation time of backup systems is 
limited. For communications systems, the emergency power arrangements are only 
classified by hours (6 or 12 hours), unless spare diesel generators are available. Even if 
the energy systems are working properly, the geomagnetic storms in the Arctic can 
cause interferences in long electrical power transmission lines and interfere with or even 
destroy electrical equipment (Max Power, 2014).  

The above descriptions provide some reasons why investigating and developing 
renewable energy sources has such a strong influence on the Arctic region’s systems 
both now and in the future. Gwen Holdmann, Director of the Alaska Center for Energy 
and Power, stated, 

“The Arctic as a whole is a real leader in renewable energy 
development – almost half of the power is produced from renewable 
resources, well over double the global average. This means also that when 
you can produce wind power, hydro power, solar power or any kind of 
renewable energy form of any type of electricity, and if there are not 
enough local users, you can feed the extra energy to the electricity grid for 
other users. When there is a small electricity grid where users are much 
closer, if the extra electricity is generated, someone can use it almost 
immediately”2.  

 
It is also not so easy for cyber attackers to attack such renewable energy systems 

because the systems management is located close to the production facilities, meaning 
they are fairly easy to manage, they can be used to check the people who work there 
and when, and there are not   needed any connections to the Internet to system work. 
When renewable energy is plentiful and therefore generates excess energy, it should be 
possible to store that extra energy, for example, in fuel cell systems and use that fuel cell 
energy later. The Arctic region has many renewable energy sources including 
geothermal energy, solar fuel, solar panels and next generation nuclear power systems 
(Small Nuclear Power Reactor).  

4.4.2 The infrastructure of the Arctic region 

The Arctic region has cities, villages, research stations and satellite earth stations that 
need various services, like banking, healthcare and travelling, and those infrastructures 
must be connected to the communications systems in one way or another. Those 
infrastructures also need electricity, water systems, smart lighting systems, waste 
systems and trams, trains, buses, airplanes and ships (Figure 44). One of the largest 
systems requirements is logistics, which is needed on both the ground and sea portions 

                                                 
2 Hanna Hoag, 2016. 
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of the region. There are many different types of services which are available to citizens 
in this kind of environments that they need in their everyday lives. However, when 
these communication systems and services are used, it means that there are 
opportunities for cyber-attackers and hackers to attack those systems and disrupt their 
use. 

4.4.3 The infrastructure of the Arctic region – buildings and homes   

Buildings and homes are dealing with energy efficiency issues better than ever before 
because the Arctic region are used renewable energy systems. People are now talking 
about zero-energy houses and buildings everywhere, which use the newest energy 
efficient solutions. However, same time many devices and sensors are coming into the 
buildings, making buildings infrastructures vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Attackers have 
already carried out many attacks throughout the world against these types of 
environments and systems.  

Figure 46 shows a future office building and its infrastructure services and 
communications systems and services. Most IoT devices and sensor systems are 
connected to the communication’s access node in the room using wireless technology 
through which node information is transmitted to the building’s communications access 
node in the cross-connection room. These buildings contain local area networks (LANs) 
to which all IoT and sensor devices are connected through either wireless or fixed 
systems. People who are working inside the buildings use the same connections and 
systems as the IoT devices and sensors and at the same time. Thus, when we look for 
possible security issues that might impact these types of systems, there are many 
security and cyber security issues to consider. This is a question of not only the size of 
the building, but also of installing new types of IoT devices and sensors in everybody’s 
homes. When people use e-health or m-health systems in their home, there are many 
opportunities for interference between those devices and the home systems because 
they use the same frequencies in the same frequency bands. Nowadays, many patients 
are sent home with various sensors so that healthcare staff can track their conditions. 
There are many different types of vulnerabilities in those systems, which hackers and 
cyber-attackers can take advantage of to hack into different systems in the surrounding 
cities and society. One big future challenge concern zero-energy buildings because 
mobile communications systems do not work properly when people use their smart 
devices inside the buildings. Buildings walls attenuations are too high for wireless 
communications systems to work properly. If we consider the Arctic regions, this 
situation is even more challenging because the connections are not as good as and a 
patient’s vital information must be seen by the hospital database in real time. The same 
situational concern also pertains to different types of critical systems like rescue 
situations in the Arctic region.    

Corridors and canals can be built underground for cables, electric supply systems, 
robotic vehicles, intelligent logistics, water pipes, waste systems and heating pipes as 
needed. This setup opens up opportunities to develop energy efficient solutions for 
smart city infrastructures in the Arctic region (Figure 46).  
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FIGURE 46.  A future office building with its infrastructure and communications 
systems. 

Additionally, robot traffic can be used to transport freight to and from the cities 
and to freight centres, to transport waste to the waste stations and collection points, and 
to provide better and more reliable transport systems in general. Underground vehicles, 
such as the METRO, have been used for a long time in many cities; it is possible to 
expand this system for other purposes like waste transports. In the future, we also need 
smart lighting, traffic management and intelligent traffic operations to reduce energy 
consumption and greenhouse gases. By transferring some of the infrastructure to 
underground, we are also freeing up terrestrial space for the development and 
construction of the smart city infrastructures, as there is not always enough space in 
town centres to build and develop future services and facilities. In this way, people can 
be better provided with the services they need.  

Deforestation, especially the destruction of rainforests, is a major societal challenge 
which is reducing carbon sinks all over the world at a rapid pace. This tree issues must 
also be taken care of in future cities and societies so that we have enough parks and trees 
inside the parks in the urban environment. Additionally, with regard to rainforests, since 
the reduction of greenhouse gases is no longer a local matter, it must be seen as a whole, 
taking into account the situation in various parts of the planet to reduce greenhouse gases 
and the carbon footprint as effectively as possible, sufficiently and quickly.   

 
To illustrate this problem, we can watch the air pollution flow across the planet in 

real time at this address: https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/11/watch-air-
pollution-flow-across-planet-real-time. Scientist Yann Boquillod founded AirVisual 
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Earth, which is an online air pollution map based on data from satellites and more than 
8,000 monitoring stations to display global air pollution in real time. We can also watch 
how quickly the rainforest areas are disappearing from the globe (Hansen). 

In Eno, located in the North Karelia region of Finland, elementary school teacher 
Mika Vanhanen founded the Global Sustainability Web School 2000. To date, 10,000 
schools in nearly 160 countries have already participated in its activities which focus on 
environmental issues such as tree planting. The goal was to plant 100,000,000 trees and 
the target was reached in 2017. In the same year, the organisation received an idea from 
peoples for an international climate school for school children (Vanhanen).   

Figure 46 presented the future office building with infrastructure and 
communications systems. In the future, smart homes in smart cities are expected to use 
solar panels, geothermal energy and new types of wind power generators in a hybrid 
mode. The new types of wind power generators can be installed on the top of buildings 
(either alone or in a wind generator group) to produce energy for either the building’s 
needs or other local buildings’ needs, or even to contribute to the main grid (as used 
nowadays in Finland). Inside the buildings, there is the possibility of building green 
rooms with green walls on different floors and building greenhouse gas removal 
systems to remove greenhouse gases from inside the building (Figure 46). New 
buildings should be designed in ways that address green values and green energy and 
reduce greenhouse gases.  

The future building described above means that the development of smart cities 
and smart societies requires a high level of coordination and cooperation so that we can 
build the required infrastructure and communications and service systems while 
ensuring safety, security and cybersecurity concerns are addressed in every segment 
and for every service inside and between the segments (Figures 6 and 44). After 
addressing those issues in the segments and between the segments, we will be able to 
look at the Production, Supply, Service, Subcontracting, and Maintenance chains from 
end-to-end in smart cities and smart societies with sufficient accuracy. It will then be 
possible to take into account the necessary issues for long-term planning and 
development, and because all the necessary elements can be seen along with their 
operating environments, technical solutions and service portfolios may be implemented 
in accordance with the EA framework (Dragon1-open) (JHS 179) (Figure 7). When we 
use EA framework, this means that all involved parties will have the exact and real 
knowledge of development needs and their impact on different segments, the services 
within segments and inter-segment services, as well as services provided to citizens. 
These development needs are also particularly important because of the digitalisation 
of all information and the digital form of services provided on different networks. 
Because everything is connected to everything else, and the information is obtained 
almost in real-time throughout the world, there can never be too much emphasis on the 
importance of safety, cyber security and security for the future services provided in 
smart cities and intelligent societies.  

4.5 New energy systems for arctic region energy purposes. 

Because in the Arctic region are many places where is challenges to get energy when 
needed, here is presented one solution to use renewable energy systems there 
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[PIII][PV](Hanna Hoag, 2016) (Covernment of Canada) (Holdmann, 2017) (The 
University of Alaska Fairbanks). This solution also allows the power supply system to 
be out of reach of cyber attackers and hackers, as the system is local without interfaces 
to the Internet and the users of the system are local. In this system are also take care of 
also cyber security. 

 
Figure 47 presents a test environment from hybrid energy system. 
Description of the independent energy environment (test environment has been 
operating from 2009 to 2019 and still is working). 
 

The location is Eastern Helsinki. The object is a two-story detached house. The 
house brush is east west. The roof has 48 pieces of 300 W solar panels (Behrang, 
Hamadani, Dougherty, 2014) (Damiano, Marongiu, Musio, Musio, 2013). The brush has 
a quiet 300 W wind turbine (patented). The 1000 Ah 48 V gel battery pack works with 
the 5 KW off-grid inverter. There is also an automatically starting gas generator that 
produces 5 kW of electricity and 5 kW of heat used with 11 kg gas cylinders. This 
structure tested independent production of hybrid energy without a power 
transmission network (Renewable Energy Institude). This kind of hybrid system can 
also be used in the Arctic region. 

 
 
 

 

FIGURE 47.  Test environment for renewable energy production in a private house. 

The numbers in the figure represent the following: 
 

1. The wind generators charge the batteries 
2. Charger to complete charging 
3. Overnight electric inverter which also synchronises the 3-phase panel supply  
3.1 Test at 15 KW, was found to be too efficient 
4. Solar panels 
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5. A panel inverter providing basic electricity 
6. Gas generator starts when the other environment does not produce the required 

electricity.  
7. National network disconnected 
8. House electrical system 
9. Charge control 

 

4.5.1 Hybrid tests for solar panels 

Solar panel orientation and best crystal structures were tested and developed between 
2009 and 2012 (IEC 61646). 

The results showed that the maximum energy of the panel is obtained when the 
solar radiation is perpendicular to the panels, and it decreases when the solar radiation 
angle changes from this perpendicular angle. For example, a 30-degree deviation 
reduces 30% of the perpendicular output of the panel. Single crystal panels make better 
use of side light than polycrystalline panels. The surface feature (orange surface) 
improves energy productivity in the side light. Panel warming significantly reduces 
energy output. 

4.5.2 Conclusions for the installation of solar panels 

As the installation of the sun panels should take into account the midday sun direction, 
panels should be added to the southeast and southwest of the building. This type of 
installation is maintenance-free and less expensive than swivel panels. If you are 
installing panels on the roof, a ventilation system is also needed. In maintenance 
technology, the mounting technology is made so that one panel can be removed from 
the centre panel without tools (the patent application from the method is ongoing). 

4.5.3 Batteries, accumulators and converters tests 2012 and 2015 

A lithium battery is the most effective for achieving the desired benefit (can be used as 
a power source long time). Other battery technology loses its charging power quickly 
as the number of charge cycles increase. Currently, the battery size is only economical 
when it replaces the average night-time consumption. The test was on-grid and off-grid 
and a combination of both batteries and devices and separate battery controllers. There 
was also a hybrid system for one device. Tested on both a nationwide network and a 
non-nationwide network. The hybrid system was working, but when it failed, you were 
without electricity. The best result is achieved if all energy sources have independent 
devices. If one goes wrong, the others will continue to work (Electro Power Systems, 
2019). 

4.5.4 The wind generator test. 

The biggest problems were weather resistance, storms, storm gusts, snowfalls, rapidly 
changing wind directions and rotor sound. No satisfactory rotor model was found; thus, 
it was necessary to develop a new type of rotor to eliminate these problems. The rotor 
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type was tested in 2018 and proved to be working according to plan. This type of rotor 
is also currently awaiting a patent.  

The hybrid solution has been tested since the summer of 2019. However, the real 
test will be the upcoming winter season, when we will be able to see if a house of more 
than 300 m2 has local power generation without using the national electricity grid to see 
how the planned design works in practice.  
 
Observations 
 
The production of solar panels energy began when the sun climbed over the forest 
border and ended when the sun fell below the forest boundary. Better total return was 
achieved when the solar panels were installed on the southern roof in addition to the 
eastern and western sides. The measured panel output power was 14 KW when some 
panels were moved to the ends. However, the benefits of the end panels came from the 
energy produced by the morning and evening sun, as daily energy production 
increased. Excess electricity was stored in batteries. It is currently possible to supply 
electricity to certain electricity companies in the Finnish electricity grid.  

The spherical wind generator uses all wind, regardless of the wind direction. The 
generator output is stored in batteries. The battery is used with a 5 KW off inverter. 
There is also a gas generator which starts when the other energy output stops. The two-
story detached house was heated or cooled by two air heat pumps, a ground heat pump 
and a generator cooling heat, which in part increases the energy efficiency of this house. 

4.5.5 Dimensions 

These energy calculations are based on a real basis calculation. It is not economically 
possible to store electricity for the whole winter. Theoretically, the total return on the 
solar panels in Helsinki is sufficient for annual consumption. This is based on the 
benefits of the morning and evening sun, when panels produce an average of 10 hours 
a day energy. The yield can be calculated for eight months per year, 240 days or 2,400 
hours. During this time, the panels produce energy with a slightly more than 60% 
efficiency. Thus, in theory, the demand for electricity by a two-story detached house 
would be covered. However, storing electricity is not economically viable except for 
balancing the energy of the panels overnight. During the night, the energy consumption 
is minimised; for example, the heating is minimised (turned off), which amounts to 
about 2 kWh per 14-16 hours of consumption.  

The power of the gas generator is worth half the efficiency of the solar panels and 
the grid inverter is half the power of the gas generator. The wind generator is a 
complementary power source and has the same power as the inverter, at 2-4 KW. 

The system is also very economical and environmentally friendly as the only 
emissions are from the use of a gas generator. This solution is useful in areas where 
there is no national network, or it is too expensive to implement energy supply systems 
such as in archipelago cabins where only basic heat is maintained in the winter, in 
mountain areas or communication stations without protected energy systems, and in 
the Arctic region. 

The corresponding test environment will be installed in a detached house in the 
eastern part of Finland where there are a lot of power outages. Energy companies in the 
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region are positively responsive to this type of renewable energy solution and 
encourage us to develop and supply extra energy to the grid for the residents of the 
region to utilise. Eastern Finland author has been using in his childhood home the air 
heat pump for over five years and is satisfied with its use. Another new test 
environment is to be built in a summer cottage, where it is possible to test the suitability 
and cost-effectiveness of the concept for smaller-scale energy production. Storing all the 
extra electricity generated by the panels would require cheaper technology than the 
battery. Theoretically, it is possible, but it is not economically sensible; by contrast, the 
gas generator is economically reasonable for use in (winter time). The heat of the gas 
generator can be utilised only when needed. The challenge is to come up with a way to 
store solar power in small production environments so that its full benefit can be used 
in the dark season. 

In this test environment, renewable energy systems produce enough energy for a 
family house without requiring any connections to the national electric grid. Figures 48, 
49 and 50 present the amount of solar energy generated in different months in the 
Tampere area and the wind energy generated in Jokioinen in Finland. 

4.5.6 Used tests 

Test environment: 
House: Two floors comprising 200 m2 warm space. The heat distribution downstairs 
uses water circulation in the floor and upstairs has electric heaters. The living 
temperature is 22 degrees, with a backup system, with fireplace and oven. The house 
has free air circulation. 

Outbuilding: One storey comprising 160 m2 of warm space, with underfloor 
heating, electric heating cables in floor casting and a target heat of 16 degrees. In 
addition, there are two greenhouses, each with a 1 kW electric radiator; the thermostat 
is set at 16 degrees and is used from May to October. 

With purely electric heating, the average annual consumption was 65,000 
kWh/year. When the fireplace and oven were used in the freezing cold times, the total 
consumption fell by 59,000 KWh/year. 
Results of the tests: 
 
Step 1: 

A ground source heat pump was taken in the use, two rock wells, 120 m deep both 
and 10 m apart. Annual consumption thereafter was an average of 46,000 KWh/year. 
 
Step 2: 

Six air heat pumps, two upstairs and two downstairs in the house, and two 
outbuildings were added. In the air conditioner was taken in the use a heating recycling 
system, which also produced hot water. The annual consumption thereafter was an 
average of 28,000 kWh/year. 

 
Step 3: 

The greenhouses were equipped with air heat pumps, now running April to 
December. 

Annual consumption thereafter was an average of 24,000 kWh/year. 
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Step 4: 
Solar panels were taken in the use in the house roof, 14 KW panel field. The 

average amount of electricity paid is 13,000 KWh/year to the energy companies, and 
from April to September the panel yield covered the consumed electricity.  

 
Step 5: 

The wind generator tests were done with a self-developed special regulator, with 
a mean wind of less than 3 m/s with a wingspan of 2 * m2 and energy production was 
3,000 KWh/year. 

 
Observations and conclusions 
 
By using our own batteries, we were able to save on electricity transmission costs. 
However, in the summer there was an over-production of electricity that could not be 
utilised. With a good electricity contract meaning price of energy, the result will be the 
same as that obtained without batteries. 

The diesel generator can produce the missing heat and electricity, but this method 
is harmful to the environment. A gas generator is a more climate friendly method of 
supplying the missing heat and electricity. Because peak consumption occurs at a time 
when other renewable energy sources are scarce, the gas generator must produce 8 kW 
of electricity and the same amount of heat. 

Winter frosts are a challenge for local energy production in inland areas where 
there is no wind. High masts are a possible solution in sea and mountain areas, where 
the winds can compensate for the lack of energy. Allowing the distribution of electricity 
between small areas (i.e. dismantling of electricity distribution monopolies) would 
facilitate a solution to the problem during peak energy consumption. 

4.6 Background information  

Background information from sun radiation and wind energy in Finland at different 
times of the year and in different years (Flink, Tampere). 

 
The sun and wind energy and the availability of sun and wind energy at different 

times of the year was studied in Finland nearly ten years and the results obtained were 
compared with those elsewhere in Europe, in Freiburg. The PVGIS geographic 
information system, which is a tool for geographic assessment of solar energy 
availability, was used to estimate the availability of solar energy (Photoelectric 
Geographic Information System). It contains two databases, one covering the whole of 
Europe and the other covering the Mediterranean, Africa and south-west India. The 
European database is based on measurements of 566 weather stations taken between 
1981 and 1990. The whole area under investigation is divided into 1 km x 1 km squares 
that compute horizontal solar radiation based on measurements from the nearest 
weather stations, terrain features and weather statistics. The PVGIS system is also used 
to calculate incoming solar radiation at different tilt angles, but it is not possible to 
change the direction.  
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The results show that the average daily accumulation of solar radiation in southern 
Finland, despite its northern location, is almost the same as in central Europe. In 
Tampere, for example, solar radiation is only 10% lower than in Freiburg (Figure 48) 

 

FIGURE 48.  Average daily accumulation of solar radiation in Tampere and Freiburg. 

Figure 49 highlights the variation in monthly solar exposure in Tampere and Figure 
50 shows the monthly wind energy density based on the Finnish Wind Atlas in Jokioinen. 

 

FIGURE 49.  Variation in monthly solar exposure in Tampere. 
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The range shown at the top each bar depicts the standard deviation calculated 
from the variation in the monthly accumulation of solar radiation variations in different 
years. 

 

FIGURE 50.  Monthly wind energy density based on the Finnish Wind Atlas in 
Jokioinen. 

Monthly wind energy density measurements were made at 50 meters above 
ground level. Given information shows that we can use a renewable energy system to 
produce enough energy in northern areas in Finland and it is possible to use the system 
in the Arctic region. Hybrid solutions can also help to protect our energy systems from 
cyber-attackers because they provide connections to the internet and other 
communications networks. 

4.7 Technologies in the Arctic region 

4.7.1 Example of energy efficiency solution to the Arctic region 

Energy efficient solutions affect small buildings such as homes, outbuildings and 
summer cabins (at least in Finland) because of the long distances from electricity 
distribution points, the reliability of energy supply and the cost. An example of a small 
unit that is suitable for homes in the Arctic region is an energy system that incorporates 
solar power, wind and thermal energy as a hybrid energy system (Figure 47). This 
hybrid energy system, as shown in Figure 47, has been tested in Finland for ten years 
near the Arctic region. Solar panels are installed in the small building, depending on 
where the sunlight best hits them, considering the sun's direction at different times of 
the day and at different times of the year in the Arctic region. Solar panels can be 
installed on all sides of the building's roof to provide the maximum benefit throughout 
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the day. It also possible to build some parts of small buildings such as homes below 
ground level so that in wintertime or in cold weather the wind would not impact the 
building directly and thus affect the temperature inside the building. This kind of 
concept raises opportunities to develop energy efficient solutions for smart home 
infrastructures in the Arctic region (Figure 51). 

 

 

FIGURE 51.  An example of a possible arctic energy system in a small structure. 

 
As Figure 51 shows, the house uses solar, wind and thermal energy systems, which 

work together as one hybrid energy system. 
It is also possible to install a small wind generator (see Figure 52) on top of the roof 

either alone or in a wind generator group. In the device shown in Figure 52, the flaps 
are an orbiting sphere on the surface of the cone and the generator has a cone inside. 
This type of wind generator is awaiting a patent. 

 

  

FIGURE 52.  Small wind generator for the roof of a house (0.3 kW, 1kW or 2 kW,…). 
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4.7.2 Mobility in the Arctic region  

Figures 35, 38 and 39 illustrate the various transport opportunities, such as public 
transport (trains, buses, air transport, ships, etc.) in the Arctic region. The citizens of the 
Arctic region need to know when this transport system can be used, when the vehicles 
arrive and depart and where you can buy tickets. These services must also be currently 
available to the citizens in the Arctic region. Because the distances are great and 
traveling from place to place is not easy, it is important to use a good communication 
systems to provide such services to the people located there. 

4.7.3 The communication systems of the Arctic region 

This chapter’s part information is presented in chapter 2 ` Cyber Threat Analysis in 
Smart City Environments` and chapter 3 ` Undersea optical cable network and cyber 
threats` in this dissertation. There are presented top level principles (PI, PII, PIII and 
PV). 

4.7.4 The satellite systems of the Arctic region  

One potential idea for establishing communication in the Arctic region is the use of 
different satellites systems, although geostationary satellites do not suit this purpose 
well. Figure 53 shows the orbits of different types of satellites around the earth and their 
heights. 

 

 
  

FIGURE 53.  Satellite orbits (Hummelholm, S-72.4210). 
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1. LEO (low earth orbit) < 5,000 km – the period of this type of satellite is about 2 - 
4 hours. 

2. MEO (media earth orbit) 5,000 - 20,000 km – the period of this type of satellite is 
about 4 - 12 hours. 

3. HEO (highly elliptical orbit) > 20,000 km – the period of this type of satellite is 
more than 12 hours. 

4. GEO (geosynchronous equatorial orbit) are located about 37,000 km above the  
earth’s equator and follow the direction of the earth’s rotation. 

 
The Van Allen radiation belts – where energetic particles such as protons and 

electrons are confined by the earth’s magnetic field – can damage the electronic 
components of the satellite. Space debris belts – where spacecrafts are abandoned at end 
of their lifetime – are another obstacle. Such spacecrafts are becoming an increasing 
problem to the international community as they can cause damage to satellite networks 
and even to future space missions.  

To provide services at the right place and at the right time over such a large area, 
the author has segmented the Arctic region’s services into different segments (see Figure 
44; infrastructure, energy, buildings and homes, mobility, telecommunications, and 
public and private services). Each set of operations has its own service and 
communication needs depending on the user group. Such groups include the 
indigenous peoples, immigrants, people living in the area, tourists, design and 
maintenance personnel, financial staff, telecom and service operator’s staff, virtual 
service providers and operators, and administrative actors. 

 
We must take into account the different needs of the different use cases and 

identify the needs of the people, businesses and regions, as well as the cooperative 
(coordination) needs of different states and interest groups. Each group of users 
operates horizontally in their service sector, as seen in Figures 43 and 44.  

All of these groups will need means of communication that is different to what is 
currently available in the Arctic region. The communication services needed by these 
individual user groups will also differ from each other. Many groups need high 
bandwidth communication links which are not currently existent north of around 80° 
latitude. There will also be a need for highly trusted communications links for services 
such as e-health systems, and redundancy (protected connections) might also be 
needed. A satellite link could be used to provide such services. A satellite 
communication system is now days the only viable solution for communications with 
high data rates in the Arctic region (Birkeland, 2014). This level of data communications 
services would be developed with satellite communication systems that cover the Arctic 
region (Figure 54). 
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FIGURE 54.  The Arctic region satellite systems.  

Norway, Sweden and Finland have large populations living above the 65o degree 
latitude line that require high level connectivity to sustain modern services in their 
everyday lives.  

4.7.5 HAPS for wireless communications. 

The concept of HAPS, shown in Figure 55, has been known at the theoretical level about 
more than fifteen years (Aarne Hummelholm, S-72.4210) and is a proposed solution for 
the Arctic region’s communications systems and service needs. Such a system can cover 
an area of about 400 km and provide connectivity in that area for various devices 
(mobile or fixed systems). A HAPS system can form a mesh network with other HAPS 
systems and with satellite systems. In this way, the HAPS system can provide protected 
communication paths if needed. Currently, the HAPS system life cycle is about five 
years, after which it must be regenerated. However, it is possible to take it down earlier 
for system updates. The HAPS system is quite flexible. 
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FIGURE 55.  HAPS for services (Hummelholm, S-72.4210. 

Combining the HAPS system with satellite systems makes the deployment of 5G 
systems in the region possible, wherever high capacity mobile services in the Arctic 
region are needed. By implementing this solution, we would negate the need to install 
long optical cables systems in the area, unless they are needed for some other reason. 
Nor do we need to install a large number of base stations in these areas, make 
communication stations and masts, or install long power lines or maintain roads in the 
wilderness, which will also conserve the natural wilderness. We can use local base 
stations if more communication connections to the HAPS systems are needed to provide 
services to the smart society in the region. It is also possible to make connections to the 
satellite networks in that way, as well as to the services offered by broader society. The 
Radio and TV transmission systems can also be installed in the HAPS systems, which 
would thus enable programs to be broadcast at lower power levels than is possible when 
using the current solutions.  

 
When we use the HAPS systems, it is also possible to use 5G technology in a 

virtualised manner, so that only one operator manages the HAPS systems and its 
devices and it offers the services through a virtual operator. This also means that these 
virtual operators do not have to build their own communication systems in the region, 
which thus saves a large amount of money and energy, protects the environment and 
reduces the carbon footprint significantly.  

We can look at this HAPS system as a cloud service concept, where the servers 
inside the data centres are virtualised. These virtualised infrastructures are offered to 
many virtual service operators, providing the resources they need; the virtual operators 
then provide their services to customers in these environments. This method can be 
used in future communication systems, comprising one infrastructure operator and 
many virtual operators. This concept would save investment money up front and 
reduce the maintenance and operating resources required later on (one observation).  

Using networks between HAPS systems with links through satellite systems 
means these networks can be accessed from anywhere in the world, i.e. all services can 
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be made available through these arrangements to the Arctic Region, or elsewhere in the 
world. The HAPS systems can thus be used in many regions of the world where there 
is no established infrastructure, such as the countryside, developing countries, coastal 
and marine areas, border regions and desert regions, making it possible to provide the 
people living in these areas the services they need (one observation).  

When installing the long submarine optical cable system in the Arctic regions, the 
SOC and NOC can be connected in the different areas to provide situational picture 
information to other service providers and to ensure cooperation in Arctic region. This 
concept would facilitate communication for more precise disaster planning and 
emergency response for public safety needs such as search and rescue. This setup can 
also be used to (1) allocate scarce resources more effectively between the different 
country’s security authorities and (2) provide opportunities to support scientific 
research by supporting researchers’ access to information, ability to share scientific 
resources and instruments, and virtual collaboration with colleagues around the world. 

4.7.6 Citizens connections to services in the Arctic region 

In the Arctic regions, as in other areas around the world, service and communications 
operators will provide a wide range of services available to citizens in real time, 
regardless of location or time (Figure 8). From this foundation, the data streams between 
the active nodes can be formed in the same way as they are elsewhere in the world. 
These active nodes can be user terminal devices that exchange data directly between 
themselves, D2D traffic, wearables, HUBs using wireless technology as a part of active 
node communication, IoT devices and M2M devices. In the illustrated concept, almost 
all devices use wireless technology for mutual communication and in communicating 
with telecommunication networks and services. Active nodes can form groups and 
subgroups where the data is classified into different levels of protection: public, 
restricted, confidential, secret and top secret levels. This classification has to be taken 
into account in both wired and wireless networks from building and apartment 
structures to virtualised networks and data centres and virtual environments from the 
user terminal to the entire service chain from beginning to end. In the future, 
telecommunications systems and services will also be working in a virtual operating 
environment, where the resources of telecommunication networks and data centres are 
shared among users of networks and services by the orchestration of different service 
operators, either together or separately. These virtualised systems could work on 
wireless or wired networks, as seen in Figures 8 and 9 presented earlier in this 
dissertation.  

As the latest technical concept, this virtual network and service environment will 
use slicing, which groups the various services according to the quality and criticality 
required by the service or according to a specific group of users (see Figures 9 and 10). 

Future environments will require a many different levels of integration, 
orchestration and federation for the services to function in the desired and flexible way. 
It is therefore necessary to manage the users of services, the users’ access to management 
services, the management and control of common, infrastructure, and financial services, 
and the management of sliced service groups of virtualised networks (Figures 9 – 10). 
In this scenario, we will also see how the user’s terminals are connected to the networks 
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and services. Documents PI and PII explain how citizens connect to services in the smart 
cities and in the Arctic region in future environments.   

4.7.7 Public and Private services in the Arctic region  

The public and private services in the Arctic region are  associated with many 
developing aspects such as real-time, digitalisation and environmental changes, 
changes in service provision, international cooperation and competition, conflicts of 
interest (international, regional, national, local), changes in lifestyles, increased pressure 
on service provision, infrastructure, urbanisation, environmental pressures, political 
climate, interest groups, refugee problems and climate change.  

Another requirement of this future Arctic environment is that we need to be sure 
that the citizens’ data are properly protected in accordance with the regulations in the 
registers and that the registry holders protect the citizens’ information kept in their 
registers. They should demonstrate that the data retained is protected in accordance 
with the laws and regulations and, if necessary, be revised in practice in European areas 
(EU-GDPR, 2016) (EU-MDR, 2017) (EU-NIS, 2016). 

 
The EU-GDPR directive in brief:  
 

The General Data Protection Regulation, in turn, obliges the 
organization to identify risks when defining technical and organizational 
measures to ensure the protection of personal data. Technical and 
organizational measures include, for example, instructions given to staff 
to implement data protection, self-control through access control, 
information system security, data encryption, and other security 
measures. Risk assessment is a continuous activity: the adequacy of the 
measures in relation to the risk involved in the treatment must be 
continuously evaluated and updated as necessary. The controller, in this 
case the healthcare organization, also has a duty to demonstrate a risk-
based approach. The EU Data Protection Regulation introduces risk 
management and reporting obligations3.  

 
The EU-NIS directive in brief:  
 

Network and information security (NIS) directive is created to 
ensure a high level of security of network and information systems across 
the Union. According to the Directive, key service providers for example 
heath care and certain digital service providers are required to manage 
comprehensive network and information security risks and report to the 
responsible authorities any security incidents that hinder or threaten the 
continuity of operations4.  

 
  

                                                 
3 Jenni Siermala, SoteDigi-Finland, 2019. 
4 Jenni Siermala, SoteDigi-Finland, 2019. 
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The EU-MDR directive brief:  
 

Medical device regulation (MDR) requires using only devices defined 
by the regulation for treatment, diagnosis and measurement of the patient. 
The responsibility of the medical device manufacturer covers the entire 
product lifecycle from design to exit from the market. The manufacturer is 
thus responsible for the entire lifecycle of the medical device, the 
application, interfaces and security as well as unqualified standards. The 
medical device manufacturer must monitor the product on the market and 
collect feedback on the use of the equipment. If there is a product risk in the 
feedback, the matter must be corrected immediately. However, according 
the MDR, the manufacturers shall set minimum requirements for 
hardware, network features, and security measures, including protection 
against unauthorized access, as required to use the software5.  

 
The content of the directives is reflected in the national legislation of the 

European Union. 

4.8 Natural threats, accidental threats and cyber threats 

4.8.1 Infrastructure-related threats   

Typically, infrastructures management and control systems, such as electric power 
stations, big buildings and homes, are connected to the internet. This kind of 
management and control system forms a service network on the internet, but security 
that is too low level leaves them vulnerable to attacks by hackers and cyber-attackers. 
Many service operators of building automation systems connect their control and 
management systems to the building automation systems remotely via the internet, 
which are their responsible. Vulnerabilities in the connections enable attackers to 
penetrate the systems and cause harm to the systems which are used every day.  

Long-distance electric power transmission lines are controlled by radio 
communications (wireless) systems, which also involve security challenges. These 
control systems are also quite easy to disturb and provide an easy way for hackers to 
enter the power supply management system and interfere with functions or even block 
the operations altogether. 

4.8.2 Satellite System Threats 

The satellite system uses different radio frequencies from the ground stations to the 
satellite and from the satellite to the ground stations (Figures 8, 54 and 55). These 
frequencies are quite easy to disturb and even hinder altogether. Satellite location 
information that provides positioning information can be changed to show the wrong 
coordinates, which can cause considerable harm to the sea example navigations 
information is not right and ships goes wrong way or wrong places.  A shipping service 
(Vessel Traffic Service = VTS) is needed to help ships in such situations, and if the 

                                                 
5 Jenni Siermala, SoteDigi-Finland, 2019. 
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systems are down for one reason or another. VTS system keep track of vessel 
movements and provide navigational safety to the ships 

4.8.3 Communications System Threats 

The communication systems in the Arctic are interconnected by a national 
communications network, which allows connections to the continent’s communications 
networks. Once these connections have been made, the Arctic communication systems 
also become a target for hackers and cyber-attackers. Mobile technologies such as 
2G/3G/4G are currently used in the Arctic region.  

4.9 The threats associated with the submarine optical cable systems in 
the Arctic region 

This chapter’s part information is presented also in chapter 3, `Undersea Optical Cable 
Network and Cyber Threats` in chapter 3.7. ´Natural threats, accidental threats and cyber 
threats´ and in chapter 3.8. ´The making and modelling of a threat analysis´ in this 
dissertation (Threats to Undersea Cable Communication, 2017). But this is important part 
of Arctic region communications systems. There is presented top level principles. Table 12 
shows the differences when looking at the threats in different segments. We need to take 
into account the upper level conceptual threat matrix for the segments shown in Table 12 
when designing and developing undersea submarine optical cables systems in the Arctic 
region.   

TABLE 12.  Upper level conceptual threat matrix for submarine cable segments 
(PII, PIII, and PV). 

 
Note. Upper level conceptual threat matrix for submarine cable segment (Threats 

to Undersea Cable Communications, 2017). Threat impact level is shown as colours:  
Green = Low; Yellow = Medium; Red = High. 
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4.10 The making and modelling of a threat analysis 

Cyber attackers, hackers and terrorists can also use AI to search for vulnerabilities in 
submarine optical cable systems through which they can penetrate the systems and 
services and attack data centres on different continents. There are many ways that cyber 
attackers can hack into a submarine optical cable system to gain access to its 
managements and control systems.  

Figure 56 presents the threat probability tree model for the Arctic connect cable 
system, which can be used for developing the threat model.  

               
 

FIGURE 56.  An example threat tree model for the Arctic cable system (PII, PIII, PV). 

TABLE 13.  Meaning of Notations 

ACTION EXAMPLES NOTATION 
THREATS OR ATTACK SUDDEN EVENT, ACCIDENT, 

TAPPING, EAVESDROPPING, 
SNIFFING, SCANNING, …,  

A 

DETECTION ALARM INFORMATION, 
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION, 
INTERNATIONAL 
INFORMATION, …, 

D 

COUNTERMEASURE ANALYSING OF THREATS 
AND VULNERABILITIES AND 
TO REPAIRING, SAFEGUARDS 
PUT IN PLACE, …, 

M 
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Threats (P(t)), probabilistic treats or attacks that will occur 
 
P1S1…7 (t) = P1A1...7(t) (1 – p1D1…7(t)) (1 - p1M1…7(t)),     (1) 
      to seven different types of natural threats; 
 
P2S1…3 (t) = P2A1…3(t) (1 - p2D1…3(t) (1 – p2M1…7(t)),     (2) 

to three different types of accidental threats; 
and 

 
P3S1…7 (t) = P3A1…7(t) (1 – p3D1…7 (t)) (1 – p3M1…7(t)),    (3) 

to seven different types of malicious and 
undersea warfare.   

 
P1S1…7 (t) = [(P1S1(t)) + (P1s2(t)) + … + (P1s7(t))],     (4) 
      information to the situational picture systems. 
 
P2S1…3 (t) = [(P2S1(t)) + (P2s2(t)) + (P2s3(t))],      (5) 
      information to the situational picture systems.

  
 
P3S1…7 (t) = [(P3S1(t)) + (P3s2(t)) + … + (P3s7(t))],     (6) 
      information to the situational picture systems. 
 
Table 9 is divided into different segments according to the depth of the submarine 

optical cable system, and those segments are further divided into different categories of 
threats. We can calculate the probability of a threat in every segment based on 
information obtained from international research reports, from the ESA, from the Arctic 
statistics from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), from sensors 
and sonars, and from news concerning natural or animal events, accident or injury 
cases, and cyber-attacks in terms of how many times they occur, in what areas and at 
what time of year. This threat probability calculation can done for the full length or just 
a part of the cable system. For the overall situational picture, we also need information 
about status of the power supply station.  

Figure 56, the Situational Pictures System, has a unique icon for each threat type 
that tells the situation of the Arctic connect cable system in different segments and 
regions. The situational picture information is also sent to the SOC and NOC and to the 
data centre management systems in different areas. These situational picture data 
should be made available to the various Arctic network operators and service providers, 
since the response times should be sufficiently rapid to allow, for example, rescue 
operations to be started as quickly as possible. The situational picture of the Arctic 
connect cable system information is also sent to the cable operator’s operational centre.  

The land and beach areas of submarine optical cables systems are the easiest for 
attackers to penetrate. When using large capacity systems in an undersea environment, 
and new types of modulation technology in those systems, the best possible cable 
tapping points for cyber attackers are after every OA in deep underwater areas. This 
offers the attackers various opportunities to obtain a large amount of information from 
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different companies, organisations and governments. In this situation, cyber-attackers 
and hackers can obtain IP addresses from these companies, organisations and 
governments and conduct DDoS, ransomware or malware attacks. Ransomware attacks 
are typically carried out by using a Trojan to enter a system through, for example, a 
vulnerability in a network service. One possible cyber-attack model is that of an APT, 
which is a targeted cyber-attack in which an intruder gains access to a network and 
remains there undetected for a long time. APT attacks typically target organizations 
such as national defence, manufacturing and the financial industry, and companies that 
deal with high-value information, military plans, and other data from governments and 
enterprise organisations. The intention of an APT attack is usually to monitor network 
activity and steal data rather than to cause direct damage to the network or organisation. 

As Figures 28 and 29 in Section 3.7.2 illustrate, if attackers are able to join the 
optical submarine optical cable system, they will also have access to management 
system, and thus have the opportunity to use them for their own purposes. For example, 
they can change the ROADM unit configurations to meet their requirements. We also 
need to carefully consider the power supply system to prevent attackers taking 
advantage of any vulnerabilities. As Figure 22 shows, for communications networks 
between different smart cities in the future, we must also consider communications 
inside the cities, as many challenges stem from the operating environment and from 
heterogeneous telecommunication networks, where new devices and systems, 
including IoT, D2D, M2M and V2X systems are seamlessly interconnected with peoples’ 
smart devices. These systems have expanded into homes, building automation systems, 
cars and various control and energy systems, and people use their smart devices 
everywhere in the Arctic region. These smart city systems also need specific 
applications, which are stored in the Data Centre, as shown in Figures 8 and 10. Using 
these specific applications means also that hackers, terrorists and cyber attackers have 
many opportunities to find vulnerabilities in the Arctic region to attack its smart city 
applications and services. The interconnection between data centres would also allow 
the hackers and cyber attackers to attack services and service systems located on other 
continents. 

4.11 Answer to the research questions, conclusions and future work 

Answer to the research questions 

RQ 3:  It is somewhat difficult to provide communications services to all citizens in the 
Arctic region because it covers a large area and it is expensive to develop and install 
fixed communications systems. The author presented the HAPS system which can 
connect to satellites and base stations in the area. The Arctic region communication 
systems are typically based on submarine optical cable systems, where they are 
installed. The HAPS systems provides opportunities to integrate the communication 
system of the Arctic region. Satellite systems are difficult to use in the Arctic region 
because the region is outside of the satellite coverage area. While the HEO satellite 
system could be used, only one country uses that system there. 
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RQ 3.1: The author presented a new type of building for the Arctic region (Figure 
51), where part of building is below ground level and uses sun panels, wind 
generators and ground (or geothermal) heat in a hybrid mode. It is also possible 
to use a CO2 and greenhouse gas elimination system.  

RQ 3.2: Figure 46 presented the future office building with infrastructure and 
communications systems and with one floor below ground level. The building has 
sun panels and wind generators on the roof and CO2 and greenhouse gas 
eliminator systems inside. 

Conclusions 
 
The system to be built in the Arctic region is technically very complicated and many 
new technical solutions will be needed to meet the required transmission rates and the 
usability, quality requirements and criteria. This places considerable demands on the 
management and control of the system and on the organisation of its maintenance. The 
design should take into account the long life cycle of the submarine optical cables. 
Changes in social structures take place very quickly and will affect the implementations 
and operating models (Figure 45). The current powerful digitalisation trend increases 
the range of services offered and facilitates their easier use. These developments also 
have a strong impact on the service chains for the provided services, including the 
subcontractors with their subcontracting chains, the hardware solutions, the service 
providers and the operating models in every part of the service chain on every 
continent.  

Currently, and in the future, modern communications systems connect data 
centres and data networks on different continents, enabling real-time communication 
throughout the world. This type of communication is made possible by undersea optical 
cable and satellite systems, which we use for daily communications.  Because submarine 
cables systems have had such large strategic impact on our society, they are also a 
tempting target for hackers, cyber-attackers, terrorists and malevolent state actors who 
seek to gain access to the information being transmitted through the cable networks 
between the continents. When considering cyber security in the systems design, we 
must take into account the upcoming technologies because changes in cable technology 
due to dispersion phenomena make it difficult to detect intrusions into the cable system.  

 
Future work  
 
Because communication systems are such critical systems that are used by a number of 
different countries, organisations and individuals, it is essential to examine the key 
issues affecting the functioning of the system.  

• In relation to cyber safety, the use of machine learning needs to be investigated 
and its potential to protect submarine optical cable systems and satellite systems 
needs to be investigated to better protect against malware and cyber-attacks. 

• The use of COTDR should be investigated because it is used to search for faults 
and to detect the tapping of cable connections. 
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• We must investigate the different protection mechanisms of submarine optical 
cables systems because they are extremely important to the central fibre optic 
connection between different continents. 

• The effect of different encryption systems, such as quantum encryption and or 
Layer 1 - 2 encryption systems, should also be tested.  

• The virtualisation of telecommunications networks and data centres should also 
be considered to ensure the security of services offered in the Arctic region. 
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This chapter is based on publication ‘E-health Systems in Digital Environments’ and 
additional materials from author earlier works. Publications VI and VII extend and 
deepen the content of the chapter.  

5.1 Introduction 

As we live in the digital world, people can be provided with more effective treatment 
methods that allow them to live longer and better lives in their homes, including better 
home care and preventive health care. People can easily carry portable sensors and 
intelligent devices in their bodies and wrists that relay their vital information to hospital 
systems in real time, allowing healthcare staff to track human vitality in real time.  
Although the digital world offers opportunities to improve our healthcare systems and 
make the analyses of diseases more effective, different devices and systems may not 
work well together; almost every manufacturer has their own technical solutions that 
work only in certain environments.  

Therefore, there is a strong need for unified concepts and IT platform solutions in 
healthcare systems. The technology currently in use is very varied and while 
international standards concerning healthcare systems and devices are being 
developed, they are not yet ready. In addition, the technical and functional 
requirements for telemedical communications systems and equipment, as well as the 
requirements for providing secure data transmission in remote medical care are lacking.  

In the news, we often see and hear about many medical devices that have caused 
damage to patients’ health around the world (ABC news). There are also a lot of 
vulnerabilities in IoT devices and sensors, which raise security risks, cyber risks and the 
risks in the reliability of data.  

This chapter discusses telemedicine solutions for the future of society. The chapter 
starts with a brief introduction about the equipment used in a hospital environment and 
at a patient’s home. The main focus is the communication arrangements, consisting of 
the bio-signal formation of the patient’s sensor and the flow of bio-signals to the hospital 
information systems for analysis and monitoring. This study examines the cyber threats 

CHAPTER 5. E-HEALTH SYSTEMS IN DIGITAL 
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and attacks to e-health systems and what they mean for patients’ health. This study also 
examines the authenticity, traceability, authentication and protection of privacy.   

Today, hospitals and healthcare peoples want to exploit the potential of 
digitalisation in the services of health care, diagnostics and the analysis of diseases, in 
the precautionary treatment and in monitoring the progression of diseases. However, 
the rapid technological advances underlying digitalisation brings challenges for 
technical healthcare systems and for all health services. In addition, patient location 
information can be used only based on guidelines and regulations which are ministries 
responsibilities.  

It is imperative that health services are available 24/7, regardless of time and place, 
and qualitatively and equitably, even if the patients are located in cities or in rural areas 
a long distance from the hospital or treatment point. In addition, patients’ spatial data 
may be used to indicate an individual’s whereabouts so that it is possible to warn 
healthcare persons as soon as possible and get help to the right place.  

Although health care is looked at in terms of services and quality, cost-
effectiveness has become increasingly important in the decision-making process. Cost-
effectiveness also affects patient care methods and solutions. The goal is to organise 
treatments so that patients are in hospital for as short a time as possible, and they are 
sent home once the necessary conditions for arranging home care are in place.  

One aim of digitalisation is to provide the patient with treatment so that they can 
be sent to home care without undermining the quality of care or adequate levels, even 
in the circumstances at home. However, doing so requires the introduction of new 
technologies and the integration of different types of transportable equipment, such as 
IoT, and various sensors and actuators, as part of the health systems. Together, this 
equipment produces a lot of information about the patient’s condition and the 
environment in real time. These data are analysed in hospital systems, leading to the 
necessary treatment-related measures.  

As the pace of development has been very rapid and new technology has been 
introduced very quickly, the international standard work, example IEEE and ITU-T, has 
not been involved in the development process. Some of the service providers’ data 
centres provide manufacturer-specific solutions for IoT devices, sensors and data 
storage systems, as shown in Figure 57, which lead to a challenge when attempting to 
connect IoT devices to smart devices.  

Smart devices can be connected to fixed or mobile networks to transfer the 
patient’s bio-signal data to hospital systems, where the information is analysed. The 
care staff then make the necessary decisions based on the analysed results and give 
information about the management measures to the patients.  
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FIGURE 57.  E-health top level architecture. 

For many technical specifications, the situation is variable regarding 
specifications, and the terms used vary, depending on the speaker or the time in which 
the term is used. For example, the following terms vary slightly in importance: 
Telemedicine, telehealth, E-health and M-health and this means that specifications 
maybe varies also. This paper uses the terms E-health and M-health. However, this 
diversity of undefined terms is a source of challenges for security solutions, privacy and 
cyber security issues (Istepanian, Woodward, 2017).  
 
E-health = The use of technology, electronic processing and communications networks 
for different healthcare services. 
M-health = Mobile (smart) phone + healthcare delivery service.  

5.2 Objective and grouping of chapter 

To answer the research question, this study develops a model that facilitates cyber threat 
assessment and threat comparisons and facilitates threat analysis in an E-health 
environment. The results obtained through the model facilitates the design and 
implementation of architectural solutions. The model can be implemented to assess the 
cyber-threat scenarios of future telecommunication environments and their impact 
probabilities on E-health systems. The study draws on an E-health operating 
environment with a top-level architecture (Figure 58), where services and infrastructure 
are grouped into different use cases. The use cases are also divided into end-to-end 
communications segments, allowing us to analyse the vulnerabilities and define the 
cyber threats to various devices, services and information systems. Doing so enables us 
to more accurately define, evaluate and analyse the cyber threats in the whole system 
and obtain a better overall picture of the situation.  

 
As shown in Figure 58, there are also several other viewpoints like communications 

connections to hospital outside data systems. An examination of threats can be made in 
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the various use cases involving patient wearables, sensors and IoT devices. When a 
patient or an elderly person is at home or outdoors using an e-health application on their 
smart device, they can also use other social services that are provided via 
telecommunications networks. This means that a patient or elderly person can connect to 
the e-health system in hospital or at home while also connecting to another internet or 
social media service. The exchange of information between the different service segments 
could pose a threat to healthcare systems and the entire e-health service. The networks of 
those service providers are used to integrate health data of patients or elderly people to 
the hospitals systems. We must examine this end-to-end communications path and all the 
devices connected to that path. The above-described integration accelerates at all levels of 
activity in each region both horizontally and vertically. Analysing the latest technologies 
and their services and applications in these smart environments will further complicate 
the cyber threat estimates. These considerations are important in the selection of the target 
area for which the final dependency analyses, cyber-threat assessments, risk assessments 
and analyses are made (PIV).  

Section 5.2 presents the ecosystems and collaborative environment formed by active 
nodes as well as an architecture model that describes the interfaces of the current 
operating environments of the hospital, the home, outside the home, telecommunication 
networks and hospital data centre at the general level. The virtual environments 
management and control and telecommunication networks and data centres is part of this 
whole. Section 5.3 describes the cyber-threats against the future health care systems and 
the models that are used to conduct a threats analysis of e-health infrastructures and 
services. Section 5.4 deals with making and modelling of a threats analyses and the last 
section presents our conclusions, solution model and future work. 

5.3 The research questions addressed in Chapter 5 are as follows 

RQ 4. How can we verify that information from patient sensors and IoT devices goes to 
the appropriate data centres that are used only by authorised people? 

RQ 4.1. How can we verify e-health and other critical systems so that we can use 
them safely in the digital environment?  

RQ 4.2. How well do EU directives, national laws and recommendations guide 
our development and work to respond to patient information security, privacy 
and critical patient information? 

5.4 Description of the future operating environment 

The hospitals and healthcare centres are the key treatment points for examining and 
caring for the sick. In many situations, access to treatment takes time, possibly because 
of a shortage of healthcare personnel, but also because long geographical distances may 
impede medical examinations or access to treatment. As long distances also increase 
costs, it is not always possible to achieve a cost-effective solution with each treatment 
situation. People may have to travel long distances to a care point only to have their 
situation checked, which could have been done using a digital system. As a result, the 
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development of digital methods of treatment with sensors and IoT devices is strongly 
required to improve patient care and to examine patients’ conditions remotely and in 
real time. Figure 58 illustrates the future healthcare operation environments.       

To improve health care systems, new digital hospitals have been introduced which 
are more cost-effective than previous traditional hospitals, that are geared towards better 
treatment accuracy and performance in treatment processes and are more effective in 
diagnosing diseases. The digital hospital environment utilises the digital Hospital 
Information Systems which are the one main systems in this operation (Figure 58). In the 
future, the patient will be able to have several digital sensors and IoT devices attached to 
them to collect their health-related bio-signals, which are sent through the patient’s smart 
device to the hospital information systems for analysis and follow-up (Figure 59).  

     

 

FIGURE 58.  E-health or M-health operating environment, top level architecture, 
based on M-files ideas (M-Files). 

The taxonomy of E-health or M-health systems can be described as data streams 
and processes, where patient information is transmitted via communications systems 
and stored in a hospital medical information system for data analysis and conclusions 
(Prasad, 2016). 

Patients e-health or m-health sensors and hospital healthcare system taxonomy 
comprises the following categories: health and wellness monitoring, diagnostic sensors, 
prognostic and treatment sensors and assistive sensors. Each category is divided into 
sub-categories, which are further subdivided. Intelligent Information Management 
Platform (IIMP; Figure 58) systems are needed to monitor the flow of information 
obtained from patients’ IoT devices and sensors. it also enables health care staff to 
analyse the information quickly, which ensures that care staff can find out information 
about patients for analysis in critical situations. This type of system can also help health 
care staff to notice possible anomalies or changes in data, or if someone has attempted 
to penetrate or use the data in an undesirable way.  

The hospital has its own LAN and wireless network (W-LAN) through which 
medical records are sent to databases in the hospital’s data centre. The medical data in the 
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hospital databases can be monitored by doctors and medical staff to make the necessary 
patient care decisions and management measures. The sensors and IoT devices belonging 
to the infrastructure’s automation systems are also connected to the hospital’s LANs and 
to all the hospital’s internal communications systems, but this comes with risks.   

This setup means that all smart IoT devices, sensors and terminals would use the 
same network systems and connect to the hospital’s data centre. The hospital’s networks 
and data centres have connections to the internet and to various external information 
systems such as National Health Care systems and National Social Insurance systems 
(Figure 58), which are the main systems concerning healthcare information and people 
healthcare insurance systems.  

Communication between the patient’s smart device and IoT devices and the 
sensors attached to them is done through fixed wired connections or wireless 
connections, including different wireless technical solutions such as different versions 
of Bluetooth: ZigBee, W-LAN, RFID and WiGig, (Figure 58). These technologies allow 
for connection distances ranging from 1 to 100 metres. When the hospital has a wide 
range of sensors and real estate automation systems that operate in the same frequency 
bands and when same frequency bands can also be used in hospital staff devices, the 
emergence of incidents is possible in the form of mutual interference. The new public 
buildings that are being built under the EU directives can also prevent the operation of 
wireless communications due to the large damping of the walls and windows of the 
buildings, meaning that mobile networks cannot work properly indoors (EU-NIS). The 
patient’s home may also contain many sensors and IoT devices that use the same 
connections as the patient’s smart device, which may cause interference (Figure 59). 

 

 

FIGURE 59.  Patient’s IoT and sensor devices connections. 

One important factor in the treatment of patients in the digital environment 
(Figures 58 and 59) is to ensure the proper functioning of communications. When we 
talk about the human spirit and related issues, it is also necessary to take into account 
that digital devices do not operate without electricity. It is essential to ensure that 
patients have communications systems that work in rural areas where the supply of 
electricity may be cut-off for hours or even several days due to storms or snow disasters 
so that the doctor continues to receive information about the patient.  
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Doctors and/or medical staff should also be able to monitor the patient’s condition 
at home in a real-time situation so that the necessary steps can be taken in time to guide 
the patient to necessary measures (Figure 60). Figure 60 shows the flow of patient 
information from their smart device to the hospital system from which the medical staff 
receives the information and sends feedback to the patient’s smart device. In this way, 
the exchange of information between the patient and the care staff is carried out at a 
general level, whether in the patient’s hospital, at home or outdoors. Table 14 shows the 
bandwidth needs of the patient’s sensors in the communications networks and the 
transfer rate the data are transferred via telecom networks. Table 14 also shows the 
delay values that must be reached through communication connections. The values in 
Table 14 are obtained from the research results but are not the actual requirements or 
recommendations of our nursing systems. 

 

 

FIGURE 60.  A general wireless and fixed m-health monitoring system. 

TABLE 14.  Data Rates and Bandwidth of Key Biomedical Wireless Monitoring 
(Prasad, 2016). 

Physiological/Biomedical 
Parameter 

Bandwidth  Rate Latency/Data 

ECG (12 leads) 0.1 – 1 kHz ~144 Kbits/<200 ms 
EEG (12 leads) 0.1 – 0.2 kHz ~40 Kbits/<300 ms 
EMG 0 – 10 kHz ~350 Kbits/<200 ms 
Body temperature 0 – 1 kHz ~0.1 kHz 
Medical imaging and video 
streaming data 

- ~ > 10 Mbps/ 
<100 ms 

Speech and voice - ~50–100 Mbitps/ 
<10 ms 

Accelerometer and motion 
sensing 

0 – 0.5 kHz ~30 Kbitps 

Blood glucose monitoring 0 – 40 kHz ~1.5 Kbits 
Blood pressure 0 – 1 kHz ~15 Hz 
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5.5 Cyber threats against future health care systems 

As Figure 58 showed, the future health care information systems is an extensive and 
complex package that has a range of cooperation requirements, example between 
doctors and nurse, for the patient’s wellbeing. The operating environment incorporates 
many wireless technologies, and the operating systems do not form a closed set without 
connections to the outside world. In addition, the health registers (EHR, HIS, LIS) 
include the personal data of all citizens and information about their illnesses. These 
systems are linked to external systems and allow people to send information to those 
systems, which then raises the interest of hackers and cyber attackers to penetrate the 
health systems because there is a chance of an economic benefit. Cyber attackers can 
also use the system vulnerabilities to harm selected people (EU-Energy Efficiency, 2012) 
(Brandon, 2017).  

 
The following are security threats in wireless health networks:  

- monitoring and eavesdropping of patients’ vital signs  
- threats to information during transmission 
- routing threats in networks 
- location threats and activity tracking  
- denial of service (DoS) threats 
- interfering with or inhibiting the radio communication of IoT devices and sensors 
- using vulnerabilities to obtain access to the health care services 
- attacking the hospital healthcare information systems 
- disrupting or impeding the entire hospital’s wireless communication and 

preventing the use of the hospital’s daily activities. 
 
If attackers know a patient location, they can follow the patient’s route to where 

they live and determine what route or bus or train they use or the kind of car they use. 
An attacker could also find vulnerabilities in a patient’s smart device and cause an 
accident while they are driving. After the accident, the accident investigators would 
wrongly assume that the accident occurred because the patient had a disease-related 
attack. This sort of attack is more likely to happen to people in prominent positions. An 
alternative goal of an attacker could be to use the smart devices to get inside the systems 
from which people receive grants (Figure 61), which contain billions of euros. When a 
cyber attacker attacks the health and hospital systems, they can quickly paralyse the 
entire society and make people worry for their future (Aurore LE BRIS, 2016). 
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FIGURE 61.  A general wireless and fixed m-health monitoring system with 
environment sensors in hospitals. 

5.6 The making and modelling of a threat analyses 

Figure 58 shows that healthcare systems are extremely complex and have many 
interfaces that connect systems and devices to wireless or fixed networks. In addition, 
there are several service providers, admins and stakeholders working on the same 
networks and information systems. In the operating limits of the responsible actors 
must be able to define and instruct the functions so that interoperability is ensured 
between the operators and those using the services. To conduct cyber-threat 
assessments and analyses, we must first work with architectural descriptions of the 
operating environments of the hospital, home and outside the home with equipment 
and operating processes. To prevent or even reduce the risks described in Sections 5.3. 
and 5.4., all parts of the healthcare systems should be segmented into their functional 
parts and a distinction should be made between them using a safety mechanism, which 
is a certain type of GW solution. These segments can then be examined based on use 
cases. We must also look carefully at the attackers and their capabilities as well as their 
motivations to disrupt the health care systems and organisations (Table 13). 

Thereafter, data streams can be defined from the bio-signals produced by the 
patient’s sensors to the servers. These data streams can be used to identify the devices 
and systems associated with each use case situation and to view the related 
dependencies and vulnerabilities. A risk analysis can be done based on dependencies 
and vulnerabilities, making it possible to determine the probabilities of cyber threats. 
The detected dependencies, risks and vulnerabilities can be exported to a table where 
they are easily extracted for mathematical processing. Dependencies, risks and 
vulnerabilities can be given as an estimate of the probability of realisation that can be 
utilised in mathematical review. We can use attack tree models to count the probabilities 
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of cyber threats. In addition, preliminary analyses of the tabular form can be used, 
which have already defined based on a sensitivity analysis and a preliminary 
assessment of each threat. Mathematical processing clarifies the threats to systems and 
gives a better picture of the threats. Mathematical processing also makes it possible to 
compare the cases in parallel and to make decisions based on the results; this is worth 
doing for the sake of target of attacks and to see the effects of the measures in the test. 

TABLE 15.  Capabilities and Motivations for Disrupting Health Care Systems and 
Organisations 

 Patient Health  Patient/Hospital 
Records 

National Health Care Systems 

Adversaries/
Attackers 

Targeted 
(Specific 
Victims) 

Untargeted  
(Not 
Specified) 

Targeted 
(Specific 
Victims) 

Untargeted 
(Not Specified) 

Targeted 
(Specific Victims) 

Untargeted 
(Not Specified) 

Individuals/ 
Small Group    Yes   

Political 
Group/ 
Hacktivists 

  Yes    

Organised  
Crime Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Terrorism/ 
Terrorist 
org. 

Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 

Cyber  
Attackers   Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Nations,  
States Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 
Figure 59 shows the various use cases for E-health or M-health situations. From 

these cases, we can review the service chains and look for dependencies, risks and 
vulnerabilities, giving them a probability values. Table 16 contains the values which can 
be used to calculate the probabilities for each case. Figure 61 represents the use case in 
which the patient is hospital. Figure 61 shows that several IoT devices and sensors are 
connected to the patient’s smart device and that the device is connected to a room or 
floor access point (HUB). The same base station is also connected to various heating, 
ventilation, air conditioning and cooling systems (HVAC) systems.  Manipulating all 
these systems can allow an attacker to access and exploit sensitive data stored in hospital 
data centres (ABC News, Jun 29, 2017).  

Conducting a threats analysis of the whole future hospital system, or of just an 
entity comprising the service sectors as part of the future intelligent healthcare systems, 
is a challenging task. Therefore, a threats analysis is made based on Figure 61. The 
communications systems consists of access networks, a patient’s room with IoT devices 
(P1 1…n), a patient’s smart device (P2), a room HUB with HVAC systems (P3), core 
networks (P4) and data centre networks (P5). The threats analysis of the patient’s access 
network shown in Figure 61 is currently subject to major changes because it involves 
large quantities of different sensors and IoT devices. The starting point for the analysis 
is a smartphone interface, with the IoT devices connected to it and the connection of the 
smartphone to the patient’s room HUB system and to the hospital core router. The core 
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router may be virtualised and include some services in their hospital system’s own 
slices. The HUB system may also include FW functions.  

Section 5.4. presents examples of how attackers attempt to use vulnerabilities and 
other mechanisms to gain access to systems and compromise a target device. In these 
calculations, the values for these vulnerabilities are obtained from the analysis. The 
events must be independent; However, if situation is not in this way, we will need to 
make such small entities in order to gain independent situations over the various 
functions in our system. The review can be further deepened by examining and 
analysing the vulnerabilities of different OSI layers. 

TABLE 16.  Threats and Risks Table 

Ref 
ID Org Func-

tions 
Cate- 
gory Threat Threat/ 

Risk 
Existing 
Control 

Threat / 
risk level 

Accept 
/reduce 

Recom- 
mented 
control 

Residual 
threat/ 
Risk 

Check 
Point 

L C R  L C R  

         
1 / 
AH 

MC Iden-
tify 

Access  Foot- 
printing 

Target 
Access 

IDS / 
IPS 

3 3 8 Reduce EU- dir. 
 

2 2 3 1.1. 
2020 

        
        

L = Likelihood, C = Consequence, R = Risk 
 
For probabilistic analysis, a defender needs to estimate the probability of attack success 
for each node in Figure 61, in the ADT. For the purposes of the review, we define the 
used notations. 

TABLE 17.   Meaning of Notations 

 
ACTION EXAMPLES NOTATION 
ATTACK SNIFFING, ENUMERATION, 

SCANNING, …,  
A 

DETECTION PORT SCAN, INFORMATION 
SCAN, …, 

D 

COUNTERMEASURE ANALYSING OF VULNERABILITIES 
AND TO REPAIRING, AFEGUARDS 
PUT IN PLACE, …, 

M 

 
The probabilistic success of attacks (P(t)): 
 
P11…n (t) = p1A1...n(t) (1 – pD1…n (t)),       (1) 
      to n Patient’s IoT devices, 
 
P21(t) = P11(t)[(p2A2(t) (1 – p2D2(t)],        (2) 
      through an IoT device to a smart phone, 
 
P21…n(t) = [(p21(t)) + (p22(t)) + … + (p2n(t))],                (3) 
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      because different IoT devices connect to 
                                                               smart phones at different times, 
 
P3s1 …n(t)= P3As1(t) (1 – P3ds1(t)), …,       (4) 
      to a room connected with sensors 1 … n, 
 
P4(t) = p4A1(t) (1 – p4D1(t)) (1 – p4Mt),       (5) 

to a HUB (room) with attackers, defence and 
countermeasures,  

    
P4s(t) = [(p3S1(t)) (p3s2(t)) … (p3sn(t))] [p4A(t) (1 – p4D(t)) (1 -p4M(t)],   (6) 
      to room sensors connected to the HUB (room), 
 
P5(t) = p5A1(t) (1 – 54D1(t)) (1 – p5Mt),              (7) 
 

to the router (hospital) with attackers, defence and 
countermeasures 

 
Pr(t) = [p5A1(t) (1 – 54D1(t)) (1 – p5Mt)] (P4s(t)),     (8) 
      to the router (hospital) and HUB (room) connected, 
 
P6dc(t) = Pr1(t)Pr2(t) … Prn(t),        (9) 

and to the hospital’s data centre router and all 
hospital routers (hospital) connected together. 

 
The results obtained are exported to the Threats and Risks Table (Table 16), which 

contains the entities, the activity and category to be considered, and the related 
threats/risks and controls. Table 16 shows the current probability, the resulting 
consequences and the current risks. In the future risks possibilities are evaluated with 
how the risks is addressed, what are the recommended controls and what are the 
remedies, with its responsible persons (including organisations).  Finally, the equivalent 
values and checkpoints after the remedies are estimated. The table can be used 
separately for cyber threats and risks and columns can be added as needed depending 
on the issues and related contexts being assessed.  

5.7 Conclusions and summary of results 

A modern hospital has hundreds – even thousands – of workers using laptops, 
computers, smartphones and other smart devices that are vulnerable to security 
breaches, data thefts and ransomware attacks. Hospitals keep medical records, which 
are among the most sensitive data about people. And many hospital’s electronic systems 
help keep patients alive by monitoring vital signs, administering medications, and even 
breathing and pumping blood for those in the most critical conditions.  

We can say, that anything that is plugged in, whether it has a Wi-Fi connection or 
not, is vulnerable to being hacked, and many medical devices, such as pacemakers and 
ventilators, are connected to the internet for the benefit of the patients. For example, 
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pacemakers can connect to a device at home that monitors the rhythms of the heart and 
sends the information to doctors. Hospitals also have a wide range of support systems 
and different analytical systems, such as Watson or other analytics systems. In addition, 
hospitals are increasingly using robots, for example, to dispense medicines. It is 
important to protect these systems from external security breaches, data thefts, 
ransomware attacks, security attacks and even cyber-attacks.  

Nowadays, IoT-products and sensors mainly use proprietary based standards and 
it is almost impossible to obtain real information about the way they behave when they 
are connected to the patients’ smart device. Those devices in use are quite critical and 
give hackers and cyber attackers many possibilities to attack patients’ e-health systems 
and the hospital healthcare systems. 

When using many IoT and sensor devices in hospitals environments, which use 
the same frequencies, there may be a lot of interference between the devices; this is an 
area of future research. If we use 5G and other wireless technologies in the hospital 
environments, there will be a lot of different frequencies in use on the same floors and 
in the same buildings. The frequencies radiation limits must be defined for IoT and 
sensor devices so that they are safe for use by patients. Future research could thus 
measure and test the frequency disturbances in the hospital and patients’ home 
environments to check whether any possible cases might affect the patients’ treatment.  

The use of AI needs to be investigated and tested for its ability to protect e-Health’s 
IoT devices, sensors and other health systems so that we can better protect these devices 
against malicious software and cyber-attacks.   

Because healthcare devices contain many vulnerabilities and security challenges, 
we need to develop effective architectures for healthcare equipment and systems so that 
patients and treatment staff can use them safely in the medical care environment (EU-
GDPR, 2016) (EU-MDR, 2017)(Foster, 2013).  

Energy efficiency is also an important research area to investigate in the health 
care environment and in relation to health care smart devices. 

5.8 Our ongoing E-health research project 

In our ongoing e-health research project called ‘Intelligent Medical Devices’, the author 
presented architecture descriptions of smart home architectures and smart hospital 
architectures, which include security architectures and the IoT devices and sensors in 
those future environments (Shishir Kumar Shandilya, Soon Ae Chun, Smita Shandilya, 
Edgar Weippl, 2018) (PI). In this architectural work, the author presented a system 
called ‘IIMP’, which can be used to monitor the patient’s IoT devices and the sensors’ 
flow of information to hospital healthcare systems to provide healthcare personnel with 
a rapid analysis of the information. `IIMP` also ensures that medical staff can find 
information about patients even in critical situations. This type of system can also help 
to find possible anomalies or data changes or identify if someone has attempted to 
penetrate or use data in a way that is undesirable (Dongfeng Fang, 12-2017). The user 
can create specific action groups for this system, which can only be accessed through a 
license. There, the members of the user group can follow the progress and changes to 
some situations and to related data resources and reports in real time. In this 
arrangement, federations can be created between the different systems and create a log 
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of information. This IIMP platform can also be used in other areas of smart city systems 
like city offices information systems and follow information flows in the really complex 
environments of smart society systems. Basic idea is quite near of M-Files architecture 
and system (M-Files) (PI).  

As the technical manager and architect, and as the security network architect for 
more than 10 years, the author worked on the ‘security authorities project’ and was also 
involved in the development of national safety requirements (VAHTI and KATAKRI), 
these included the audit requirements of different equipment that we used in our 
networks. Based on these VAHTI and KATAKRI requirements, it is possible to perform 
an analysis and to determine whether a system or device can be used in real 
environments.  

IoT devices and sensors have been tested with platforms on smart devices but the 
security issues have not yet been tested. The research project ‘Smart medical devices’ 
will be launched in the beginning 2020, which takes into account the findings of several 
previous materials and research studies (EU-GDPR, 2016) (EU-NIS, 2016) (Istepanian, 
Woodward, 2017). 

 
Our goals are as follows:  

1. Develop practices and guidelines for the safe use of medical devices. 
2. Develop specific usability standards for medical devices aimed at the safe use of 

equipment. 
3. Create addiction, risk and cyber-threat analysis for patients connected IoT 

devices. 
4. Create an addiction, risks and cyber threats analysis for the service chain through 

which bio signals from IoT devices pass between the patient’s home and the 
hospital. The service chain is made up of the patient’s IoT device and the hospital 
or service provider’s server regardless of time and place. 

a. The study seeks secure solutions for implementing IoT devices and 
connecting them to various smart terminals. 

b. Solutions seek to find energy-efficient and long-term solutions, such as 
zero-energy technologies. 

c. The security and cyber threats to hospitals and home environments are 
being researched and analysed, as well as interference from building 
automation and IoT flat panel sensors and IoT panels to make the 
necessary changes to technical solutions. For example, forensic testing can 
ensure that the patient’s bio-signals are from the right patient and do not 
change when they go to the data centre and the hospital’s patient 
information system. 

5. Determine how the infrastructure secures the connection of the terminal so that 
only the specified devices can communicate on the data network. 

6. Examine the power consumption of IoT devices (e.g. battery/battery protection). 
7. Explore how medical devices and wellbeing support the patient’s wellbeing and 

whether they can be used in disease prevention. 
 
Author’s works in the ‘Intelligent Medical Devices’ project: 
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The author has performed a risks and cyber threats analysis for the service chain 
through which bio signals from IoT devices pass between the patient’s home and the 
hospital. I created a table of the capabilities and motivations for disrupting healthcare 
systems and organisations (Table 15; PIV). In future projects, I will continue to analyse 
the risks and cyber security issues concerning future hospital and home environments. 

5.9 Answer to the research questions, conclusion and future work 

Answer to the research questions: 

RQ 4: Figure 58 shows the process of Intelligent Information Management for hospital 
environments and it gives possibilities of how to follow and verify that patient sensor 
and IoT -device data are going to the right place and are accessible only by authorised 
healthcare individuals.  

RQ 4.1: Chapter 6 presented a new type of device which protects communications 
path so that we can use critical systems information safely in these digital 
environments.   

RQ 4.2: The author and his colleagues are working on a research project to clarify 
the EU directives, national laws and recommendations for these hospital systems 
to ensure the patient’s information security, privacy and critical patient 
information are protected and used in the right way. 

Conclusion 

The future complex environments present many challenges because the standards are 
not yet set at the international level [94]. IoT products and sensors are mainly used at 
proprietary-based standards and getting them work at the same platforms in the smart 
devices will be a really big challenge (Shishir Kumar Shandilya, Soon Ae Chun, Smita 
Shandilya, Edgar Weippl, 2018) (Istepanian, Woodward, 2017) (STAT, by ASSOCIATED 
PRESS, 2018). We have divided our project into seven smaller parts so that it is easier 
management those issues. 

 
Future work 
 
A modern hospital has hundreds – even thousands – of workers using laptops, 
computers, smartphones and other smart devices that are vulnerable to security 
breaches, data theft and ransomware attacks. Hospitals keep medical records, which are 
among the most sensitive data about people. And many hospital’s electronic systems 
and devices help keep patients alive, monitor vital signs, administer medications, and 
even breathe and pump blood for those in the most critical conditions.  

We can say that anything that is plugged in, whether it has a Wi-Fi connection or 
not, can be vulnerable to hacking, and many medical devices, such as pacemakers and 
ventilators, are connected to the internet for the benefit of the patients. Pacemakers can 
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connect with a device at home that monitors the rhythms of the heart and sends the 
information to doctors.  

Hospitals also have a wide range of support systems and different analytical 
systems, such as Watson or other analytics systems. In addition, hospitals are 
increasingly using robots, for example, to dispense medicines. It is therefore important 
to protect these systems from external security breaches, data thefts, ransomware 
attacks, various security attacks and cyber-attacks.  

Nowadays, IoT-products and sensors mainly use proprietary based standards and 
it is almost impossible to obtain real-time information about patients’ behaviour when 
we connect them to the patients’ smart device. The devices currently in use are quite 
critical because there is a lot of vulnerabilities in and this give hackers and cyber 
attackers many possibilities to attack patients’ E-health systems and hospital healthcare 
systems.  

The use of many IoT and sensor devices in hospital environments which use the 
same frequencies could create considerable interference between the devices; thus, this 
is an area of future research. Additionally, if we use 5G and other wireless technologies 
in the hospital environments, there will be a lot of different frequencies in use on the 
same floors and in the same buildings. Radiation frequency limits must be set for IoT 
and sensor devices to ensure patient safety. Therefore, future research will measure and 
test for frequency disorders of the hospital and the patient's home environment to 
determine if potential interferences may affect patient care and there is same time 
measured also radiations values. In future work should also investigate the use of AI to 
protect e-health's IoT devices, sensors and other health systems so that we can better 
protect these devices against malicious software and cyber-attacks.  

Because existing healthcare devices contain many vulnerabilities and security 
challenges, we need to develop good architectures for the healthcare equipment and 
systems and apply the legal requirements so that patients and the treatment staff can 
use them safely in this medical care environment (EU-MDR, 2017) (EU-NIS, 2016).  

Energy efficiency is also an important research area to investigate in the healthcare 
environment and in relation to the healthcare smart devices. 
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6.1 Introduction 

In practice, there are many domains where reliable communication capabilities are 
needed, mobile networks often do not work for one reason or another, and direct D2D 
communication between devices would work better. Such situations include emergency 
situations in the hospital, in the patients´ home and when patients are out of home. 
Patients´ smart devices may do not work well and also hospital medical devices may be 
not work well.  These situations also need energy efficient solutions for devices such as 
3GPP-5G, METIS 2020 are recommended in the 5G requirements. In practice, there have 
been many situations where communication with current technologies does not work 
well or does not work at all and messages between authorities and people do not work 
in the critical situations when needed, example in 0-energy buildings.  

For example, every year in Finland, there are storms that cut off power lines and, 
as a result, base stations for mobile networks are left without electricity. After a few 
hours, the networks stop working meaning that the devices based on mobile technology 
also stop working. New buildings, particularly the so-called zero-energy houses 
attenuate the radio signal which are coming in and going out so that in these situations, 
devices based on wireless technology cannot be used properly. Firefighters face this 
challenge in many situations because smoke can interfere with audibility (this situation 
found during firefighting operations). As the rescue director must always be able to 
communicate with his men in real time, they require a cross devices direct function that 
enables D2D functionality, which is being introduced with 5G technology, but does not 
eliminate the need for power in different drives. Our patented device includes D2D 
functions. 

In VIRVE terminals, D2D functionality already exists, but it only works between 
the terminals and cannot function with normal smartphones, which prevents 
collaborative activity in critical situations. Many times, the situation is also extremely 

CHAPTER 6. SOLUTION MODEL FOR NEW TYPE SMART 
DEVICES AND NETWORK, SYSTEMS AND DEVICE, PVI 
AND PVII. 
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critical in areas where base station coverages are inadequate, and the slightest 
disruption can lead to disaster.  

Currently, considerable research is focusing on the development of autonomous 
car and robot traffic. The communications needed there must work reliably with 
minimum delays at every moment because the response times are short, e.g. motorway 
and city driving. However, for transmission via base stations mounted on the roadside, 
the transmission of signals between vehicles is relatively slow. In this situation, vehicle-
to-vehicle direct traffic is required, for example, to prevent collisions. In addition, if 
roadside base stations lack electricity as a result of a storm or other disasters, the 
automatic traffic control function will be almost completely prevented. In those 
situations, the traffic can also be disrupted by a large truck travelling on a highway 
between base station and a smaller car, temporarily preventing radio signals from 
passing.  

One application area that can work with this arrangement in, for example, 
wilderness areas or in the Arctic, where there are no base station networks, is drone 
networks as these can be used in various search and rescue missions.  

In practice, this patented concept allows the devices and system to operate 
independently of other networks at anytime and anywhere without the need for other 
mobile network solutions.  

The tsunami disaster in Aceh was one example where telecommunication 
arrangements had to be put in place to help people quickly. The author prepared a 
concept for a tsunami rescue operation based on a movable network concept (which the 
author was also developing). Satellite telephones were used in the initial phase, but local 
solutions required even more flexible solutions.  

This patent concept presented above is an effective solution because it does not 
require other mobile networks to operate around; It also provides interfaces to existing 
mobile networks that allow communication with local authorities, example there in the 
tsunami disaster in Aceh. Similar actions could be taken in hurricanes and other natural 
disasters, where the entire region has been destroyed, energy is inaccessible and/or no 
telecommunication systems are in place. This proposed solution could also complement 
satellite-based solutions.  

All of the abovementioned environments require a mobile network-independent 
solution that can be deployed quickly in the area and can connect people from different 
countries for rescue operations with local authorities for successful leadership and 
rescue efforts.  

The devices of this patent type can be operated using new protocol technology that 
has been researched and tested in a PoC test.   

Because of the many security challenges, in security solutions and the privacy and 
cyber security issues in current healthcare systems, this new type of smart device will 
be tested in those environments, which uses a new type of security solutions. In the 
patient’s hospital room, the patient’s and care staff’s intelligent devices work together 
(D2D) and exchange information directly in real time without the need for another 
network. Smart devices can work together forming their own network, device can go 
outside out of network, and come back network again seamlessly without any disturb. 
The device prototype, which was tested in the laboratory and in the field between 2015 
and 2017, was found to work effectively. The device security system prevents 
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unauthorised persons accessing the device and the data transmission and the services 
provided, regardless of whether the patient is traveling or is located at home or 
elsewhere. The new systems must meet the requirements of the EU-GDPR and EU-MDR 
directives. The security issues of IoT devices and sensors with platforms on smart 
devices have not yet been tested (IEEE-11073-10419) (IEEE-11073-10417) (IEEE-802.11, 
WiFi) (Khajuria, Sorensen, Skouby, 2017). A research project on ‘Smart medical devices’ 
will be launched in the beginning of 2020, which takes into account EU-GDPR, -MDR 
and -NIS regulations. 

We live in a digital world where people can be provided with increasingly 
effective treatment methods that allow them to live longer and better lives at home. By 
giving people IoT devices and sensors to carry, healthcare professionals can monitor 
patient’s information while at hospitals but also in their homes. 
Even though the digital world offers opportunities to improve the healthcare systems 
and improve the analysis of diseases, many challenges remain because individual 
devices and systems may not work well together. Almost every manufacturer has their 
own technical solutions that work only in certain environments.  

Healthcare systems require high levels of coherence and information solutions 
systems. The healthcare devices technique used is very variable and based on 
manufactures own standards. While international standards for healthcare systems and 
devices are evolving, they are not yet complete. In addition, there is a lack of technical 
and functional requirements for telemedicine systems and devices, and the 
requirements for the provision of secure data communication in remote health care are 
also lacking (Finland). Therefore, ‘thousands of patients around the world have been 
injured by incorrect medical devices’ (Huttunen, Halonen, Koskimäki, 2017) (Huttunen,  
Halonen,  2018). 

These lack of health standards or deficiencies were one of the reasons why a new 
smart device should be made on the basis of an approved US patent (PeAN). 

Another reason was that smart devices contain many vulnerabilities, so using 
them as a smart terminal for a healthcare patient is a risk leaving the health systems at 
risk of attacks (M-Files) (Ramjee Prasad, 2016). The third reason was that intelligent 
terminals are used everywhere in smart societies and in the smart cities of the future, 
and they are interlinked and interact with each other (D2D, V2X and M2M). The delays 
of communications protocols available today present challenges to real-time 
communications, which then pose challenges to the development of critical 
communication systems such as e-health systems. Communications delay is one critical 
requirement in 5G development and energy efficiency is other critical requirement in 
5G development (Huttunen, Halonen, 2015) (5G-PPP) (Osborne, Devlin, Barr, 2018) 
(Khan, Javed, Abdullah, Nazim, Khan, 2017). One area of research for energy efficiency 
in the future is zero-energy communication between IoT devices, sensors for patients 
and health staff smart devices. This energy efficiency is also the reason for developing 
new smart device concepts. New secure intelligent devices are also needed in this area 
to allow people to communicate securely with each other.   
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6.2 Research questions 

RQ 5. Is it possible to implement D2D communication systems, for example, in hospital 
environments without any other communication network? 

RQ 5.1. How can we implement a service network quickly and flexibly where it 
is needed without any other communication network? 

6.3 Research: PoC (phase 1) of PeAN.  

A PoC was developed to demonstrate the real-world potential of the PeAN technology 
(based on a US patent, PVI). The goal was to ensure interoperability with the current 
networks and to provide seamless movability when roaming between networks. This 
ability was demonstrated by maintaining an active video call while moving between 
locations, representing a typical everyday use.  

The PoC consisted of two local wireless networks that could be used by a nearby 
PeAN device. The device had 4G mobile broadband connectivity when moving out of 
the range of a local PeAN network. The PeAN device preferred to use local connectivity 
over mobile broadband whenever possible. In the PoC, the transitions from one network 
to another were made in the ‘worst possible manner’ by cutting the connectivity of 
connected network interface whenever the signal level of the interface was below a pre-
set threshold. This allowed the engineers to develop a solution where the availability 
and quality of the network connectivity was maintained free of errors, even in worst 
case scenarios. 

The scope of the PoC was limited to finding and demonstrating a solution to 
manage de-centralised traffic patterns and routing of the traffic efficiently between 
peers (Figure 62 – 64). At this stage, the configuration of the local networks was done 
manually. It was found to be feasible to use arbitrary ad-hoc connectivity between the 
PeAN devices. Thus, we could focus on developing network-formation solutions in the 
next stage of development. The test used a new type of protocol.  

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 62.  The PoC, Device 1 and PEAN 2 are in the area of Cell A. 
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FIGURE 63. Device 1 and PEAN 2 are moving away from Cell A and are outside of 
the PEANs formed network. 

 

 

FIGURE 64.  Device 1 and PEAN 2 move to the area of Cell B. 

6.4 Invention claims  

This section presents the invention claims (patent definitions = claims) which are used 
in the tests for requirements and definitions (PVI). 

 
This new mobile smart device is adapted to function with several radio systems 

for sending, receiving and handling data in a telecommunications network including 
access network systems. It works like a smart base station with all functions needed to 
control the channels, services and surveillance services and for profiling users based on 
their user profile. 

This device provides secure connections, fast authentications and/or 
authorisation services and enables corresponding services to a mobile user. Network 
control services and protocol modification and adaption services are also provided. The 
functions described above are in one device called an intelligent base station. A 
surveillance service controls and surveys the capacity used by the user. 
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The device is configured so that it can disconnect from an original network and 
connect and operate as one device forming its own mobile network with other devices 
in a one MESH-type network. The device can re-join the original network again and 
form an autonomic entity with the network. Inside that system are load and traffic 
control services so that the systems adapt to different loading situations. 

The device is a transmitting and switching service for both data and speech. The 
communication in this intelligent mobile space station used may include pictures, 
moving pictures, speech, text, or a combination of these. As shown in Figures 62 - 64, 
the devices can form a mesh-type network with all the needed control functions to work 
with other devices without any other mobile networks. However, these devices can also 
use every available mobile network if needed and if there are acceptance to use them 
and they uses accepted SIM-card there.   

This wireless communication network comprises at least two directional antennas 
from different directions, forming a complex, partly overlapping coverage area, 
whereby the user terminal receives contact to the service equally. Therefore, the user 
terminal gets a contact to the service simultaneously through both directional antennas 
and at least one is connected to the base station. 

This also means that there are two different coverage areas, which gives 
possibilities to connect the user devices to two different base stations to get the best 
quality of services. If the base station forms a multidimensional grid structure, this 
concept gives possibilities to get the best quality of services in, for example, big 
buildings, hospitals and free time areas, and the user can use the best quality 
multiservice networks services as needed. This setup is important for e-health systems 
when patients are moving outside of hospitals or their homes. 

6.5 5G requirements 

An overview of future mobile communications 
 
When considering the technical solutions and requirements in the design of future 
wireless communication networks and systems, we need to address their primary 
performance. One of the key features of this whole society is the provision of digital 
services to all citizens at anytime, anywhere and in real time. If the services do not work, 
at least some of society’s activities are disrupted, which in turn affects the daily activities 
of many citizens. These services need reliable and secure communication systems, data 
centre systems and information systems.  
When a society’s services are provided through digital environments and are thus 
accessible to all those who need them at anytime and anywhere, the services must adapt 
to future changes in society. The EU has thus become involved in the development of 
the services needed for future society by supporting research and development projects. 
Next, in Figures 65 and 66, we look at the objectives and use cases for future 
communications networks and services, the different scenarios that will enable various 
future service environments to set in different use cases and their technical solutions 
(5G-PPP- White paper on 5G and e-Health, 2015) (5G-PPP- White paper on 5G and 
energy, 2015) (5G-PPP- White paper, view of 5G architecture, 2016) (Teec, 5G Mobile,  
2017).  
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We also need to consider key technical issues in future service environments so that we 
can consider the security and cyber threats impacting them. In the future, social 
development will lead to major changes in the way mobile and wireless communication 
systems are used. As a result, an EU co-financed METIS project was set up in 2012 with 
the main objective of creating a basis for the development and testing of mobile 
networks and access networks from the year 2020 onwards. To start developing these 
mobile networks (5G), based on different use cases for the future, we must first define 
general scenarios and solutions based on the key features of the current mobile 
networks, identify the challenges we face and the services we want to improve, and 
determine how future systems will be able to meet their users’ service requirements 
(Figure 65).  
 

 

FIGURE 65.  Mapping of the five scenarios and the 12 test cases (3GPP-5G) (5G 
Norma) (METIS 2020). 

The specific characteristics of each scenario and each test case should include the 
key assumptions regarding the requirements and key performance indicators. To avoid 
constraining the potential solutions, the requirements are specified from an end-user 
perspective (5G-PPP- White paper on 5G and e-Health, 2015) (5G-PPP- White paper on 5G 
and energy, 2015) (5G-PPP- White paper, view of 5G architecture, 2016) (Teec, 5G Mobile,  
2017). 

Figure 65 identifies five scenarios and challenges for future wireless (5G) 
communication systems, and from them, 12 concrete test cases are defined to reflect 
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these fundamental challenges. From 2020 onwards, it will be necessary to provide quite 
different types of requirements for wireless communications than we have today. These 
requirements go beyond the natural evolution of IMT-Advanced technologies, which 
show the need for a new mobile generation, with certain different features with respect 
to legacy technologies (METIS). As shown in Figure 66, the main scenarios are Massive 
IoT, Mission-critical controls, and Enhanced mobile broadband, as well as regional 
refinements for each scenario. This is the device manufacturer’s view of the technical 
requirements for future mobile networks, based on the Figure 66 scenarios and the 
requirements of 3GPP-5G, 5G-Norma, METIS-I/METIS-II.  

METIS has defined that the following main objectives for the different systems 
have to be 

- significantly more efficient in terms of energy, cost and resource utilisation than 
the current systems;  

- more versatile to support a significant diversity of requirements (e.g. payload 
size, availability, mobility, and Quality-of-Service (QoS)) and new scenario use 
cases; and 

- provided with better scalability in terms of the number of connected devices, 
densely deployed access points, spectrum usage, energy and cost.         

 
 

    

 
 

FIGURE 66.  Future wireless systems using 5G will be scalable to an extreme variation 
of IoT requirements.  

Figure 66 is based on Qualcom information.  
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The technical goals derived from the main objectives of 3GPP-5G, 5G-Norma, 
METIS-I/METIS-II. 

 
- 1,000 times higher mobile data volume per area; 
- 10 to 100 times higher typical user data rate; 
- 10 to 100 times higher number of connected devices; 
- 10 times longer battery life for low-power devices; 
- 5 times reduced end-to-end (E2E) latency, reaching a target of 5 Ms for road 

safety applications. 
 

The key challenge is to achieve the above goals with the same cost and energy 
consumption as the current networks. The technical targets derived from the main 
objectives of METIS 2020 show that limit values are reached and that existing systems 
do not scale with these requirements after 2020. We find that virtualisation has not been 
mentioned in the above requirements.  

 
The author of this dissertation has also presented the effects of virtualisation on 

mobile networks (Appendix 1). 
 

Regarding future communications networks and services, the technical objectives are 
derived from the main objectives of 5G, which have been adopted by 3GPP-5G, 5G-
Norma and the METIS-I and -II groups for future 5G systems. These technical objectives 
mean also that we need to import the data centre’s functionalities closer to the users, so 
that the services can be provided in accordance with these objectives. The reason for this 
is because the technical requirements, and especially the delay requirements for the 
signals to certain applications, are particularly challenging (< 5 ms delay); therefore, the 
functionality of the data centres must be bought closer to the users, and we need to 
consider the above requirements in future PeAN tests. 

6.6 Answer to the research questions, conclusion and future work 

Answers to the research questions 

RQ 5: In the PoC test, we proved that our new device can implement a feasible D2D 
communication system. This concept can thus be used in hospital environments without 
any other mobile communication systems present.  

RQ 5.1: Figures 62 - 64 show that we can implement a service network quickly and 
flexibly where needed. 

Conclusion 

The PoC has been completed and tested for the level of Layer 3 routing protocol 
functionality in an environment, where the network elements and the mobile network 
topology are changing. The test happened in real-time and continued at random. The 
PoC showed that, although elements of the network dynamically alter the location and 
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topology of the network changes, the protocol is capable of forming a continuous 
connection between the consumer terminals, such as a video call between mobile 
devices. When using the web, the connection route may vary randomly through several 
PeAN devices using the best route via a mobile network (4G or 5G) or via wired internet 
services. 

 
Future work  
 
Our future work will test PeAN in the e-health environments of hospitals and at 
individuals’ homes. We have developed the research project ‘Intelligent Medical 
Device’ which uses real hospital and home environments and tests the effectiveness of 
the system when patients travel in any area. For those tests with e-health systems, we 
need to use 5G test networks and different types of access systems. We will use the 
claims of our two patents as a source of requirements and functionalities used in our 
earlier tests. 
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This dissertation examined future smart cities, smart societies and the Arctic region with 
services grouped into different segments, to better understand and address the needs 
of this rapidly changing operating environment. The key issues include ensuring cyber 
security, security of communications systems, energy efficiency and the provision of 
citizens’ services at anytime and anywhere. 

Although the infrastructures of the future smart city are divided into six segments 
with services and the environments’ architecture works are described using the EA 
framework, it has not been easy to perform cyber security threats assessments and 
analyses in this rapidly changing and evolving entity. 

In addition, digitalisation is constantly changing the operating environment in a 
fast and unprecedented way. Because the number of used devices, the amount of 
information in data centres and in our use, and our energy consumption are growing 
exponentially; cyber and security threats are also growing exponentially. 

Countless IoT and sensor devices, wellness devices and computers can be 
connected to a user’s mobile terminal using wireless technology. These devices operate 
in environments where a great deal of other wireless devices are used, such as home 
automation systems, home appliances and home security sensors. However, security 
for these devices may not be adequate or exist at all. 

Energy efficiency and climate change are the most critical issues in our 
environments and must therefore be addressed in the systems we are using. In this 
dissertation, the author presented using virtualisation, profiling in the systems and 
zero-energy communications to decrease energy consumption and the amount of CO2 
and greenhouse gases being emitted.  

When we connect the continents to submarine optical cables, approximately 97% 
of intercontinental communications will pass through them, which will increase the 
interest of state actors in the use of submarine optical cable systems. State actors have 
the ability to tap (make a connection point) into underwater optical cables and collect 
and utilise the information contained therein. This development offers a huge variety of 
opportunities for state actors, cyber-attackers and hackers to attack our systems and 
collect information. They can also use satellite systems to send fake information and 
hide evidence of their presence. They can attack organisations from other continents or 
other countries and hide their footprint using various communications solutions. 

CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY OF DISSERTATION.  
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Concluding remarks and future studies 

To drive this development and its needs in the right direction, we need to perform a 
great deal of EA work; develop a common understanding of the structures of smart 
cities, smart societies and the Arctic region; ensure cooperation between different states, 
ministries and organisations; create cooperation between service providers in the smart 
cities, smart societies and the Arctic region; and develop an understanding of the factors 
that affect the future.  

Considerable research and development are also needed in the fields of security 
and information security to provide a safe environment for services for users. This 
dissertation was used only public materials and information. Political and military 
issues are not addressed in this dissertation.  

The following are the main results of this whole work: 
-  A high-level new description model that describes the infrastructures and 

services of smart cities. The model describes the various segments of smart cities 
with their services and the factors affecting them. The presented model makes it 
easier to group functions into segments and to define and develop smart city 
information architectures and their services, using the overall architecture 
framework. The model provides a clearer picture of service entities and facilitates 
the identification of dependencies and cyber threats in and across segments for 
analysis. 

-       A new model can be used to define cyber threats in different environments and 
calculate their probability of occurrence in different segments and intervals 
between segments. 

-  A new architecture and integration model for hospital systems, which allow for 
better control and monitoring of hospital data flows and the flow of bio-signals 
between the sensor and server of patient-used hospital equipment. This system 
will be better able to meet the requirements of the EU Data Protection Directives 
and thus protect hospital environments. 

-       Cyber-threat analyses have been also conducted for submarine optical 
cable systems and connections in the Arctic region and proposals are presented 
to protect their communications systems. 

-     Satellites and High Altitude Platform Services (HAPS) solutions are proposed for 
Arctic communications because they can provide services in areas without base 
station networks. 

-       The hybrid model of renewable energy system is presented with the energy 
savings it achieves. The model also provides a solution for the energy use of a 
small house in the Arctic. The model is also suitable for larger properties in urban 
and rural areas. The energy savings achieved using the hybrid model are 
presented step by step on a yearly basis. 

-      A new type of user mobile smart device based on two patents and tested in a 
proof-of-concept (PoC) test. The upcoming Intelligent Medical Devices project 
will test devices in the hospital environment and it start in early 2020. These new 
type of user mobile smart devices provide secure connections between the 
patient sensor and the hospital information system and thus protect the data. 
Development of the device takes into account the requirements of the 5G 
standard for mobile devices. 
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YHTEENVETO (SUMMARY IN FINNISH) 

Tässä väitöskirjassa tutkittiin älykkäitä kaupunkeja ja älykkäitä yhteiskuntia sekä arktista 
aluetta. Palvelut on ryhmitelty eri segmentteihin, jotta ymmärrettäisiin paremmin näiden 
nopeasti muuttuvien toimintaympäristöjen tarpeet ja pystyttäisiin paremmin vastaa-
maan niiden palvelutarpeisiin. Keskeisiä aiheita ovat kyberturvallisuus, viestintäjär-
jestelmien turvallisuus, energiatehokkuus ja kansalaisten palvelujen tarjoaminen turvalli-
sesti milloin tahansa ja missä tahansa. 

Tulevaisuuden älykaupungin infrastruktuuri on jaettu palveluineen kuuteen seg-
menttiin. Niihin liittyvät arkkitehtuurityöt on kuvattu kokonaisarkkitehtuurimenetel-
män (EA-menetelmä) avulla tarvittaessa aina kohdearkkitehtuuritasolle asti. Tässä no-
peasti muuttuvassa ja kehittyvässä kokonaisuudessa kyberturvallisuusuhkien arviointeja 
ja analyysejä on vaikeaa tehdä  

Digitalisointi muuttaa jatkuvasti toimintaympäristöämme nopeasti ja ennennäke-
mättömällä tavalla. Käyttämiemme laitteiden lukumäärä sekä tiedon määrä tietokes-
kuksissa ja käytössämme olevissa laitteissa kasvaa eksponentiaalisesti. Tästä syystä sekä 
energiankulutuksemme että tieto- ja turvallisuusuhat kasvavat myös eksponentiaalisesti. 

Lukemattomat internet- ja anturilaitteet, ihmisen hyvinvointia seuraavat laitteet ja 
tietokoneet voidaan kytkeä käyttäjän matkaviestimeen langattoman tekniikan avulla 
milloin tahansa. Nämä laitteet toimivat ympäristöissä, joissa käytetään paljon muitakin 
langattomia laitteita, kuten kodin automaatiojärjestelmiä, kodinkoneita ja kodin 
turvalaitteita. Näiden laitteiden suojaus ei kuitenkaan ole välttämättä aina riittävä tai sitä 
ei ole lainkaan. 

Energiatehokkuus ja ilmastomuutos ovat kriittisimmät kysymykset ympäristös-
sämme, ja siksi ne on huomioitava käyttämissämme järjestelmissä. Tässä väitöskirjassa 
esitetään virtualisoinnin, järjestelmien profiloinnin ja nollaenergiaviestinnän avulla 
tapahtuvaa energiankulutuksen ja hiilidioksidin sekä kasvihuonekaasujen määrän vä-
hentämistä. 

Yhdistäessä maanosat merenalaisilla optisilla kaapelijärjestelmillä toisiinsa, kulkee 
noin 97% mannertenvälisestä viestinnästä niiden läpi. Tämä lisää valtion tasoisten 
toimijoiden kiinnostusta merikaapelijärjestelmiä kohtaan. Näillä toimijoilla on mahdolli-
suus kytkeytyä (muodostaa liityntäpiste) myös optisiin merikaapelijärjestelmiin ja kerätä 
sekä hyödyntää niiden kautta kulkevia tietoja. Meneillään oleva kehitys tarjoaa siten 
valtavan määrän mahdollisuuksia valtion tasoisille toimijoille, kyberhyökkääjille ja 
hakkereille hyökätä tätä kautta järjestelmiämme vastaan ja kerätä niissä olevaa tietoa. Ne 
voivat myös käyttää satelliittijärjestelmiä väärennettyjen tietojen lähettämiseen ja 
samanaikaisesti käyttää läsnäolonsa piilottamiseen muun muassa TOR-verkkoa. He 
voivat hyökätä merivalokaapelijärjestelmien kautta toisilla mantereilla oleviin organi-
saatioihin ja piilottaa jälkensä erilaisilla viestintäratkaisuilla ja väärillä tiedoilla. 
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      ABSTRACT 
 

 The purpose of this presentation is to describe the situation 
concerning energy consumption of data centers and 
communications networks according to the current situation, 
as well as to present alternative solutions to more efficient 
future data centers environments and communications 
network systems when it comes to energy consumption.  
 
The presentation provides several possibilities for reducing 
energy consumption with different solutions involved in and 
influencing the physical infrastructure of data centers as well 
as solutions concerning the actual architectural issues and 
technical issues of the hardware.  
 
The goal is to create an image of future data center solutions, 
which enable optimization of energy consumption and yet an 
effective operation of data center environments for producing 
services in secured operations environments. This 
presentation is focusing more ideas than exact calculations of 
savings. Accurate savings are very difficult to calculate, 
because equipments new investments values after five to ten 
years is very difficult to guess right. 
 
                                         INTRODUCTION 

 
The range of the teleservices people need every day grows 
constantly, and the operational environments needed by the 
service providers grow along with it, if not even faster. In 
today’s world, people want teleservices where ever they go, 
even as a real-time service, no matter the costs. 

 
People want to connect to the Internet whenever they want, 
read their e-mails anywhere, listen to music whenever they 
feel like it, and watch movies from their computer, regardless 
of time and place. New social services have made people 
even more dependent on computers, information technology  
and the services it provides. They play different kinds of 
computer games via the Internet or spend time in Facebook 
telling about their day to others. It is possible to live in a 

virtual world, when you have time and desire to escape from 
reality. People have become addicted to information 
 technology. IT (Information Technology) changes people’s 
operational environments, people themselves, and service 
supply. 
 
In addition, it provides opportunities to operate in a new way 
and frees time for oneself and one’s hobbies. 
 
In the commercial world, electronic commerce, banking and 
stock market also grows faster than ever. 
 
In the corporate world, people want to simulate different 
kinds of things, verify the functionality of systems before 
implementation, model things with 3D (Three Dimensions) 
models and produce different products with moving pictures 
for commercials, for instance for the Internet starting page. 
There are an infinite number of different kinds of service 
forms, which need more network and server resources in 
order to work. In addition, service producers constantly try to 
come up with new appealing services, so that they would gain 
better results and, thus, develop their own operations.  
 
All of the above means additional requirements in the data 
centers spaces of service producers as increased data 
processing capacity, growing number of servers, capacity 
requirements of information saving systems and an increased 
need of telecommunications capacity as well as an increased 
need of space. 

 
THE CHALLENGES OF DATA CENTERS AND 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
 

Different services of information technology and the 
powerful growth in resulting telecommunications have 
surprised the telecommunications companies, service 
producers as well as operators in charge of service 
environments and data centers. 
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When offering different kinds of new teleservices to people, 
no one has considered the aggregate widely enough, and, 
thus, we have drifted to the current situation – nothing is 
enough. 
The growth in the amount of offered services increases the 
data centers’ hardware base, telecommunications equipments, 
servers, storage systems, and data security equipments. This, 
in turn, increases thermal stress. 
 
The thermal stresses of data centers are out of control. Their 
inner spaces are inadequate, recording capacity is insufficient, 
and delivering the services is not, in all circumstances, 
flexible and trouble-free. At the same time, the need for 
energy in data centers increases to such massive amounts that 
no resources seem to be enough, Image 1. 
 

        
 
Image 1. The increase prognosis of the energy need of data 
centers in case no change is made compared to the current 
situation [1] [2]. 
 

As the evaluation of the United States’ will EPA 
(Environmental Protection Agency) shows, the energy 
requirements of data centers increase about ten-fold during 
the next 15 years [2]. This is due not just because of fulfilling 
the energy need of the equipments inside the data centers, but 
cooling the routers takes up even more electrical energy than 
the routers themselves. The router manufacturer Cisco 
predicts an even larger growth. According to their estimate, 
the energy need of data centers will grow to about 17-fold in 
the next 15 years [1]. 

 
As a result, large data centers need to be built in areas where 
there is enough energy available even 15 years on from now. 
One possibility is building an own power plant next to the 
data centers.  
Although the energy efficiency of appliances and the 
components used in them increases, the growth of energy 
requirements still remains large. In Image 1, this increase in 
the energy efficiency of components has already been taken 
into account.  
 

 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF DATA CENTERS 

All over the society, the huge rise in energy consumption
(Image 1) has brought forth new ideas for reducing energy 
consumption and making it more efficient. This is called 
‘Green IT’.  
 
Green IT contains the reduction of energy consumption and
energy saving, observation of the carbon footprint in all
operations, and reduction of the amount of emissions. It
contains new operational models, which are meant to
influence people’s behavior and consumer habits in order to
reduce greenhouse emissions and save energy.  
  
These values are the central concepts of Green IT when
planning new data centers spaces and restoring the old ones
to fulfill new requirements. 
 
The equipment systems of the current data centers have still,
in part, been built from individual network components,
individual servers and server groups as well as storage 
systems. Each system still has its own control and monitoring
equipment with its own monitoring personnel. 

  
In addition, the energy consumption is not measured 
accurately enough, so the realization of energy savings is not 
properly brought out.  
 

VIRTUALIZATION  

 
Image 2. An example of the advantages in energy saving
attained by virtualization of data centers. 
 
In order to reduce energy costs and secure the operations of
data systems, virtualization has become a new central
technique when we search for efficiency for the operations of
data centers, reducing possibilities of the number of 
equipments, reduced energy consumption and cost savings. 
 
Almost all functions inside data center can be virtualized, 
except for the physical equipment environments required by
the virtual machines [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. 
 

Servers, storage systems and telecommunications can be 
virtualized. The servers can even be virtualized on a ratio of   
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10/1 by using 80% utilization rate, in case of which we do not 
yet weaken the performance needed by the service. 
 
If, for instance, the servers are virtualized 10/1, savings will 
be made in equipment costs; license, update and maintenance 
costs; cabling and connector costs as well as energy costs 
(Image 2). The cost savings can be directly calculated from 
the degree and amount of virtualization. In addition, the need 
for space reduces. We can also make virtual backups of 
systems and servers. In this case, we make a virtual copy of 
the system and run it in another virtual environment of data 
centers environment [8] [9]. 
 
An example of virtualizations: 
 
As an example, let us assume that we have 1,000 servers in 
use, and these can be virtualized 10/1 by using 80% 
utilization rate. In the calculations, we have used modified 
prices which correspond in amount to actual prices. 
 
Servers: 
The price of a non-virtualized server = €4,000 
The price of a virtualized server = €5,000 
The total price of a non-virtualized server environment = 
€4,000,000 
The price of a virtualized server environment = €500,000 

 
Energy consumption, non-virtualized environment: 

 
A non-virtualized server uses energy 345.5W 
The total energy consumption of non-virtualized servers: 
345,500W 
Total consumption / year ∑ = 345,500W x 24h x 365 days = 
3,026,580kWh/year 
Total cost / year ∑ = 3,026.58MWh/year x €100/MWh = 
€302,658/year 

 
Cooling and other surrounding hardware in a data center take 
up, in practice, two times the energy amount required by the 
appliances (year 2006) or 2 x 3,026,580kWh/year or 
6,053,160kWh/year. Total costs of cooling and surrounding 
hardware / year ∑ = 6,053.160MWh/year x €100/MWh = 
€605,316/year. Energy costs in this example calculation in a 
non-virtualized environment = €907,974/year. 

 
In addition, maintenance, software updates and license fees 
need to be paid for the servers annually. Usually, they are 
about 18% of the acquisition price, depending on the sales 
contract. On this basis, an annual cost for a non-virtualized 
environment is the following total amount: 

 
Annual maintenance costs ∑ = 18% x €4,000,000/100 = 
€720,000/year 

 
Energy consumption, virtualized environment: 

 
A virtualized server consumes energy 384W 
Total energy consumption of virtualized servers = 38,400W 

Total consumption / year ∑ = 38,400W x 24h x 365 days = 
336,384kWh/year 
Total costs / year ∑ = 336.384MWh/year x €100/MWh = 
€33,638/year 

 
Cooling and other surrounding hardware in a data centers 
take up, in practice, two times the energy needed by the 
routers (year 2006) or 2 x 336,384kWh/year or 
672,768kWh/year ([2]). 
Total cost / year of cooling and surrounding hardware ∑ = 
672,768MWh/year x €100/MWh = €67,276.8/year.  
Energy cost in this example calculation in a virtualized 
environment = €100,914.8/year 

 
Examples of the advantages in energy savings and costs 
savings by virtualization of servers in data center. 

 
Virtualizations 
environments 

Non-
virtualized 

servers, 1000 
servers 

Virtualized 
servers, 100 

servers 

Savings in 

virtualizatio
n 

Price of Server,  € 4000 5000   

Total price of Servers , € 4.000.000 500.000 3.500.000 
Energy consumption / 
server (W) 345.5 384   
Total consumption, kWh/ 
year 3.026.589 336.385 2.690.204 

Total energy costs, €/ year 302.658 33.638 269.020 
Cooling + other 
surrounding hardware,  
energy consumption,  
kWh/ year 6.053.160 672.768 5.380.392 
Cooling + other 
surrounding hardware, 
energy costs, €/ year 605.316 67.276 538.040 
Total costs of energy,  
€/year 907.974 100.914 807.060 
Maintenance costs, €/ 
year 720.000 90.000 630.000 
Total energy 
consumption, kWh/ 5 
years 15.132.945 1.681.925 13.451.020 
Total energy costs, €/ 5 
years 4.539.870 504.570 4.035.300 
Savings in maintenance 
costs, €/ 5 years 3.600.000 450.000 3.150.000 
Savings in equipment 
costs, €/ 5 years     3.500.000 
Savings in energy costs, 
€/ 5 years     4.035.296 
Savings in maintenance 
costs, €/ 5 years     3.150.000 

Savings in total, €/ 5 years     10.685.296 
 
Table 1. Examples of the advantages in energy savings and in 
costs savings by virtualization of servers in data center, 
summary table.  
 
Annual maintenance costs in accordance with the previously 
presented model are as follows: 
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Annual maintenance costs ∑ = 18% x €500,000/100 = 
€90,000/year 

 
Savings achieved by virtualization in this example are as 
follows: 
- equipment costs, savings are €3,500,000 
- energy costs (other equipments, cooling, and surrounding 

hardware) savings are €807,059.2/year 
- maintenance costs (licenses, updates and maintenance) 

savings are €630,000/year 
 
We can also consider the subject for a period of five years, 
since servers need to be changed approximately every five 
years. In this case, savings are as follows: 

- savings in equipment costs = €3,500,00 / 5 years 
- savings in energy costs =  €4,035,296 / 5 years 
- savings in maintenance costs = €3,150,000 / 5 years 

Virtualization 10/1, utilization rate 80%, in environments of 
1,000 servers upwards the total savings from equipment, 
energy and maintenance are €10,685,296 / 5 years. 
 
Examples of the advantages of CO2 (Carbon Dioxide, 
Greenhouse gas) savings conserning servers virtualization. 

 
Greenhouse 
gas savings 

Energy  savings 
kWh/year 

CO2  savings, 
Tons 

Savings / year 2.690.204 2.130 
Savings / 5 
year 

13.451.020 10.648 

 
Table 2. Greenhouse gas savings in virtualizations, summary 
table. 
 
 PROFILING OF THE DATA CENTERS 

 
Since the need and use of services differs during different 
times of the day, and not all services are needed during the 
night, the data centers can be profiled on the grounds of the 
utilization rate and the required critical applications. This is a 
whole new way of reducing the energy consumption of data 
centers. 
 

 
 
Image 3. The distribution of services during the day. 

 
This solution can save considerable amounts of energy. For 
instance, let us assume that the utilization rate of a data center 
of 1MW would be reduced during the night near standby with 
regards to certain services, whereas critical functions stay on 
(Image 3). The system can be on standby even for over ten 
hours without weakening the level of service. If, for instance, 

the power of a data center can be cut down by 800kW, even
this will bring energy savings of 12,800kWh for one day. In
addition, the data center can be profiled so that also the load
variations during a day can be taking care. In this way, the 
potential savings are considerably higher. 

 
Energy savings in a day ∑ = 800kW x 16h = 12,800kWh/day 

 
Savings can also be considered on a weekly basis. People do
not usually work on Saturdays and Sundays, so the data
center can be on standby for the whole weekend. In this case,
the total energy savings for the weekend are 38,400kWh on a
load of 200kW. Total savings for the whole week are 
102,400kWh. On an annual level, this means savings of
5,324,800kWh in electrical energy. Financial savings are
(according to €100/MWh) €532,480/year. 
Energy savings in a week ∑ = (800kW x 16h) x 5 days +
(800kW x 48h) = 102,400kWh/week 
Energy savings in a year ∑ = 102,400kWh/week x 52 weeks=
5,324,800kWh/year 
Financial savings in a year ∑ = 5,324,800kWh/year x
€100/MWh = €532,480/year 
Financial savings in five years ∑ = €532,480/year x 5 =
€2,662,400 / 5 years 
 
In order for the profiling of data centers to work properly, an 
integrated data center control and monitoring system is
required. With the help of a control system, in the future the 
services can be directed to standby even on an accuracy of
individual services. The system has to be scalable, as well.
With this kind of a solution, we can also cut down individual
control and monitoring instances, make the operations more
effective as well as save energy. 

 
When the data centers have been profiled, energy savings can
also be gained by profiling the users’ hardware. For instance,
if an organization has 10,000 employees with their own work
stations, and the electrical energy consumption is on average
c.100W / work station, the total electrical energy
consumption of the corporation is 1,000kW on the basis of
the work stations alone. This means 7-8MWh / work day / 
10,000 employees, if the work stations are turned off or are in
a power saving mode during the night. If they are locked, as 
they often are during the night, energy is wasted. There are
programs, with which work stations on standby can be turned
on, for example, for the duration of updates, after which they
return to standby. At worst, the energy consumption would be 
24MWh/day, if the work stations are constantly on with the
presented work station load.  

 
The energy consumption of work stations without power
saving mode ∑ = 24MWh/day x 365 = 8,760MWh/year 
The energy invoice of work stations in a year ∑ = 
8,760MWh/year x €100/MWh = €876,000/year 
If the work stations are turned off during the night, the energy
invoice in a year (Image 3) is the following sum.  

On standby, the work station consumes less than 10W. For 
the work stations of 10,000 employees, this means a   
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consumption of 100,000W during the night. The total savings 
during the day will be ∑ = 90W x 10,000 x 16h = 
14.4MWh/day 
Energy savings in a week ∑ = 14.4MWh/day x 5 days + 
(90W x 10,000 x 48 h) = 115.2MWh/week 
Energy savings in a year ∑ = 115.2MWh/week x 52 weeks = 
5,990.4MWh/year 
Financial savings in a year ∑ = 5,990.4MWh/year x 
€100/MWh = €599,040/year 
Financial savings in five years ∑ = €599,040/year x 5 = 
€2,995,200 / 5 years. 
 
Examples of the advantages in energy savings and costs 
savings by profiling of data centers and work stations. 
 

Energy use  and savings by 
profiling Date Centers and 

work stations  

Data centers 
energy use 

energy use of  
10.000 

employees 
workstations  

Working time (h) 8  8 

Leisure time (h)  16 16 

Electricity use, kW (max) 1000 1000 

Electricity savings, kW 800 900 

Energy use, kWh/ day 24.000 24.000 

Energy savings, kWh/ day 12.800 14.400 

Energy savings, kWh/week 102.400 115.200 

Energy savings, kWh/years 5.324.800 5.990.000 

Financial savings, €/ week 10.240 11.520 

Financial savings, €/ year 532.480 599.040 
Financial savings, €/ 5 
years 2.662.400 2.995.200 

 
Table 3. Examples of the advantages in energy savings and 
costs savings by profiling of data centers and work stations, 
8h (100% load) and 16h (20% load in data center), summary 
table. 
 
Examples of the advantages of CO2 savings by profiling Data 
Centers and work stations.  
 

Greenhouse gas 
savings 

Energy  savings 
kWh/ 5year 

CO2  savings, 
Tons 

Data centers 
savings 

5.324.800 4.215 

Work Stations 
savings 

5.990.000 4.742 

 
Table 4. Greenhouse gas savings by profiling Data Centers 
and work stations, summary table. 
 
When the savings also include printers and copy machines, 
the energy saving entity of the organization will be in control 
and information technology can be developed as a whole by 
taking Green IT and energy saving possibilities into account. 

TRANSFORMING WASTE ENERGY INTO COOLING 
ENERGY AND ELECTRICITY 
 
A completely new idea in reducing the energy consumption
of data centers is the possibility of utilizing the waste heat of
data centers in cooling them. The innovation is based purely
on classic physics. Image 4 shows the influence of this in the
total energy consumption of data centers. 

 
Data centers produce large amounts of thermal energy which
goes to waste. Utilizing and recycling this wasted energy
would reduce the energy need, use costs and also the renewal
need of the surrounding hardware of data centers. 

 
Preliminary research shows that more than 70% of the waste
heat could be utilized by changing it back to cooling energy.
Even this result is better than not utilizing the waste heat at
all. The aim is to reduce the need of intake energy of data
centers, and, thus, lower the costs as well as the need for
electrical energy. 
This is also of great significance internationally, if the waste
heat of each data centers can be utilized by even over 70%
efficiency and, in addition, the energy need of data centers
cut down during the night. Previously, households could use 
by night time electricity, which was cheaper than daytime
electricity. This solution also leveled the electricity
consumption during the day. We should only find the right
ratio between the use of night time and daytime electricity 
[10] [11]. 
 

 
Image 4. An example of energy savings attained by reusing
the wasted thermal energy of data centers with CCHP 
systems (combined cooling, heating and powering) . 

 
If we assume that a country has, for example, 20 data centers
of 1MW, then they need 20MW for the energy of the
hardware alone. If we then calculate the amount of energy
required by the data centers and the surrounding hardware,
the energy need is approximately 40MW [2], of which the 
portion of the cooling energy is about 20MW. 
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If we can utilize 70% of the waste heat produced by a data 
center, we can utilize 14MW of the cooling energy of 20MW 
again as cooling energy. At the same time, we can reduce the 
amount of input power of the data centers and gain savings in 
costs. 
As an example, we can calculate what this means in terms of 
expenses. 

 
20MW of energy means during the day 480MWh/day. 
On an annual level, the energy consumption is 
175,200MWh/year. 
If we can reuse 70% of this amount of energy, it means 
122,640MWh. 
The cost of the reusable energy is €12,640,000/year. 
Financial cost in five years ∑ = €12,640,000/year x 5 = 
€63,200,000 / 5 years 

 
In the calculations, it has been assumed that building the data 
centers is done with the principles according to Image 2.  

 
The obtained result can be examined in accordance with 
Image 1 for the whole period of 15 years. In the image, the 
energy consumption increases 10-fold during a period of 15 
years. When we do not take index increases into account, the 
financial cost of the previously calculated sum for 15 years 
will be €189,600,000 / 15 years, calculated merely on the 
basis of the starting situation. 
 
But energy consumption has increased after five years and, 
during that time, has already doubled, so the need for cooling 
energy has also doubled. The same applies for the next period 
of five years, when the consumption is three times the starting 
value. 
 
Calculated on this basis, the financial cost of the reusable 
energy during the next period of five years is ∑ = 
€63,200,000 / 5 years x 2 =€126,400,000 / 5 years. 
 
Respectively, the cost of reusable energy for the next period 
of five years is ∑ = €126,400,000 / 5 years x 3 = 
€379,200,000 / 5 years. 
 
The financial cost of the reusable energy for the whole period 
of 15 years is €568,800,000 / 15 years calculated according to 
the values of images 2 and 4. Even if the virtualization of data 
centers would be executed in accordance with Image 2, we 
would still need cooling energy. 
 
Costs in savings are enormous. At the moment, there are 
already 52 web data centers in Finland [12]. When we add the 
data centers owned by organizations to this, reusing even this 
waste heat and with these efficiencies we will gain enormous 
savings on an annual basis. It is difficult to find out more 
specific numbers of data centers.  
New type of integrated cooling, heating and power systems 
payback is about 3 to 5 years.  

 

Also a wholly new idea is transforming waste heat directly to 
electrical energy. This solution and innovation is also based 
purely on classic physics. This solution has not yet been 
applied to data centers. The technique has been developed, 
among others, to satisfy the energy needs of space ships. 
This solution can further improve the energy efficiency of 
data centers, by utilizing the remaining waste heat and 
transforming it directly to electrical energy.  

 
Transforming waste heat into electrical energy can, at 
present, be done with the help of Peltier elements, but the 
efficiency is not very high [13]. 
Better solutions are sought from the applications of 
nanotechnology, means of which waste heat can directly be 
transformed into electrical energy. Nano pipes are one of the 
most promising transforming elements in this model [14. In 
addition, nanowire seems to be another efficient energy 
transformer of the future for transforming heat energy 
directly into electricity [15]. 

 
In the United States, the army is exploring the possibility of 
utilizing the heat energy of exhaust pipes of heavy trucks in 
recharging batteries. Technical solutions are available and 
they can be directly utilized in transforming heat energy into 
electricity. These solutions have not yet been applied to data 
centers environments [16]. 
In both alternatives, the acquisition costs and life cycle costs 
of the techniques need to be considered in order to calculate 
the eventual benefit. 
 
Examples of the advantages in energy savings and costs 
savings by transforming waste energy into cooling energy of 
data centers, summary 

 
Reusing the wasted thermal energy Data centers 

Electrical energy use for cooling, 
kW (max) 20.000 

Cooling energy use, kWh/day 480.000 

Cooling energy use, kWh/ year 175.200.000 
The wasted termal energy  reusing  
(70 %),  kWh/ year 122.640.000 
Thermal  energy  reusings  
financial savings, €/ year 12.264.000 
Thermal  energy  reusings  
financial savings, €/ 5 years 61.320.000 
Thermal  energy  reusings  
financial savings, €/ 15 years , 
(Image 4) 183.960.000 

 
Table 7. Example of energy savings attained by reusing the 
wasted thermal energy of data centers (70 % reuse), summary 
table. 
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THE ADVANTAGE FROM REUSING THE WASTED 
THERMAL ENERGY 

 
If we review the electrical energy used by the United States in 
2006 in data centers, which is 61,000,000,000kWh/year [3], 
the amount of cooling energy is then about 20,000,000 
MWh/year. If we can reuse 70% of this, or 14,000,000 
MWh/year, we are talking about enormous savings in energy 
and costs purely on an annual level.  
 
The financial value of the saved energy during a year is an 
estimated €1,400,000,000/year (€100/MWh) 

  
 

 
 

Examples of the advantages of  CO2 savings by reusing  the 
wasted thermal energy table. 

 
Greenhouse 
gas savings 

Energy  savings 
kWh/year 

CO2  savings, 
Tons 

Data centers 
used energy 

175.200.000 138.695 

Reused wasted 
thermal energy 

122.640.000 97.087 

 
Table 8. CO2 g reenhouse gas savings by reusing  the wasted 
thermal energy, summary table. 

 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENERGY SUPPLY OF 
DATA CENTERS, WIRELESS NETWORKS AND 
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

 
If we would use direct voltage as the power-supply voltage of 
data centers, wireless networks and telecommunications 
networks’ hardware, this would erase, among others, the need 
for UPS in data centers. Using direct voltage also improves 
the efficiency of energy supply. In the execution, we could 
leave voltage conversions out of the energy supply system, 
which means more efficiency. The efficiency can be 
improved by over 10% [2] [13] [14] [15] [16]. 

 
At the moment, the obstacles in the way of technical 
development are commercial aspects rather than technical 
solutions. 

 
We can take a 1MW data centers as an example. When we 
count the effect of a 10% efficiency improvement value to the 
energy consumption, the resulting value is 100kW. Although 
at first glance the sum seems small, the energy savings during 
the day are as much as 2,400kWh/day.  

 
In a year, this results in energy savings of 876,000kWh/year 
(an example). 
Thus, financial savings on an annual level are €87,600 
(€100/MWh). 

 
Financial savings in five years ∑ = €87,600/year x 5 =
€438,000 / 5 years 

 
This money can be used in acquiring physical server 
resources, which can be utilized with the help of
virtualization, as previously mentioned in section 3.2. This, in
turn, considerably increases the advantages gained from
improving the energy supply, when reviewing the matter as a 
whole. The point comes across well in the previously
calculated example.The direct voltage system can also be
executed as a hybrid solution, in which case solar power,
energy cells (previous fuel cell technique), biofuel systems,  
wind power and other renewable energy forms can be
integrated into it. This entity will reduce dependency from
imported fuels and, at the same time, the energy supply
systems will be considerably more reliable than they
currently are. 
 
Examples of the advantages in energy savings and costs 
savings by the development of the energy supply of data 
centers. 

 
Table 9. Examples of the advantages in energy savings and
costs savings by the development of  the energy supply of 
data centers (DC-systems, direct voltage systems), summary
table. 

 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF DATA CENTERS 

 
The energy efficiency of data center is a criterion, which is
used to define the performance of a data center. The energy
efficiency of a data center is defined with DCiE value (DCiE
= Data Centre infrastructure Efficiency). The DCiE value is
the relation between the power of the IT equipment and the
overall power of the data centers [7] [8]. With this value, we
can compare the energy efficiency of different data centers
very precisely. Therefore, energy measuring systems need to 
be designed into the data centers, so that the DCiE value can
be properly measured. Another term used in measuring
energy efficiencies is PUE (PUE = Power Usage
Effectiveness). DCiE is 1/PUE. 
 
  CONCLUSION 
 
In data centers, communication stations of 
telecommunications networks and base stations of wireless 
networks, there are a lot of above-mentioned improvements 
that can be made in regard to energy saving. 

 
Some of the presented savings models are wholly new
solutions, which have not yet been applied, at least on a larger
scale, in Finland for data centers, communications stations of
telecommunications networks or base stations of wireless
networks.  
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European countries can also save tens or even hundreds of 
millions of Euros in a year with these solutions.  
In addition, and telecommunications networks are not the 
only places, which form waste heat that is not utilized at all, 
but these also include, for instance, factories, oil refineries, 
power plants as well as all structures that produce heat. 
 
Even with all the talk in the world of recycling and reusing            
materials as well as collecting paper, carton, metal, glass and 
equipment scraps for reuse, still the recovery of waste heat is 
minimal.  

 
However, there are enormous savings to be made in reusing 
waste heat, in Finland and in other countries, as well. The 
financial savings are tremendous. If we can implement the 
presented energy saving possibilities, even in part, we can 
also save immense amounts of funds in building power plants 
and other energy producing institutions as well as in carbon 
footprints nationally and worldwide.  
 

 
The electrical energy of ITC systems and equipment is only a 
few per cents of the overall consumption of electrical energy 
in the world. We can only roughly estimate the overall 
amount of produced waste heat in the world, and this goes 
directly to the atmosphere to heat the air. The amount of 
energy in the waste heat can be billions of kilowatt-hours for 
every use hours worldwide. No matter how clean the waste 
heat is it still heats the atmosphere. Just like pollution is 
carried with air currents from one place to another, so does 
this waste heat, by warming the atmosphere. Where and how 
this waste heat released into the atmosphere can dissolve, so 
it would not heat the Earth’s atmosphere? According to the 
law of indestructibility of energy it goes as a whole to some 
place, where it does not necessarily belong to, and causes its 
own addition to the warming of the atmosphere.  
What are the climatic influences of waste heat directly 
released into the air? This cannot even be estimated without 
extensive research. 
 
What we can do for energy savings now and the future are 
that we start to design whole infrastructure of society taking 
care of energy saving possibilities, recycling and reusing 
wasted thermal energy, optimise and profile communications 
networks, communications stations and data centers. 
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      ABSTRACT 
 

 The purpose of this presentation is to describe the situation 
concerning energy consumption of telecommunications 
networks according to the current situation, as well as to 
present alternative solutions to more efficient future 
telecommunications network systems when it comes to 
energy consumption.  
 
The presentation provides several possibilities for reducing 
energy consumption with different solutions involved in and 
influencing the physical infrastructure of telecommunications 
networks as well as solutions concerning the actual 
architectural issues and technical issues of the hardware.  
 
The goal is to create an image of future telecommunications 
networks solutions, which enable optimization of energy 
consumption and yet an effective operation of 
telecommunications environments for producing services in 
secured operations environments.  
 
This presentation is focusing more ideas than exact 
calculations of savings. Accurate savings are very difficult to 
calculate, because equipments new investments values after 
five to ten years is very difficult to guess right. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The range of the teleservices people need every day grows 
constantly, and the operational environments needed by the 
service providers grow along with it, if not even faster. In 
today’s world, people want teleservices where ever they go, 
even as a real-time service, no matter the costs. 

 
People want to connect to the Internet whenever they want, 
read their e-mails anywhere, listen to music whenever they 
feel like it, and watch movies from their computer, regardless 
of time and place. New social services have made people 
even more dependent on computers, information technology  
and the services it provides. They play different kinds of 
computer games via the Internet or spend time in Facebook 
telling about their day to others. It is possible to live in a 

virtual world, when you have time and desire to escape from 
reality.  
 
People have become addicted to information technology. IT 
(Information Technology) changes people’s operational 
environments, people themselves, and service supply. In 
addition, it provides opportunities to operate in a new way 
and frees time for oneself and one’s hobbies.  
 
In the commercial world, electronic commerce, banking and 
stock market also grows faster than ever. 
 
In the corporate world, people want to simulate different 
kinds of things, verify the functionality of systems before 
implementation, model things with 3D (Three Dimensions) 
models and produce different products with moving pictures 
for commercials, for instance for the Internet starting page. 
There are an infinite number of different kinds of service 
forms, which need more network and server resources in 
order to work. In addition, service producers constantly try to 
come up with new appealing services, so that they would 
gain better results and, thus, develop their own operations.  
 
All of the above means additional requirements in the 
telecommunications networks  increased need of 
telecommunications capacity as well as an increased need of 
equipments. 

 
THE CHALLENGES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

 
Different services of information technology and the 
powerful growth in resulting telecommunications have 
surprised the telecommunications companies, service 
producers as well as operators in charge of service 
environments and data centers. 
 
Within information technology, the operators have not been 
able to follow and anticipate the development enough, and at 
the same time optimize all the factors that have an influence 
on the costs resulting from service production. When offering 
different kinds of new teleservices to people, no one has 
considered the aggregate widely enough, and, thus, we have 
drifted to the current situation – nothing is enough.  
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different kinds of new teleservices to people, no one has 
considered the aggregate widely enough, and, thus, we have 
drifted to the current situation – nothing is enough. 
 
Along with the development and supply of services, the 
capacity of telecommunications networks has to be constantly 
increased and new optical cable connections need to be built, 
in addition to the existing ones. At the same time, the 
capacity of the technology of transmission networks and data 
networks is upgraded in size and efficiency also in the rural 
areas.  
 
The growth in the amount of offered services increases the 
data centers’ hardware base, telecommunications equipments, 
servers, storage systems, and data security equipments. This, 
in turn, increases thermal stress. 
 
The thermal stresses of data centers and telecommunications 
stations are out of control. Their inner spaces are inadequate, 
recording capacity is insufficient, and delivering the services 
is not, in all circumstances, flexible and trouble-free. At the 
same time, the need for energy in data centers increases to 
such massive amounts that no resources seem to be enough, 
Image 1. 
 

        
 
Image 1. The increase prognosis of the energy need of data 
centers in case no change is made compared to the current 
situation [1] [2]. 
 

As the evaluation of the United States’ will EPA 
(Environmental Protection Agency) shows, the energy 
requirements of data centers increase about ten-fold during 
the next 15 years [2]. This is due not just because of fulfilling 
the energy need of the equipments inside the data centers, but 
cooling the routers takes up even more electrical energy than 
the routers themselves. The router manufacturer Cisco 
predicts an even larger growth. According to their estimate, 
the energy need of data centers will grow to about 17-fold in 
the next 15 years [1]. 
As a result, large data centers need to be built in areas where 
there is enough energy available even 15 years on from now. 
One possibility is building an own power plant next to the 

data centers as, for instance, Google has been forced to do
when building new date centers.  
 
Mobile communications services are growth much more
faster than ever. This means higher energy needs and thermal
stress for thousand communications stations. 
   
Although the energy efficiency of appliances and the
components used in them increases, the growth of energy
requirements still remains large. In Image 1, this increase in
the energy efficiency of components has already been taken
into account.  

 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

All over the society, the huge rise in energy consumption
(Image 1) has brought forth new ideas for reducing energy 
consumption and making it more efficient. This is called
‘Green IT’.  
 
Green IT contains the reduction of energy consumption and 
energy saving, observation of the carbon footprint in all
operations, and reduction of the amount of emissions. It
contains new operational models, which are meant to
influence people’s behavior and consumer habits in order to
reduce greenhouse emissions and save energy.  
  
These values are the central concepts of Green IT when
planning new data centers spaces, telecommunications 
stations and restoring the old ones to fulfill new requirements. 
 
Even if we took the Green IT values into consideration when 
building data centers, we would still fall short of the
objectives already in the acquisition stage. Competition
legislation does not pay any attention to ecological values.  
 
The equipment systems of the current data centers have still,
in part, been built from individual network components,
individual servers and server groups as well as storage 
systems. Each system still has its own control and monitoring
equipment with its own monitoring personnel. 

  
Individual equipment instances consume a lot of energy and 
are, in terms of both control and monitoring, demanding
systems which require high expertise. 
 
In addition, the energy consumption is not measured 
accurately enough, so the realization of energy savings is not 
properly brought out.  
 

PROFILING OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORKS 

 
Telecommunications networks can also be profiled according
to use, as illustrated in Image 2. The need for using 
telecommunications network connections decreases at during 
time, so their energy need is also decreased. 
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However, today all telecommunications networks consume a 
maximal amount of electrical energy regardless of the 
situation and loading. Currently, the systems do not have 
energy saving measures, which would automatically adjust 
according to the loading and utilization rate.  

 
The first hardware containing energy saving features will 
probably be introduced into telecommunications networks 
during 2011.  

 

 
 
Image 2. The distribution of services during the day. 

 
For instance, if it is assured that a network operator has 100 
modern routers (L3-level, OSI models level) in use in the data 
network, and each P- (Provider router) and PE-router 
(Provider edge router) uses, on average, 3,000W of electrical 
energy, the momentary consumption is thus in total 300kW.  

 
On the grounds of Image 3, the indicative energy saving 
potential of the data network can be calculated in the network 
of the network operator in question. As an assumption, the 
energy need of the routers is decreased to 500W/router during 
the night. 

 
This amounts to energy savings in a day ∑ = 2,500W x 16h = 
40,000Wh/day/router 
Energy savings in a week ∑ = 40kWh/day x 5 days + (2.5kW 
x 48h) = 320kWh/week/router 
Energy savings in a year ∑ = 320kWh/week x 52 = 
16,640kWh/year/router 
Financial savings in a year ∑ = 16,640kWh/year x 
€100/MWh = €1,664/year/router 
Financial savings in five years ∑ = €1,664/year x 5 = €8,320 / 
5 years / router 
Financial savings in five years, 100 routers ∑ = €8,320 / 5 
years / router x 100 routers = €832,000 / 5 years (100 routers) 
 
In the future, the energy consumption of telecommunications 
networks can perhaps be reduced even more than assumed 
above. The possible contribution of transfer networks has not 
been observed in the calculations, or the reduction of 
necessary cooling energy. In addition, in reality the using 
time of data networks during a day varies according to 
people’s needs, for instance, the utilization rate of the Internet 
varies. This changes to daily profile of the data network 
considerably, and, in reality, it does not wholly correspond to 
the profile of working in an office environment.  

PROFILING OF THE WIRELESS NETWORKS 
 

In profiling wireless networks, a use distribution in
accordance with Image 3 can also be utilized. The use of
wireless networks also decreases during night time, but there
is no more specific research available on what the actual
utilization rate is and how it is distributed in relation to the
networks.  

 
With wireless networks GSM (Global System for Mobile 
Communications) , 3G (Third Generation Mobile 
Communications), 4G ( Fourth Generation Mobile
Communications), LTE ( Long Term Evolution), the energy 
consumption grows on a mean-squared basis when moving 
from GSM networks to more modern network techniques
which provide broadband services, such as 3G and 4G.  

 
An example calculation: 

 
Let us assume that a network operator has 2,000 GSM base
stations with the necessary connections in its network. If the
network operator would renew its network into 3G, the
operator would then need 4,000 base stations to achieve the
same radio coverage as in the old 2G network. If the operator
would renew its network to 4G, it would take four times more
or 16,000 base stations to achieve the same radio coverage.
The energy consumption of the network operator’s wireless 
network grows in proportion. 

 
An example calculation: 

 
The input power of a GSM base station from the network is
on average 650W 
The input power of a 3G base station from the network is on
average 300W 
The input power of a 4G base station from the network is on
average 1000W 

 
The GSM network of the network operator consumes
electricity 1,300,000W 
Daily consumption of the GSM network is 31,200kWh/day 
Annual consumption of the GSM network is thus
11,388,000kWh/year 
Annual cost of the energy used by the GSM network is 
∑ = 11,388MWh/year x €100/MWh = €1,138,800/year 
Financial cost in five years ∑ = €1,138,800/year x 5 =
€5,694,000 / 5 years 
 
Respectively, 3G network consumes electricity 1,200,000W 
Daily consumption of a 3G network is 28,800kWh/day 
Annual consumption of a 3G network is thus
10,512,000kWh/year 
The annual cost of the energy used by a 3G network is 
∑ = 10,512MWh/year x €100/MWh = €1,051,200/year 
Financial cost in five years ∑ = €1,051,200/year x 5 =
€5,256,000 / 5 years 

 
4G network consumes electricity 16.000.000 W (16.000 base
stations) 
Daily consumption of a 4G network is 384 MWh/day  
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Annual consumption of a 4G network is thus 140.160 
MWh/year 
Annual cost of the energy used by a 4G network ∑= 140.160 
MWh/v x 100 €/MWh = 14.016.000 €/year 
Financial cost in five years ∑= 14.016.000 €/year x 5 = 
70.080.000 €/5 years 

 
By profiling wireless networks, for instance, with a ratio of 
40% / 60%, we can achieve considerable savings in energy 
consumption and, therefore, in energy costs. The profiling 
would be done so that 16 hours of a day, the base stations of 
the network would be more or less on standby, 40% of the 
maximal load, and 8 hours of the day, the base stations would 
work with maximum capacity (model Image 3 of the profile).  

 
With this model, the savings of a GSM network are: 
The daily consumption of a GSM network is 31,200kWh/day, 
from which savings can be, in accordance with the previous 
model (2,000 base stations), 12,480kWh/day and 
4,555,200kWh/year. 
Financial savings in energy costs of the GSM network are 
€455,520/year. 
Financial savings in five years ∑ = €455,520/year x 5 = 
€2,277,600 / 5 years 

 
Examples of the advantages in energy savings and costs 
savings by     profiling of wireless networks.   
 
 Wireless networks 
energy use and savings 
by profiling 

GSM 3G 4G 

The input power of the 
base station, W 650 300 1000 
The Base stations 
quantity 2000 4000 16000 
Electricity use of 
network, kW (max.) 1.300 1.200 16.000 
Energy savings (60%) 
/base station (W) 390 180 600 
Energy use,  kWh/day 31.200 28.800 384.000 
Energy savings (60%),  
kWh/ day 12.480 11.520 153.600 
Energy savings (60%),  
kWh/ year 4.555.200 4.204.800 56.064.000 
Financial energy savings, 
€/ year 455.520 420.480 5.606.400 
Financial energy savings, 
€/ 5 years 2.277.600 2.104.400 28.032.000 

 
Table 5. Examples of the advantages in energy savings and 
costs savings by profiling of wireless networks, 8h (100% 
load) and 16h (40% load), summary table. 
 
Respectively, the savings of a 3G network are: 
Daily consumption of a 3G network is 28,800kWh/day, from 
which savings can be, in accordance with the previous model 
(4,000 base stations), 11,520kWh/day and 
4,204,800kWh/year. 

Financial savings in energy costs of the 3G network are thus 
€420,480/year. 
Financial costs in five years ∑ = €420,480/year x 5 = 
€2,104,400 / 5 years 

 
Daily consumption of a 4G network is 384 MWh/day, from 
which savings can be, in accordance with the previous model 
(16,000 base stations), 153,6 MWh/day and 56.064 
MWh/year. 
Financial savings in energy costs of the 4G network are thus 
€5.606.400 /year. 
Financial costs in five years ∑ = €5.606.400 €/year x 5 = 
€28.032.000 /5 years. 
 
Examples of the advantages of CO2 savings by profiling of 
wireless networks.  

 
Greenhouse gas 

savings in 
wireless networks 

Energy  
savings 

kWh/year 

CO2  
savings, 

Tons 
GSM networks  4.555.200 3.606 
3G networks  4.204.800 3.329 
4G networks  56.064.000 44.383 

 
Table 6. Greenhouse gas savings by profiling of wireless 
networks, summary table. 

 
Also, allocating frequencies regionally may lead to savings in 
the number of base stations and, thus, in energy consumption. 
In rural regions, we could use lower frequencies (< 
1,000MHz), in which case the base station density could be 
considerably lower. Since population density is not big in 
rural areas, the capacity requirement of wireless networks is 
not as large as in cities and urban areas. 

 
This would reduce the network operator’s building costs, 
maintenance costs of the network and new investment costs, 
the need for base station locations and equipment spaces. 
Services could still be offered to all who need them, 
regardless of time and space, also as broadband. 

 
The energy use efficiencies of base stations and 
communications stations of communications networks are 
under 20%, so the energy efficiency of those stations has to 
be improved also when it comes to their infrastructure. This 
way, we would gain savings in costs. 

 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENERGY SUPPLY OF 

DATACENTERS, WIRELESS NETWORKS AND 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

 
If we would use direct voltage as the power-supply voltage of 

data centers, wireless networks and telecommunications 
networks’ hardware, this would erase, among others, the need 

for UPS in data centers. Using direct voltage also improves 
the efficiency of energy supply. In the execution, we could 
leave voltage conversions out of the energy supply system,   
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which means more efficiency. The efficiency can be 
improved by over 10% [2] [13] [14] [15] [16]. 

 
At the moment, the obstacles in the way of technical 
development are commercial aspects rather than technical 
solutions. 

 
We can take a 1MW data centers as an example. When we 
count the effect of a 10% efficiency improvement value to the 
energy consumption, the resulting value is 100kW. Although 
at first glance the sum seems small, the energy savings during 
the day are as much as 2,400kWh/day.  

 
In a year, this results in energy savings of 876,000kWh/year 
(an example). 
 
Thus, financial savings on an annual level are €87,600 
(€100/MWh). 
Financial savings in five years ∑ = €87,600/year x 5 = 
€438,000 / 5 years 

 
This money can be used in acquiring physical server 
resources, which can be utilized with the help of 
virtualization, as previously mentioned in section 3.2. This, in 
turn, considerably increases the advantages gained from 
improving the energy supply, when reviewing the matter as a 
whole. The point comes across well in the previously 
calculated example. 
 
Let us also count, on the base of the wireless network 
solutions in section 3.5, the savings attainable for a network 
operator, when the energy supply is changed to direct 
voltage.  
 
The GSM network of a network operator consumes 
electricity 1,300,000W and a 3G network respectively 
1,200,000W, which means that the input power is in total 
2,500,000W or 2,500kW. 
If we can utilize 10% of this consumption with the help of 
direct voltage from the input power, we get 250kW. During 
the day, the savings in electricity consumption are then 
6,000kWh/day.  
Therefore, the amount of saved energy during the year is 
2,190,000kWh/year. 
Financial savings on an annual level are thus €219,000/year 
(€100/MWh). 
Financial savings in five years ∑ = €219,000/year x 5 = 
€1,095,000 / 5 years 

 
The same technique can be applied in the energy supply 
systems of the communications stations of 
telecommunications networks. The number of 
communications stations in the telecommunications networks 
often also arises to thousands, so the energy saving potential 
in the systems of the network operator is considerable as a 
whole. 
The direct voltage system can also be executed as a hybrid 
solution, in which case solar power, energy cells (previous 

fuel cell technique), biofuel systems, wind power and other 
renewable energy forms can be integrated into it. This entity 
will reduce dependency from imported fuels and, at the same 
time, the energy supply systems will be considerably more 
reliable than they currently are. 
When adding up the advantages of profiling and energy 
supply, we can achieve considerable savings in energy and 
costs. Cost efficiency can also be increased by building more 
efficient communications stations in regard to energy 
consumption. Often the communications station buildings 
leak their thermal energy straight outdoors, their door and 
windo 
structures are simple and the heat energy escapes. These 
issues have not been taken into consideration in the 
calculations. 

 
 Examples of the advantages in energy savings and costs 
savings by the development of the energy supply of data 
centers and wireless networks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 7. Examples of the advantages in energy savings and 
costs savings by the development of the energy supply of 
wireless networks (DC-systems, direct voltage systems), 
summary table. 

 
 

Greenhouse gas 
savings in 
wireless networks 

Energy  
savings 
kWh/year 

CO2  
savings, 
Tons 

GSM networks  4.555.200 3.606 
3G networks  4.204.800 3.329 
4G networks  56.064.000 44.383 

 
Table 6. Greenhouse gas savings by profiling of wireless 
networks, summary table. 

 Energy savings by 
development of the 

energy supply 

GSM 3G 4G 

The input power of 
the base station,  W 650 300 1000 
The Base stations 

quantity 2000 4000 16000 
Electricity use of 

network,  kW 
(max.) 1.300 1.200 16.000 

Energy savings, W 390 180 600 
Energy use,  
kWh/day) 31.200 28.800 384.000 

Energy savings 
(10%),  kWh/day 3.120 2.880 38.400 
Energy savings 

(10%),  kWh/year 1.138.800 1.051.200 14.016.000 
Financial energy 
savings, €/year 113.880 105.120 1.401.600 

Financial energy 
savings, €/5 years 569.400 525.600 7.008.000 
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TRANSFORMING WASTE ENERGY INTO COOLING       
ENERGY AND ELECTRICITY 

 
A completely new idea in reducing the energy consumption 
of data centers is the possibility of utilizing the waste heat of 
data centers in cooling them. The innovation is based purely 
on classic physics. Image 4 shows the influence of this in the 
total energy consumption of data centers. 

 
Data centers produce large amounts of thermal energy which 
goes to waste. Utilizing and recycling this wasted energy 
would reduce the energy need, use costs and also the renewal 
need of the surrounding hardware of data centers. 

 
Preliminary research shows that more than 70% of the waste 
heat could be utilized by changing it back to cooling energy. 
Even this result is better than not utilizing the waste heat at 
all. The aim is to reduce the need of intake energy of data 
centers, and, thus, lower the costs as well as the need for 
electrical energy. 
This is also of great significance internationally, if the waste 
heat of each data centers can be utilized by even over 70% 
efficiency and, in addition, the energy need of data centers 
cut down during the night. Previously, households could use 
by night time electricity, which was cheaper than daytime 
electricity. This solution also leveled the electricity 
consumption during the day. We should only find the right 
ratio between the use of night time and daytime electricity 
[10] [11]. 
 

 
 

Image 4. An example of energy savings attained by reusing 
the wasted thermal energy of data centers. 

 
If we assume that a country has, for example, 20 data centers 
of 1MW, then they need 20MW for the energy of the 
hardware alone. If we then calculate the amount of energy 
required by the data centers and the surrounding hardware, 
the energy need is approximately 40MW [2], of which the 
portion of the cooling energy is about 20MW. 

 

If we can utilize 70% of the waste heat produced by a data
center, we can utilize 14MW of the cooling energy of 20MW
again as cooling energy. At the same time, we can reduce the
amount of input power of the data centers and gain savings in
costs. 

 
As an example, we can calculate what this means in terms of
expenses. 

 
20MW of energy means during the day 480MWh/day. 
On an annual level, the energy consumption is
175,200MWh/year. 
If we can reuse 70% of this amount of energy, it means 
122,640MWh. 
The cost of the reusable energy is €12,640,000/year. 
Financial cost in five years ∑ = €12,640,000/year x 5 =
€63,200,000 / 5 years 

 
In the calculations, it has been assumed that building the data
centers is done with the principles according to Image 2.  

 
The obtained result can be examined in accordance with
Image 1 for the whole period of 15 years. In the image, the
energy consumption increases 10-fold during a period of 15 
years. When we do not take index increases into account, the
financial cost of the previously calculated sum for 15 years
will be €189,600,000 / 15 years, calculated merely on the
basis of the starting situation. 
 
But energy consumption has increased after five years and,
during that time, has already doubled, so the need for cooling
energy has also doubled. The same applies for the next period
of five years, when the consumption is three times the starting
value. 
 
Calculated on this basis, the financial cost of the reusable
energy during the next period of five years is ∑ =
€63,200,000 / 5 years x 2 =€126,400,000 / 5 years. 
 
Respectively, the cost of reusable energy for the next period
of five years is ∑ = €126,400,000 / 5 years x 3 = 
€379,200,000 / 5 years. 
 
The financial cost of the reusable energy for the whole period
of 15 years is €568,800,000 / 15 years calculated according to
the values of images 2 and 4. Even if the virtualization of data
centers would be executed in accordance with Image 2, we 
would still need cooling energy. 
 
Costs in savings are enormous. At the moment, there are
already 52 web data centers in Finland [12]. When we add the 
data centers owned by organizations to this, reusing even this
waste heat and with these efficiencies we will gain enormous
savings on an annual basis. It is difficult to find out more
specific numbers of data centers.  
New type of integrated cooling, heating and power systems
payback is about 3 to 5 years.  
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purely on classic physics. This solution has not yet been 
applied to data centers. The technique has been developed, 
among others, to satisfy the energy needs of space ships. 
This solution can further improve the energy efficiency of 
data centers, by utilizing the remaining waste heat and 
transforming it directly to electrical energy.  

 
Transforming waste heat into electrical energy can, at 
present, be done with the help of Peltier elements, but the 
efficiency is not very high [13]. 
Better solutions are sought from the applications of 
nanotechnology, means of which waste heat can directly be 
transformed into electrical energy. Nano pipes are one of the 
most promising transforming elements in this model [14. In 
addition, nanowire seems to be another efficient energy 
transformer of the future for transforming heat energy 
directly into electricity [15]. 

 
In the United States, the army is exploring the possibility of 
utilizing the heat energy of exhaust pipes of heavy trucks in 
recharging batteries. Technical solutions are available and 
they can be directly utilized in transforming heat energy into 
electricity. These solutions have not yet been applied to data 
centers environments [16]. 

 
In both alternatives, the acquisition costs and life cycle costs 
of the techniques need to be considered in order to calculate 
the eventual benefit. 
 
Transforming waste energy into electricity is done with 
passive components, which have a long life cycle (~ over 30 
years). 

 
Examples of the advantages in energy savings and costs 
savings by transforming waste energy into cooling energy of 
data centers, summary 

 
Reusing the wasted thermal energy Data centers 

Electrical energy use for cooling, 
kW (max) 20.000 

Cooling energy use, kWh/day 480.000 

Cooling energy use, kWh/ year 175.200.000 
The wasted termal energy  reusing  
(70 %),  kWh/ year 122.640.000 
Thermal  energy  reusings  
financial savings, €/ year 12.264.000 
Thermal  energy  reusings  
financial savings, €/ 5 years 61.320.000 
Thermal  energy  reusings  
financial savings, €/ 15 years , 
(Image 4) 551.880.000 

 
Table 6. Example of energy savings attained by reusing the 
wasted thermal energy of data centers (70 % reuse), summary 
table. 

 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF DATA CENTERS AND 
TELECOMMUNICATION STATIONS 

 
The energy efficiency of data center is a criterion, which is
used to define the performance of a data center. The energy
efficiency of a data center is defined with DCiE value (DCiE 
= Data Centre infrastructure Efficiency). The DCiE value is
the relation between the power of the IT equipment and the
overall power of the data centers [7] [8]. With this value, we
can compare the energy efficiency of different data centers
very precisely. Therefore, energy measuring systems need to
be designed into the data centers, so that the DCiE value can
be properly measured. Another term used in measuring
energy efficiencies is PUE (PUE = Power Usage
Effectiveness). DCiE is 1/PUE. 
 
With the help of DCiE (PUE) definitions, we can also
measure the energy efficiencies of telecommunication
stations and base stations of a wireless network. In these
telecommunication stations of a telecommunications network,
the energy efficiency is currently considerably less than 20%, 
so by using a common measuring method, we can compare
the energy efficiencies and also improve the efficiency of the
energy use of telecommunication stations of
telecommunications networks. This method has not been
commonly used in measuring the energy efficiencies of
telecommunications networks.  

 
  CONCLUSION 
 
In data centers, communication stations of
telecommunications networks and base stations of wireless
networks, there are a lot of above-mentioned improvements 
that can be made in regard to energy saving. 

 
Some of the presented savings models are wholly new
solutions, which have not yet been applied, at least on a larger
scale, in Finland for data centers, communications stations of
telecommunications networks or base stations of wireless
networks.  
 
European countries can also save tens or even hundreds of 
millions of Euros in a year with these solutions. In addition, 
and telecommunications networks are not the only places, 
which form waste heat that is not utilized at all, but these also 
include, for instance, factories, oil refineries, power plants as 
well as all structures that produce heat. 
 
Even with all the talk in the world of recycling and reusing      
materials as well as collecting paper, carton, metal, glass and 
equipment scraps for reuse, still the recovery of waste heat is 
minimal.  

 
However, there are enormous savings to be made in reusing 
waste heat, in Finland and in other countries, as well. The 
financial savings are tremendous. If we can implement the   
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presented energy saving possibilities, even in part, we can 
also save immense amounts of funds in building power plants 
and other energy producing institutions as well as in carbon 
footprints nationally and worldwide.  

 
The electrical energy of ITC systems and equipment is only a 
few per cents of the overall consumption of electrical energy 
in the world. We can only roughly estimate the overall 
amount of produced waste heat in the world, and this goes 
directly to the atmosphere to heat the air. The amount of 
energy in the waste heat can be billions of kilowatt-hours for 
every use hours worldwide. No matter how clean the waste 
heat is, it still heats the atmosphere. Just like pollution is 
carried with air currents from one place to another, so does 
this waste heat, by warming the atmosphere. Where and how 
this waste heat released into the atmosphere can dissolve, so 
it would not heat the Earth’s atmosphere? According to the 
law of indestructibility of energy it goes as a whole to some 
place, where it does not necessarily belong to, and causes its 
own addition to the warming of the atmosphere.  
 
What are the climatic influences of waste heat directly 
released into the air? This cannot even be estimated without 
extensive research. 
 
What we can do for energy savings now and the future are 
that we start to design whole infrastructure of society taking 
care of energy saving possibilities, recycling and reusing 
wasted thermal energy, optimise and profile communications 
networks, communications stations and data centers. 
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